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Part 3 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
The solution of the fire control problem can be divided among 
eight separate groups of mechanisms in the Computer Mark 1. 
Each of these groups forms a network which solves a portion of 
the problem. All eight networks in the Computer operate simul
taneously, and a solution of the fire control problem is con
tinuously transmitted to the guns a ll the time the Computer is 
in operation. 

In this Detailed Description the first eight chapters describe 
the eight computing networks in the order in which the solu
tion from each network builds toward the solution of the whole 
problem. Each computing mechanism is described in the order 
in which it solves its portion of the problem, without regard to 
its physical position in the Computer. The last two chapters 
describe the Star Shell Computer network and the Selector 
Drive. 

An understanding of each network and of the interrelation be
tween the various networks will give a complete picture of the 
method by which the Computer Ma!k 1 solves the fire control 
problem. 

The Detailed Description is divided into the following 
chapters: 

The Deck Tilt Group 
The Relative Motion Group 
The Integrator Group 
The Rate Control Group 
The Prediction Section 
The Trunnion Tilt Section 
The Synchronize Elevation Group 
The Parallax Section 
The Star Shell Computer Mark 1 
The Selector Drive Mark 1 
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COMPUTER MARK I OP 1064 

DETAILED KNOWLEDGE OF THE COMPUTER 

162 

The D eta iled D escription of the Compute r M a rk 1 may seem 
highly theoretical , but most of it is very useful information for 
a nyone who is to operate the Computer, and indispensable to 
a nyone who is to test, set, or ma intain the Computer. 

Why operators should read the detailed description 
The operator who is fa miliar with what is going on unde r the 
covers of the Computer Mark 1 will have confidence in the 
instrument and in his own handling of it. H e will be a ble to vis
ua lize the fire control problem and see more quickl y what the 
Computer needs to reach a solution in any given situation. H e 
will use the types of operation best suited to each problem and 
will not be tempted to avoid certain types because they may 
appear more complex. 

An opera tor with a knowledge of the D etailed Description will 
understand and remember operating instructions more easily, 
he will be able to switc h from one type of operation to anothe r 
with greater speed and accuracy, and he will be equipped with 
the knowledge and confide nce he needs to meet new situations 
and emergencies as they arise. F or example: An opera tor may 
discover that a ha ndc rank which should be in the AUTO posi· 
ti on is in the H AND position. The man who is familiar with the 
Computer wi ll know whether or not changing thi s handle to 
AUTO will introduce violent changes in the Computer outputs 
with consequent danger to either the Gun Cre w or the D irector 
Crew. 

An informed operator wi ll be much better able to prevent 
casualties. The opera tor who is merely fo llowing memorized 
instructions will be a pt to overlook signs of troub le and to con· 
tinue operation of the instrument until a casua lty occurs. 

Operators with detailed knowledge of the Computer will a lso 
be better able to detect faul ty operation by the Director Crew 
and thus create a basis for better D irector-Computer coordi· 
na tion. 
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• 

• 

• 

HAS MANY PRACTICAL USES 

Operation by a well·informed crew can save needless wear and 
tear on the Computer mechanisms. For instance. an under· 
standing of the proper use of the Selector Drive will eliminate 
mu("h needless wear in the Trunnion Tilt Section of the Com
puter. 

Another advantage of knowing the inside as well as the outside 
of the Computer is the background it provides for evaluating 
the word-DC-mouth suggestions picked. up from the fire control 
crews of other Ships. 

Why maintenance personnel 
must read the detailed description 

The Detailed Description is required information for anyone 
who is going to test, set, or maintain the Computer Mark 1. 
The relationship of the mechanisms within each network, and 
the relationship of the networks to each other are explained 
here. The consequence of neglecting an upset clamp, a bent 
shaft. or a stuck gear cannot be appreciated fully without 
a thorough knowledge of the way in which the Computer mech. 
a n isms work together. 

A man who has studied the Detailed Description will also real. 
ize the importance of finding the exact location of trouble in 
the Computer. He will know the interconnections between the 
networks and be able to locate trouble without difficulty. 

RESTR ICTED 
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The Deck Tilt Group computes a stabilizing quantity called 
LINE OF Deck Tilt Correction, jB' r. 

VERTICAL 
PLANE 
THROUGH 
LINE CF 
SIGHT 

DeCK 
PLANE 

SIGHT 

DeCK 
PLANE 

VERTICAL 
PLANE 
THROUGH 
liNE Of 
SIGHT 

VERTICAL 
PLANE 
THROUGH 
FORE AND 

N .... .:AfT AXIS 

NOTE: 
Strictly speaking. the term 
"deck plane" does not mean 
a plane through the deck . 
but a plane through the 
Director sights parallel to 
the Director roller path . 
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One of the input quantities which the Computer Mark 1 needs 
is a horizontal measure of the Target's bearing relative to the 
fore and aft axis of Own Ship. This horizontal measure of the 
T arget's relative bearing is called Relative Target Bearing, Br. 
Br is the angle, in the horizontal plane, between the vertical 
plane through the fore and aft axis of Own Ship and the ver
tical pla ne through the Line of Sight, measured clockwise from 
the bow. Br is needed for computing Relative Motion Rates 
and Rate Control Corrections. 

Br cannot be measured directly by the Gun Director Mark 37. 

Since the Director is mounted on a roller path in the deck plane, 
the whole Director trains in the deck plane, and tilts with the 
deck as Own Ship rolls and pitches. When the sights are on the 
Target, the Director measures the Target's bearing relative to 
the fore and aft axis of Own Ship in the deck plane. This meas
ure of the Target's relative bearing in the deck plane is called 
Director Train, B 'r. B ' r is the angle between a vertical plane 
through the fore and aft axis of Own Ship and a vert,ical plane 
through the Line of Sight, measured in the deck plane, clock
wise from the bow of Own Ship. 

In order to convert B 'r to Br, the Computer Mark 1 must con
tinuously compute the amount by which B 'r differs from Br. 
This computed difference between B'r and Br is called Deck 
Tilt Correction, jB'r. 

Br is obtained by continuously adding the computed Deck Tilt 
Correction, jB'r, to the measured value of Director Train, B 'r. 

VERTICAL PLANE 
THROUGH LINE 
OF SIGHT 

DECK 
PLANE 

Br = B 'r + jB 'r 

VERTICAL PLANE 
THROUGH FORE 
AND AFT AXIS 

HORIZONTAL 
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THE INPUTS 
to the deck tilt group 
The quantities used in computing Deck Tilt Correction, jB ' r j 

are Director Train, B 'r, Level, L, and Cross- level , Zd. 

Level, L, and Cross-level, Zd, are measures of deck inclination. 

Level, L, is the angle between the horizontal plane and the 
ti lted deck plane meas,:!red in the vertical plane through the 
Line of Sight. The correction for L is positive when the deck 
toward the T arget til ts down. 

Cross-level, Zd, is the angle between the horizontal and the 
tilted deck measured in a plane at right angles to the deck plane, 
and a t right a ngles to the vertical plane through the Line of 
Sight. The correction for Zd is positive if, when facing the Tar
get, the deck to the left tilts down. 

L and Zd are continuously measured by the Stable Element. 
The Stable Element contains a gyro which, within its limits of 
operation, a lways remains in t he horizontal plane regardless of 
the inclination of the deck. The Computer tra nsmits the value 
of Director Train, B 'r, by a shaft line to the Stable Element. B'r 
positions the gyro gimbals so that measurements of deck incli
nation are made in relation to the Line of Sight. The measure
ments are the values of Level and Cross-level, and are trans
mitted by shafts to the Computer. 

DECK 

TILT 

GROUP 

D eck Tilt Correction, jB' r, may be either positive or negative. 
When Br is larger than B 'r, jB'r is positive. When Br is smaller 
than B' r, jB' r is negative. 

jS" POSITIVE iB' , NEGATIVE 

,', 
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DECK TILT MECHANISM The 
and the • equation it solves 

ilia lILT --
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LOOK UP BETWEEN 
THE VERTICAL PtA TES 
TO see THE 
COMPONENT SOLVER 

DEClC TaT 
COMPONENT $OI.YBt 

• 

The D eck Tilt M echanism consists of a component 
solver, two sc rew-type multipl iers, a compensated 
fo llow-up control, and several differentials. The 
D eck Tilt Component So lver and Multipliers are 
mounted on a pla te in the lower rear of the Com
puter M a rk 1, between the P ara llax and the Trun
nion T ilt mechanisms. 

The true equation for D eck Til t Correction, jB ' r, 
contains terms which would require a long network 
of mechanisms for their solut ion. T o obta in a suffi
cientl y correct value of j8'r using only a few 
mecha nism s, the true equation has been modified 
for use in the Computer M a rk 1. 

H ere is the modified equation: 

jB' r = K[Zd( L- L cos 2 B'r) + K ,L ,L sin 2B'rJ 

This equation (or jB' r looks complicated but it is 
solved by only a few mechanisms : the component 
solver, the two multipliers, and the differentia ls_ 
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The Deck Tilt 
COMPONENT SOLVER 
The first step in the solution of the jB'r equation is to compute 
the quantities L sin 28'r and L cos 28'r. These two quantities 
are com:puted in the Deck Tilt Component Solver. 

The inputs to the component solver are 28'r and L. 

The quantity 28'r is difficult to visualize and does not occur in 
the true equation for jB'r. It is used in the modified equation 
in approximating the value of certain other terms which would 
be difficult to compute mechanically. 

The value of 28' r positions the vector gear in the Deck Tilt 
Component Solver. Since 28'r is twice the value of B 'r, the 
vector gear makes two complete revolutions while the value of 
B'r changes from zero to 360 degrees. A cam-type component 
solver is used here because in this type the vector gear rna; 
turn through any number of revolutions. 

Level, L; positions the cam. An offset pin is used in the com
ponent solver because the values of L are alternately positive 
and negative. This type of component solver is described in 
detail in OP 1140. 

i:::VER l' _____ .J}-o-{, ____ _ 

FROM I ) STABLE ) ___________ , 

ELEMENT L _____ ' DECK TILT 
- COMPONENT SOLVER 

Director Train, B'r, from the B'r Receiver is multiplied by 2 in 
a gear ratio producing 2B'r. The value of 2B'r positions the 
vector gear. Level , L, from the Stable Element is the cam input. 

The two outputs from the component solver are: L sin 2B' r and 
L cos 2B'r. 

The use of 2B'r in the Deck Tilt equation gives the same va lue 
of jB'r for given values of Land Zd, whether B ' r is 90 0 or 270 
degrees. With given values of Land Zd, the value of jB' r will be 
the same with a given B'r value as for a B 'r value 1800 greater 
or less. 
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NOTE: 
It should be remembered 
that every component solv· 
er has a compensating dif 
ferentia l. The function of 
the compensating differen
tial is explained in OP 11 40. 
For clarity this differential 
is omitted from the flow 
schematics in OP 1064. 
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Deck 

OP 1064 

Til t MULTIPLIERS 
The remaining quantities in the Deck Tilt equa
tion are solved by two screw-type multipliers, two 
differentials, and some gearing. 

The L eos 2B'r output of the Deck Tilt Component 
Solver is subtracted from L at differential D-2. The 
result, (L - L cos 2B'r ), positions the input rack 
of one of the multipliers. Zd positions the lead 
screw. The multiplier output is the first term of the 
Deck Tilt equation: 

Zd (L - Lcos2B'r). 

The L sin 2B'r output of the component solver po
sitions the input rack of the second multiplier. A 
gear ratio is used to multiply L by K I to obtain 
K IL, which positions the lead screw. The output is 
the second term of the jB'r equation : 

K ,L • L sin 2B'r. 

The inputs to each of the Deck Tilt Multipliers 
may have either positive or negative values. The 
fixed pin in each multiplier is therefore located at 
the center of travel of the inputs. 

DECK TIlT 
COMPONENT 
SOlVER 
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complete the • equation 
The outputs from the two Deck Tilt Multipliers are added to
gether at differential D-3. The differential output is multiplied 
in gearing by a constant, K , to form the quantity: 

K[Zd(L - Lcos2B'r) + K ,L • Lsin2B' r]whichisjB'r 

A compensated follow-up amplifies the torque on the jB'r line 
and drives j B ' r to the Relative Motion and the Integrator 
Groups. 

Since the jBfr Follow-up is always energized when the Power 
Switch is ON, the Deck Tilt Correction is continuously available 
in a ll types of operation. 

DECK TIlT 
MULTIPLIERS 
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How jB'r is used 
Deck Tilt Correction, jBfr, is used to correct two different quan
t ities: 

1 Director Train, 8 ' r, which is received in the Computer from 
the Director. 

2 Generated Changes of R ela tive T a rget Bearing, 6 cBr, 
he Computer to the Director. which a re transmitted from t 

The quantity, B 'r , received in the Computer is an a ngle in the 
ection, jB'r, is added to B 'r to 
Br, the corresponding angle in 

deck plane. The Deck Tilt Corr 
obtain Relative Target Bearing, 
the horizontal plane. 

8 ' r + jB'f 

The Integrator Group generates 
Bearing, 6 cBr, in the horizontal 

= Br 

Changes of R elative Target 
plane. If the Director were 

always horizontal, 6 cBr would 
. sary to keep the sights on the Tar 

provide the movement neces
get in train. Since the Director 
uus correction for the effect of 
This correction is jB'r. 

trains in the deck plane, a continu 
Deck Tilt must be made to 6 cBr. 

Continuous values of jB'r are su btracted from the Generated 
ing, 6 cBr. The result is Gen
, 6 cB'r. 

Changes of Relative Target Bear 
erated Changes of Director Train 

6 cBr - jB' f = !::..cB'r 

The quantity, licB 'f, is the move ment in the deck plane needed 
Target in train . to keep the Director sights on the 

DECK 
TilT ~ iB'r 

GROUP 

...A-
b.cB' r 

>----

,-< 9 -

".. ...... 
.o. cBr 

RED- REPRESENTS VALUES 
IN DECK PLANE 

BLUE REPRESENTS VALUES 
IN HORIZONTAL PLANE 

RElATIVE MOTION 
AND 

INTEGRATOR 
GROUPS 
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DECK TILT 

j8' r in Local Control 

When, for any reason, no 8 'r signa l is coming in from the Direc
tor, the Computer M ark 1 can compute a substitute va lue of 
Director Train, B't . This substitute is Generated Director 
T ra in, CB' t. 

Genera ted Director Train, cB 't , consists of a manual setting of 
Relative T arget Bea ring, jBr, plus the Genera ted Cha nges of 
Bearing, !:::'cBr, from t he Integrator Group, plus the Deck Tilt 
Correct ion, jB't . 

The angle, j Br + l:::. cBr, is the Generated Rela tive Bearing in 
the horizonta l plane. The addition of Deck Tilt Correction, 
j8't , produces a n accurate value of cB ', in the deck plane. 

The qua ntity cB't is used to control the B it F ollow-ups in Local 
Control only. I n Automatic and Semi-automatic Control, these 
foIlow-ups a re positioned by the B 'r R eceiver. The opera tion 
of the B 'r F ollow-ups is d escribed in d etail in the chapter on 
Rate Cont rol, pages 25 8-2 59. 

FROM 

TO GUN 

CJI:). t:.0-.l ):r;:~N o~~~:R \; ~l...!=~~~ PARTS OF THE 

IN TEGRA TOR l='~::~ GROUP 

fROM 
OECK TILT 
GROUP 
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RELATIVE MOTION 

,.,-----
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Relative Motion is the change of position of the Target as 
viewed from Own Ship. This change of position, or relative 
motion, may be the result of Target Motion only. Ship Motion 
only, or a combination of both Ship and Target Motion. 

The job of the Relative Motion Group in the Tracking Section 
of the Computer Mark 1 is to compute the three Relative 
Motion Rates: Direct Range Rate, dR, Elevation Rate, RdE, 
and Deflection Rate, RdBs. 

The RATES of Relative Motion are the speeds with which the 
Target is changing position in relation to Own Ship. For an 
air target, a Relative Motion Rate is computed in each of three 
directions in relation to the Line of Sight to the Target ; 
1 Directly along the Lme of Sight 
2 At right angles to the Line of Sight in the horizontal plane 
3 At right angles to the Line of Sight in the vertical plane 

through the Line of Sight. 

These three directions are chosen because the resu lting rates 
can best be used for computing changes of Range, Elevation, 
and Bearing. 

The Relative Motion Rate directly a long the Line of Sight is 
Direct Range Rate, dR. Range Rate, dR, is the rate at which 
the Range is changing, and is needed by the Prediction Section 
to compute the change in Range that takes place during the 
time the projectile is in flight. 

The Relative Motion Rate at right angles to the Line of Sight 
in the vertical plane is Elevation Rate, RdE. E levation Rate, 
RdE, is the linear rate at which the Elevation of the Target is 
changing, as viewed from Own Ship. It is needed by the Predic
tion Section to compute the change in Elevation that takes 
place during the time the projectile is in flight. 

The Relative Motion Rate at right angles to the Line of Sight 
in the horizonta l plane is Deflection Rate, RdBs. The Deflection 
Rate is the linear rate at which Relative Target Bearing is 
changing. It is needed by the Prediction Section to compute the 
change in Bearing that takes place during the time the pro
jectile is in flight. 

The Height, H, of the Target is also computed by the Relative 
Motion Group. 
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RELATIVE MOTION 

The INPUTS to the Relative Motion Group 
T o compute the three R elative Motion Rates and . Height, the 
R elative Motion Group needs three groups of inputs: 

1 Ship Mot ion inputs 
2 T a rget M otion inputs 
3 T arget P osition inputs. 

The Ship Motion inputs are Ship Speed, So, and Ship Course, 
Co. 

The Target M otion inputs are Target Horizontal Speed, Sh, 
Target Course, Ct, and Rate of Climb, dH. 

The Target P osition inputs are Target Elevation, E, Director 
Train, B '" and Present Range, cR . 

In addition to these three groups, one stabilizing input is 
needed. This stabilizing input is Deck Tilt Correction, jB't. 

SHIP 
MO TION 

TARGET 
MOTION 

TARGET 
POSITION 

51 ABILIZING 
QUANTITY 

{ 
RElATIVE 
MOTION 
GROUP 

RELATIVE MOnON RATES 
TO 

INTEGRATOR GROUP 
AND 

PREDICTION SECTION 

TO HEIGHT DIALS 

The OUTPUTS of the Relative Motion Group 
Relative M..Jtion Rates, dR, RdE, a nd RdBs, go to the Predic
tion Section and a lso to the Integrator Group in the Tracking 
Section. 

The fourth output, T a rget H eight, H, goes only to the H eight 
D ials. 
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COMPUTER MARK I 

NOTE: 
It will be remem bered t hat Ta rge t 
spe ed and T arget direc t ion, t aken 
together. are called Target Veloc
ity. Velocity is speed in a given 
direction. 

SHI~ SPE~ lARGET SPHO 

':O=W=N~S::",~' ';;;'~I~"N",C;O='-'S"'GC;"~""'''<C:::::;T='''=G'''' 
itANGf RATE = SUMOf SPEEDS 

SHIP SPUD TARGH SPUD 

, I ~::::::",> '- I ~WN SHIP ' l ll"EOf SIGH; TARGET 

RANGE RATE = DiffERENCE BETWEEN SPUDS 

TARGF.T ~N'TLAl. 
ANGLE ::::;: 20· TARGET 

"" l/ O!.ITION 
§K' • " 
" ~ 

OWN SHI ~ 

C=~ 
OWN SHIP 
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TARGET f'OSlTION 
AfTU , M1NIJUS 

OP 1064 

COMPONENTS 
The R a tes of Rela tive M otion depend on the speed and direc· 
tion of motion of both Ship and T arget . T o compute these 
rates, the velocities of Ship a nd T arget must be b roken into 
components in t he d irect ions in which the rates a re required. 
The com ponents a re necessary because t he direction in which 
t he Ship or Target is moving in re lation to the Line of Sight de
termines how much of its ve locity a ffects R ange, Elevation, or 
Bearing. 

The need for resolving velocities into their components is most 
easily shown in com puting ra tes of R elative M otion between 
Own Ship and a surface ta rget. With a surface target only two 
ra tes a re needed: R a nge R ate and Deflection Rate. 

When own ship and a surface target 
are moving in the same straight line 
When Own Ship a nd a surface ta rget are moving in t he same 
st ra ight line, they a re moving a long the Line of Sight. Their 
speed s a ffect R ange only. There is no motion at right angles 
to t he Line of Sight ; therefore the Deflection Rat~ is ze ro. The 
Range Rate is computed by adding or subt ract ing the speeds 
of Ship a nd T arget depending on whether they are moving in 
ooposite directions or in the sa me d irection. 

When they a re moving in opposite directions, the sum of their 
speeds is the R ange R ate. When they a re moving in the same 
directio n, t he diffe rence in t hei r speeds is t he R ange R ate. 

When own ship and a surface target 
on different are • moving courses 

When Own Ship a nd a surface target are moving on different 
courses, their speeds cannot be simply added or subtracted to 
obta in a R elative Motion R ate. The direction of their motion 
in relation to the Line of Sight must be consid ered. 

Suppose tha t Own Ship is sta tiona ry a nd the T a rget is directl y 
abeam of Own Ship with R ela tive T a rget Bearing, Br, a t 90 ° 
a nd Range 20,000 yards. If T arget Angle, A, is 20 ° and the 
T arget moves in a stra ight line a t 30 knots fo r two minutes, 
t he Range wi ll have decreased by about 19 0 0 yards to 18,100 
ya rds, a nd t he Relative Bearing will have increased byapprox
imately 2° to 9 2 ° , 

If, however, wit h the same in itia l relative pOSItions, T arget 
Angle, A , had been 80" a nd the T arget had moved at 30 knots 
for two minutes, t he resu lts would have been quite d ifferen t. 
R ange would have decreased only 250 ya rds, to 19,7 50 ya rds, 
while R ela t ive Bearing would have inc reased approximately 
6 to 96 ": 
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These examples demonstrate tha t usually 
only a fraction of the actua l T arget Speed 
affect s R ange, and only a fraction affects 
Bearing. These fractions a re ca lled compo
nents, and their sizes depend on the speed of 
the T arget a nd .the va lue of T a rget Angle, A 

In the same way, the effect of Own Ship Speed 
on R ange and Bearing depends on the value 
of Ship Speed, So, and R ela tive T a rget Bear
ing, Br. 

The Components of Own Ship Velocity, T ar
get Velocity, and the other velocity vectors 
needed for a ir targets a re com puted in the 
Rela tive M otion Group by the Relative M o
tion Component Solvers. 

THE MECHANISM 
in the relative motion group 
The Rela tive Motion Group contains a ba nk 
of four component solvers and the H eight 
Computer, the B'r and Co Double-speed Re
ceivers, t he S o Smgle-speed R eceiver, t he 
follow-ups on the dR, RdE, RdBs, a nd dRh 
lines, a nd various diffe rent ia ls and dia ls. T he 
component solvers and a ll t he follow-ups are 
in the top front section of the Computer. T he 
Co Receiver is in the lower front section. The 
S o R eceiver is in the top rea r section, a nd 
the B'r Receiver is in the lower rea r section. 
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The inputs to the Component Solvers 

RECEIVER 
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RELATIVE 
MOTION 

COMPONENT 
SOlVERS 

HEIGHT 
COMPUTER 

The Relative Motion Rates are computed in relation to the 
horizontal plane and to the Line of Sight. Some of the in
puts to the Computer are quantities measured from the deck 
plane or from North. These quantities cannot be used directly 
as inputs to the component solvers, but are used to compute 
the inputs needed by the c(;>rnponent solvers. 

The quantities which must be computed for use by the com
ponent solvers are Relative T a rget Bearing, Br, Target Angle, 
A, and Target Elevation, E. 

Relative Target Bearing, Br, is computed by adding Deck Tilt 
Correction, jB'r, to Director Train, B'r. Deck Tilt Correction, 
jB ' r, is computed in the Deck Tilt Group. Director Train, B 'r, 
is transmitted electrically from t he Director to the B'r Re
ceiver. Deck T ilt Correction, jB'r, is added to Director Train, 
B'r, at d ifferentia l D-9, to obtain Relative Target Bearing, Br. 

Target Angle, A, is the horizontal angle between a vertical 
plane through the fore and aft axis of the T arget and a vertical 
plane through the Line of Sight, measured clockwise from the 
bow of the T arget. 

The value of A is computed as B + J 80 ° - Ct. B is True Tar
get Bearing and Ct is T arget Course. 

True Bearing, B, is the horizontal ang le between a North
South vertical plane and the vertica l plane through the Line 
of Sight, measured clockwise from North. The va lue of B is 
computed by adding R elative Target Bearing, Br, to Ship 
Course, Co. 

Ship Course, Co, is the horizontal angle between a North
South vertical plane and the vertical plane through the fore 
and aft axis of Own Ship, measured clockwise from North to 
the bow of Own Ship. The value of Co is either received elec
trically at the Co Receiver or is put in by hand a t the Ship 
Course Handcrank. 

Br is added to Co at differentia l D-26. The differential output 
is True Bearing, B. 
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Target Course, Ct, is the horizontal angle between the North
South ve rtical plane and a vertical plane through the direction 
of motion of the Target, measured clockwise from North to the 
bow of the Target. Ct is estimated and set into the Computer 
through the Target Angle Handcrank. At differential D-41, 
the value of Ct is subtracted from B. The 180 0 is added to the 
differentia l output at a clamp offset. The result is Target Angle, 
A. 

-[ --')>--------\ 

Co RECEIVER 

Target Elevation, E, is the last of the component solver inputs 
which need to be computed. E is the angle between the hori
zontal and the Line of Sight, measured in a vertical plane 
through the Line of Sight. 

Director E levation, Eb, is the angle between the deck plane and 
the Line of Sight, measured in a vertical plane through the Line 
of Sight. Eb is transmitted electrically from the Director to the 
Eb R ece iver in the Synchronize Eleva tion Group. Level. L. is 
transmitted to the Computer by a shaft line from the Stable 
Element. L is subtracted from Eb at differential D-11 in the 
Synchronize Elevation Group to obtain Target Elevation, E. 

The speed inputs to the component so lvers, So, Sh, and dH, 
need no initial computation inside the Computer. 

Ship Speed, So, is transmitted electrically from the Pitometer 
Log to the So Receiver or set in by ha nd. 

Target Horizontal Ground Speed, Sh is estimated and set into 
the Computer through the Target Speed Handcrank. 

Rate of Climb, dH, the vertical speed of the Target, can a lso be 
estimated and is set into the Computer through the Rate of 
Climb Crank. 
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Relative motion for a SURFACE target 

LINE OF SIGHT 
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For the sake of clarity, this discussion of Relative Motion 
fo r a surface target assumes that the Line of Sight lies in a 
horizontal p lane at the level of the Director. Actually the Line 
of Sight to a surface target is slightly depressed. If t he Line of 
Sight is assumed to be horizontal, only two Relative M otion 
Rates are computed. They are: 

HorizontaJ Range Rate, dRh, along the Line of Sight 

Deflection Rate, RdBs, at right angles to the Line of Sight. 

The Rates dRh and RdBs are obtained from Components of 
Ship Ve locity and Target Ve locity, computed by the Ship and 
Tar~et Component Solvers. 

The Ship Component Solver 
The Ship Component Solver is a cam-type component solver. 
Component solvers are described in detail in OP 1140. The 
inputs are Own Ship Speed, So, and Relative Target Bearing, 
Br. So positions the cam and Br positions the vector gear. 

The outp uts are: 

1 The Component of Ship Velocity, Yo, along the horizontal 
Line of Sight, called the Range Component. 

2 The Component of Ship Velocity, Xo, at right angles to 
the Line of Sight in the horizontal plane, called the De
flection Component. 

FROM 
So RECEIVEIC 

FROM 0·9 

SHIP COMPONENT SOLVER 

The Target Component Solver 
The Target Component Solver is also a cam-type component 
solver. The inputs are H orizontal Target Speed, Sh, and Tar
get Angle, A. Sh positions the cam and A positions the vector 
gear. 

The outputs are: 

1 The Component of Horizontal T arget Velocity, Yt, a long 
the horizontal Line of Sight, ca lled the R ange Component. 

2 The Component of Horizontal Target Velocity, Xt, at right 
ang les to the Line of Sight in the horizontal p lane, called 
the D eflection Component. 

Sh 
HANOCRANI( 

FROM 0 ·4\ ( ) 
TARGET COMPONENT SOLVER 
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RELATIVE MOTION 

The Range Components, Yo and Yt, a re now combined to ob
tain Horizontal Range Rate, dRh. 

dRh = Yo + YI 

In th is diagram , Yo and Y t are negative because the motion of 
both Own Ship and Target is decreasing the Range. The value 
of dRh is therefore negative, indicating a closing Range R ate. 

In the same way, the De flection Components, X o and Xl, are 
combined to obtain Deflection Rate, RdBs. 

RdBs = Xo + XI 

In the diagram, Xo and Xt are positive because the motion of 
both Own Ship and Target is causing the Line of Sight to deflect 
to the right. D eflection of the Line of Sight to the right is con
sidered positive because it increases Bearing. 

Both dRh a nd RdBs are amplified by follow-ups. These are 
energized whenever the Computer Power Switch is ON. 

Since the R elative M otion R ates a re rates of change of Target 
Position as viewed from Own Ship, the rates are usua lly drawn 
as though Own Ship were stationary and all the motion were at 
the Target. 

.J:. 

~=:~.~' ...... ~~~~~ - a-Q « ( , II ) 
dRh fOllOW· UP 
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motion for an AIR target 

Up to this point, Relative Motion Rates have been computed 
only in the horizontal plane at the level of Own Ship's Di
rector. 

For air targets, the Line of Sight is elevated above this hori
zontal plane. Calculations must be made in three planes: 

1 The horizontal plane at the level of the Director of Own 
Ship. 

2 The vertical plane through the Line of Sight. 
3 The horizontal p lane at the level of the air target. 
As in the case of the surface target, the Ship and Target Com
ponent Solvers are used to produce Horizonta l Range Rate, 
dRh, and Deflection Rate, RdBs. 

RdBs is one of the three final Relative Motion Rates needed 
for an air target. 

Horizontal Range Rate, dRh, is used together with Rate of' 
Climb, dH, to compute the other two rates needed: 

1 Direct Range Rate, dR, the Relative Motion Rate along the 
Line of Sight between Own Ship and Target . 

2 Elevation Rate, RdE, the Relative Motion R ate perpendic
ular to the Line of Sight in the vertical plane through the 
Line of Sight. 

The dRh component solver 
The Components of dRh are computed in the vertical plane 
through the Line of Sight. 

Since dRh may be either positive or negative, a screw-type 
component solver is used. The input to the screw is dRh. The 
input to the vector gear is Target Elevation, E . 

The outputs are: 

1 The Component of dRh directly along the Line of Sight, 
dRh cos E . 

2 The Component of dRh perpendicular to the Line of Sight 
in the vertica l plane through the Line of Sight, dRh sin E. 
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The dH component solver 
Rate of Climb, dR, is the vertical component of the Target's 
actual speed. dH is positive when the Target is climbing, and 
negative when the Target is diving. 

Since dR, like dRh can be either positive or negative, the dH 
Component Solver is a screw-type component solver. 

The inputs to the dH Component Solver are Rate of Climb, 
dR, and Target Elevation, E. dH positions the screw and E 
positions the vector gear. 

The outputs are: 

1 The component of dH along the Line of Sight, dH sin E. 
2 The component of dH perpendicular to the Line of Sight, 

dH cos E. 

Computing dR and RdE 
The dH Component Solver and the dRh Component Solver 
produce two pairs of components. 

The Components along the Line of Sight are combined at dif. 
ferential D -S2 to obtain Direct Range Rate, dR. 

The Components perpendicular to the Line of Sight in the 
vertical plane are combined at differential D~S 1 t o obtain 
Linear Elevation Rate, RdE. 

Direct Range Rate, dR, is positive when Range is increasing. 
Linear Elevation Rate, RdE, is positive when Elevation is in
creasing. In this diagram, dR is negative and RdE is positive. 

Both dR and RdE are amplified by velocity-lag follow-ups . 

• 

dH HANOC RANK 

( • • 

• • 

• 
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The R.ange Rate/ Diving Speed Ha ndcrank 
is located on top of the Computer Mark 1, to 
the right of the Range D ials. This handcrank 
can be used du ring a dive attack against Own 
Ship. 

A T a rget diving at Own Ship is assumed to be 
diving a lmost along the Line of Sight. When 
a T arget is diving a iong the Line of Sight, the 
actua l T a rget Diving Speed, S5, is approxi
mately the same as Direct Ra nge Rate, dR. 
Under these conditions dR will have a very 
high value, awl RclE aud RdBs wi ll conta in 
only very small T a rget M otion Components 
because most of t he T arget M otion is down 
the Line of Sight. 

The Relative Motion Group cannot compute 
the fu ll value of dR during t his type of attack 
when both the Target Speed a nd Elevation 
a re such that dH exceeds - 250 knots. A limit 
stop on t he dH line prevents the negative 
va lue of dH from exceeding -250 knots. 

A Special Diving Attack Procedure is gen
erally used when the T arget Diving Speed 
along the Line of Sight causes Rate of Climb, 
dH, to exceed - 250 knots. The Range Rate/ 
D iving Speed Handcrank is then used to re
position the dR line quickly at the full value 
of Diving Speed, S5. 

The R a nge Rate/ Diving Speed Handcra nk 
has two positions: AUTO and HAND. 

In normal operation, the ha ndcra nk shift 
lever is at AUTO. The handcrank is disen
gaged from the dR shaft line a nd the dR line 
is driven by the values of dR computed in the 
Relative M otion Group .. 

During Specia l Dive Attack Procedure, the 
handcrank shift lever is switched to HAND. 
The ha ndcra nk drive gear is meshed with a 
gea r on the dR shaft line. Shifting the lever to 
I-lAND a lso depresses a push -button swit ch 
which breaks the e lectrica l circuit to the dR 
Follow·up Motor. W ith the handcrank at 
the HAND position, the dR F ollow-up Motor 
is de-energized and the Range Rate/ Diving 
Speed Handcra nk is connected to t he dR 
shaft line. 
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How the handcrank is used 
As soon as a T a rget is observed to be diving at Own Ship with 
a vertical component of Diving Speed greater than - 250 
knots, the va lue of Target Diving Speed, 5s, is usua lly estimated 
at the Director and phoned to the Computer. At the Computer, 
H orizonta l T arget Ground Speed, Sh, a nd Rate of Climb are 
set a t zero. The R a nge Rate/ D iving Speed H andcrank is sHfted 
to HAND to connect it to the dR shaft line, and the estimated 
va lue of T arget Diving Speed. 55, is set in on the Target Div
ing Speed Dial. 

Why dH and Sh are turned to zero 
In normal operation, components of H orizonta l Target Speed, 
Sh, and of Own Ship Speed , So, are combined to obtam Hori
zontal Range Rate, dRh. Components of dRh and dH are com
bined to obta in dR and RdE. In Special Dive Attack Procedure, 
dR is put into the Compute r by hand through the Range Rate! 
Diving Speed H a ndcra nk, and components of dH a nd dRh 
are therefore not needed. For this reason, dH and Sh are turned 
to zero. dRh, then, contains only the component of Own Ship 
Speed. 
The values of RdE and RdBs are usua lly close to zero because 
as Own Ship moves the Target continuously adjusts its course 
to keep diving along the Line of Sight. 

RANGE RATE I DIVING SPEED HANDCRANK 

dH COMPONENT 
SOLVER 

RELATIVE MOTION 

GJ- C!-1101 
dR MOTOR .... ___ " 

DE·ENERGIZED 

r;;;;:;:;-"\ 
• 

~)>--,~ 
r;::;;:; dRh COMPONENT SOLVER 

)---------4 • • • 
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The HEIGHT COMPUTER 

The HEIGHT COMPUTER in the Computer Mark 1 is used 
to find the Height, H , of the Target. 

The Height Computer positions the Height Dials. Although 
Height is not actually used in computing Gun Orders, it is some
times needed in finding Present Range or Target Elevation. 

The H eight Computer is a cam-type component solver with 
only one output rack. It is located on top of the Relative Mo
tion Component Solvers. 

The two inputs to the Height Computer are Generated Present 
Range, cR, which positions the cam, and Target Elevation, E, 
which positions the vector gear. 

The output is cR sin E, which is equal to Target Height, H. 

The output, H, goes directly to the Height Dials. 

( ~ COARSE 

0< )1 I HEIGHT 
DIALS 

( ) 0< ~ 

HEIGHT COMPUTER 
FINE 
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The Integratpr Group computes Linear Changes of Generated. 
Range, and Ans uJar Changes of Generated Elevation and Reta· 
t ive T arget Bea ring, using the three Re lative M otion R ates, 
dR. RdE and RdBs. 

These continuously changing generated values are compared 
with the continuously changing observed values of Range, Ele
vation, a nd Bearing. Any differences between the generated. 
and observed values may be corrected by means of the Rate 
Control Group. 

To compute the Generated Changes of Ra nge, Elevation, and 
Bearing, the Integra t or Group receives the following inputs: 

1 Range Rate, dR. 
2 Linear Elevation R ate, RdE. 
3 Linear Deflection R ate, RdBs. 
4 Target Elevation, E. 
S Ship Course, Co. 
6 Generated Present R ange, cR . 
7 Time, T ( from the Time M otor within the Integrator 

Group ). 

Three outputs of t he Integrator Group a re used to turn the 
Generated Range, Elevation, and R e la tive T a rget Bearing 
Dia ls. These outputs are: 

1 Generated Cha nges of Range, !:::.cR. 
2 Generated Cha nges of Target E levation, 6.cE. 
3 Generated Changes of Rela tive T a rget Bearing, 6.cBr. 

Similar generated qua ntities are a lso needed in the Director 
to position the Ra nge Finder and the P ointer 's and Trainer's 
sights. 

Since the Generated Changes of T a rget Elevation a nd Relative 
Target Bea ring are computed in relation to the horizontal 
plane, they must be corrected for deck inclination before being 
sent to the Director. 

Stabilizing quantities added to the generated values a t dif
ferentials in the Integrator Group are: 

1 Level Angle plus a function of Cross-level, L + Zd/ 30. 
2 D eck Tilt Correction. jB'r . 

The generated quantities sent by synchro transmission to the 
Director are: 

1 Generated Changes of R ange, 6.cR. 
2 Generated Changes of Director E levation, 6 cEb + Zd/ 30. 
3 Generated Changes of Director Train, !:::' cB'r . 
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The Mechanism in the Integrator Group 
The mechanism in the Integrator Group includes five disk in
tegrators, two cams, the Time Motor, the Time Motor Regu
lator, five single-speed t ransmitters, and various differentials. 

The Range Integrator, the Range Correction Transmitter, the 
Time Motor, and the Time Motor Regulator can be seen from 
the front of the Computer Mark 1. 

The other four disk integrators can be seen by looking into the 
lower righthand side of the Computer. 

These four integrators, the two cams, and the two transmitters 
are mounted as a complete unit on a large plate. 

The other two transmitters are mounted below the front top 
section of the Computer. 

RANGE CORRECTION RA~GE INTEGRATOR TIME MOTOR 

ELEVATION CORRECTION 
AUTO ruNSAmnER -:---~tL 

BEARING CORRECTION 
AUTO 
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INCREMENTS 
The main job of the Integrator Group is to compute continuous 
values of: 

1 Generated Changes of Range, !::::.cR 
2 Generated Changes of Elevation, !:::. cE 
3 Generated Changes of Relative Target Bearing. L eBr 

The three Relative Motion Rates, dR, RdE, and RdBs are con
tinuously multiplied by Time, T, in order to generate these 
three quantities. 

Although the Relative Motion Rates change continuously as 
Own Ship and Target change their courses and speeds, the 
rates can be thought of as being CONSTANT at any instant. 

If a linear rate is thought of as being constant during a short 
time interval, multiplying the rate by that time interval will 
g ive the linear change of Target Position during that time. The 
changes of Target Position which take place during very short 
intervals of time are called increments. 

An integrator can be thought of as continuously multiplying a 
rate, which is constant during very short time intervals, by 
equally short intervals of time. The product for each time in· 
terval is added to the sum of the previous products to produce 
a total linear change of T arget Position. 

Increments of Range are linear and are generated by the Range 
Integrator. 

Increments of Elevation and Bearing are angular and are gen
erated by t he Elevation and Bearing Integrators. 

How these angular increments are generated from linear rates 
will be explained in detail later in this chapter. 
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GENERATED CHANGES OF RANGE 
Direct Range Rate, dR, indicates the Rate at which Range is 
changing in yards per minute. To compute the linear Range 
change during a definite length of time, this equation is used: 

LINEAR RATE X TIME = LINEAR DISTANCE 

Range Rate, dR, X Time, T, = Changes of Range, 6 cR, gen
erated during Time, T. 

The range integrator 
The Range Integrator continuously multiplies Range Rate, dR, 
by Time, T, to generate the Changes in Range during any time 
period. Direct Range Rate, dR, from the Relative . Motion 
Group positions the carriage of the Range Integrator. Time, T, 
is supplied by the Time Motor. The Time Motor, controlled by 
the Time Motor Regulator, turns the disk of the Range In
tegrator at a con stant speed. The output from the integrator 
roller is Generated Changes of Range, !::::. cR. 

From the moment that the integrator disk starts to rotate, the 
output roller is continually turning. Sometimes it turns quick
ly and sometimes it turns slowly. The number of turns of the 
output roller at any instant compared with the number of turns 
at any previous time indicates the size of the Range increment 
during that time period. The speed at which the roller turns 
determines how fast the increments are being added to or sub
tracted from previous values of Range. The direction in which 
the roller turns indicates whether Range is increasing or de
creasing, that is, whether increments are being added to or sub
tracted from the present value of Generated Range. 

Tpe value of 6 cR during a small time interval , such as 1/ 10 
second, is the increment of Range Change during 1/ 10-second 
based on the value of dR during that 1/ 10-second interval. The 
value of 6.cR during a longer time period, such as 10 seconds, is 
the SUM of the increments generated during the 10-second 
period, each incre'ment being based on the value of dR at the 
instant at which that increment was being generated. Over any 
period of time, 6.cR represents accurate Generated Changes of 
Range during that time period. 

In the Computer, !::::. cR is added to the Initial Range input, jR, 
to give continuous values of Generat ed Present Range, cR. 
cR positions the Generated Range Dials and the Generated 
Range lines throughout the Computer. 

6 cR is also transmitted by a single-speed synchro transmitter 
to the Cha nge of Range Receiver in the Director, to position the 
Range Finder measuring wedges. 
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GENERATED CHANGES OF ELEVATION 
Generated Changes of Target Elevation, 6. cE, are an~ular in-
crements. . 

If the Linear E levation Rate, RdE, from the Relative Motion 
Group were multiplied by Time, T, the product would be a 
linear change of Target Elevation, RdE X T. 

!::" cE is the angular change of Elevation caused by the Target 
moving the linear distance RdE X T. 

To understand how this angular change in Target E levation is 
computed from the linear Elevation rate, RdE, the radian 
measure of the angles must be understood. 

A RADIAN IS THE ANGLE FORMED BY TWO RADII 
OF A CIRCLE WHEN THE ARC THEY CUT OFF IS AS 
LONG AS THE RADIUS, 

If the afC cut off is 1/ 10 the le.l)gth of a radius, the angle equals 
1/ 10 radian. · 

If the arc cut off is twice the length of a radius, the angle equals 
two radians. 

Any angle may be measured in radians by dividing the length 
of the arc by the radius: 

arc I · d' . = ang e 10 ra lans 
radiUS 

An arc of radius eR can be drawn in the vertica l plane of sight 
from the init ial Line of Sight to the Line of Sight at the end 
of Time, T. 

The line representing the linear change in Target Elevation, 
RdE X T, is tangent to this arc. If the Time, T, is very small , 
the line RdE X T can be considered equal in length to the arc. 

Dividing the arc by the radius gives angle b eE in radians: 

arc 
radius 

RdE X T 
-----;C'-- = {', cE 

cR 

This equation can a lso be written 1 feR X T X RdE = b eE. It 
is used in this form to compute Generated Changes of Target 
E levation, 6 eE, and is so lved mechanically by a cam and two 
disk integrators. 
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The first term in the D.eE equation is obta ined from a reciprocal 
cam. The 1/eR cam is grooved so that fo r every input of Gen
era ted Present R ange, eR, the output is the reciprocal of eR, 
or 1 f eR. Multiplying by the reciprocal of eR instead of divid
ing by eR reduces the number of mecha nisms needed to solve 
the equa tion. 

The 1/ cR integrator 
The va lue 1 f eR, from the 1 f eR cam, positions the carriage of 
the 1 f eR Integra tor. Time, T , from the Time Motor drives the 
integra tor disk. 

Since 1 f eR is a lways a positive value, T also by-passes the in
tegrator so tha t the whole width of the integra tor disk can be 
used to obta in more accura te values. ( See OP 1140, page 126.) 
T his T by-pass is added to the output from the integrator roller 
at differentia l 0-76 to obta in T f eR, the product of the two 
inputs. 

T he va lue of T f eR is sent to the Elevation I ntegrator to com
plete t he computation of 6. eE, and is a lso used in computing 
the Genera ted Cha nges of R ela tive T a rget Bearing, 6 eBr. 

INTEGRATORS 

[~~)~--------~~~,,,,,!-~!-,,,,,,~l 
,~CAM " @-{ rna > 

-.!..INTEGRATOR 0 ·76 

" 
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The ELEVATION integrator 
With T j eR supplied by the 1 j eR Integrator and RdE sup
plied by the Relative Motion Group, the equation T JeR X RdE 
= b eE is solved by the Elevation Integrator. 

The inputs to the Elevation Integrator a re Linear Elevation 
Rate, RdE, which positions the integrator carriage, and T JeR, 
which turns the integrator disk. 

The output of the integrator roller is Generated Changes of 
Target Elevation, 6 cE. 

ELEVATIO N 
INTEGRATOR 

GENE RATED 
ElEVATION 
DIAL5 

L.cE drives the Generated Elevation Dial on top of the Com
puter. Observed Elevation, E, turns the Observed Elevation 
Dials in the same dial group so that the Generated Changes of 
Elevation may be continuously compared with the Observed 
Changes of E levation. 

W 
DIRECTOR 

In the Director, 6 cE is used to position the Director Sights and 
the Range Finder. The Pointer continuously compares the Gen
erated Changes of Elevation with Observed Changes of Eleva
tion. 

The Director Sights and Range Finder must also be positioned 
by the correction L + Zd/ 30. L compensates for the effect of 
Level; Zd/ 30 a llows the Direct or Sights to be cross-leveled 
without affecting Director E levation. 

In most insta lla tions the value of L + Zd/ 30 is tra nsmitted by 
shafting from the Stable E lement to the Computer a nd is added 
to 6 cE at a differential in t he Integrator Group, forming 6 cEb 
+ Zd/ 30. Then 6 cEb + Zd/ 30 is transmitted as one quantity 
to the Director. Two single-speed synchro transmitters, one in
dicating and one automatic, are used to transmit 6 cEb + 
Zd/ 30. 

In some installations, L + Zd/ 30 is transmitted to the Director 
from the Stable E lement, and 6 cE is transmitted from the 
Computer alone. The two quantities a re added in the Director. 

In either case, !J. cEb + Zd/ 30 positions both the Director 
Sights and the Range Finder in elevation. 

When L + Zd/ 30 is transmitted directly from the Stable Ele
ment to the Director, the L + Zd/ 30 shaft line going to the In
tegrator Group is locked by a locking gear. 
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How increments of elevation vary 

... TARG ET TRAVel DURING 
EOUAl TIME IN TERVALS Sh X T ... INCREMENTS OF ElEVAT ION 6 tE 

Suppose a T arget is moving a t a constant height a nd a t a con
stant speed while Own Ship is stationary, as shown here. 

The blue a rrows represent linear Target travel during equa l 
time inte rval s. T hese arrows a re all the same length, since the 
linea r rate is constant. 

T he red arrows represent the Angula r Increments of Eleva tion 
needed to position t he sights to keep t hem on the T arget during 
each Time interval. N otice tha t these increments vary in size. 

From the instant tracking begins until the T arget is directly 
overhead, the Angular Increments of E levation for equa l Time 
interva ls increase in size. As the T arget moves away from Own 
Ship, the Angula r Increments of Elevation begin to d ecrease for 
equa l T ime intervals . 

... ,h X l 

_ RdE X T ... ",,' 
cR varies during the equa l T ime intervals because R ange de· 
creases as the T arget approaches Own Ship and increases as 
soon as the T arget has passed over Own Ship and is moving 
away. !::. cE varies inversely as cR or direct ly as l / cR . 

Since Own Ship is sta tiona ry in this exa mple, RdE consist s 
only of the component of linear T arget velocity lying a t right 
a ngles to the Line of Sight in the vertical plane. F or this specia l 
case, RdE equa ls Sh sin E. Sh is constant ; therefore RdE varies 
as the sine of E . Since E increases as t he T a rget app roaches 
Own Ship, a nd decreases after the T a rget has passed over Own 
Ship, RdE also increases a nd then decreases. 6.cE va ries as 
RdE varies. 

RdE X.T 
Then, 6.cE :::: cR 
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GENERATED CHANGES OF TRUE BEARING 

The Generated Changes of True Bearing, 6 cB, are a ngular in
c rements measured in the horizonta l plane. 

Linear De fl.ection R ate, RdBs, multiplied by T ime, T , is the 
linear increment of Deflection during Time, T . 

RdBs X T " 
cR equals the Angular Increments of Beaflng 10 the 

SLANT plane. In order to be used to tra in the Director, this 
angle must be converted to the horizonta l plane. 

The Angular Increments of Bearing in the horizontal plane, 
D.eB , are found by projecting the Lines of Sight and RdBs X T 
vertica lly onto the horizonta l plane. One side of the triangle 
thus formed is the horizonta l projection of cR , called H ori
zontal Range. 

6 cB = RdBs X T 
H orizonta l Range 

T o compute H orizontal Range: 

Sec E = cR 
H orizontal R a nge 

Therefore: 

Horizon ta l Range = S eR 
ec E 

!::::. cB is greater than the angle measured by RdBs X T in the 
slant p lane, because the H ori zonta l R ange is shorter than cR. 

Dividing the linear increments, RdBs X T, by H orizonta l 
R ange, cR / S ec E, gives the angular increments, l:::. cB in radi · 
ans. 6 cB is the Generated Changes of True Bearing in the 
HORIZONTAL plane. 

RdBs X T A B " d " 
R S E 

= Ll C In ra lans 
c / ec 

This equation can also be written : 

I.. X Sec E X RdBs = 6 cB 
cR 

The quan tity T / e R X Sec E is computed mecha nically by a 
cam a nd an integrator. 
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The sec E cam 
Sec E is computed by a secant cam mounted on the back of 
the main plate in the Integrator Group. 

The sec E integrator 
Sec E positions the carriage of the Sec E Integrator. 

T i eR from the 1 feR Integrator drives the disk. 

T / eR also by-passes the Sec E Integrator and is added to the 
roller output a t differential 0-77. This is done so that the whole 
width of the integrator di sk may be used for positive values of 
Sec E. The output from 0 -77 isfT / cRlSec E .the first part ofthe 
equation: T f eR X Sec E X RdBs = !:::. cB. 

The computation o f 6 cB is completed by multiplying(T/ cR ) 
Sec E by RdBs. This is done in the Bearing Integra to r. 

$ec; E CAM 
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The BEARING integrator 
(T j cR Jsec E from the Sec E Integrator rotates the d isk of the 
Bearing Integrator. Deflection Rate, RdBs, positions the inte
grator ca rriage. The output from the roller is Generated 
Cha nges of True Bearing, 6 cB. 

6 cB represents the Changes in True Bearing caused by the 
changes in the position of the Line of Sight. But the Director 
Sights must be positioned by Changes in R elative Target Bear
ing, in order to keep the sights on T a rget when Own Ship 
changes course. 

T o convert Generated. Changes of True Bearing, 6 cB, into 
Generated Changes of Relative T a rget Bearing, 6 cBr, the 
cha nges in Ship C ourse, Co, are subtracted from ts.. cB. 
6 cB - Co = 6 cB r. 

To understa nd why this is necessa ry, take a simple example in 
which Ship Course, Co, and True Target B earing, B, a re zero. 
R e lative T arget Bearing, Br, is a lso zero. The T arget is tracked 
until it moves to the position shown. During this time, the 
Bearing Integra tor computes a va lue of Generated Changes of 
True Bearing, 6 cB, which in this case re presents the tota l 
value of True Bearing, B. Co remains zero beca use Own Ship 
has not changed its course. 

Suppose now that Own Ship Course had cha nged during the 
same amount of Target travel. The Bearing I ntegrator would 
still have computed 6 cB as the Bearing change between North 
and the Line of Sight. If the value of 6 cB were used to position 
the Director, the sig hts would be off the T a rget by the amount 
of change in Ship Course, Co. The angle by which the D irector 
must be positioned is always Relative Target Bearing, the 
a ngle between the f ore and aft axis of Own Ship a nd the Line 
of Sight. 

T o obtain Generated Changes of R elative T arget Bearing, 
6 cBr, Ship Course, Co, must be subtracted from Generated 
Cha nges of True Bearing, 6 cB. 

I n the example shown, 6 cBr represents the total value of 
Relative Target Bearing, B r. 6 cBr positions the Gene rated 
Bearing Dial on top of the Computer. 

Before 6 cBr is transmitted to the Director, it must be cor
rected to compensate for D eck Tilt , since t he Director trains 
in the deck plane. The correction for Deck Ti lt , jB 'r, is com
puted by the D eck Tilt Group. Generated Changes of Relative 
T a rget Bearing in the horizonta l plane, 6 cBr, minus Deck 
Til t Correction, jB'r, equal Generated Changes of Director 
Train, 6 cB' r. 6 cBr - jB'r = 6 cB' r. 

f:::. cB'r is continuously transmitted to the Director to drive the 
whole Director in train. T wo single-speed synchro transmitters, 
one indicating and one automatic, are used to tra nsmit 6 cB 'r. 
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How the angular bearing increments vary 

.. ~o. 
TARGET TRAVEL 1~O", 
DURING EQUAL TIME '~l ~~N 
INTERVALS Sh X T G£ cit ""S::;;~ 

~,,..\. 
~\tO 

~O 

" 'flout <:tee. t ., .. INCREMENTS OF 
TRUE 8EARING 6 cB 

So, , TAIIGET MOVING AT A CONSTANT SPEED 
AND HEIGHT AND IN A STRAIGHT LINE 

OWN SHIP STATIONARY 

Suppose that Own Ship is stationary with the deck steady and 
horizonta l. A T a rget is moving in a straight line at a constant 
height and a t a constant speed as shown here. The blue arrows 
represent equal linear increments of Target Motion, Sh X T , 
for equal inte rva ls of Time. The red arrows represent the anguM 
lar increments of Bearing, 6 c8 , needed to keep the sights on 
the Target during each time inte rva l. 

From the moment tracking begins until the T arget is exactly 
abeam of Own Ship, the a ngula r increments of Bearing, 6.cB , 
increase in size, a lthough the linear increments of Target Mo
tion are equal. As the T arget passes abeam of Own Ship and 
begins to move away, the angular increments begin to decrease 
10 size . 

.. .. Sh X T 

RdB. X T 

" .t:,. cB 

OWN SHIP STATIONARY 

TARGET MOVING AT A CONSTANT SPEED 
AND HE IGHT AND IN A STRAIGHT LINE 

The diagram shows that !::::. cB varies inversely as H orizonta l 
Ra nge, cR / sec E, varies, which is directly as the reciprocal of 
cR / sec E varies. 

Since Own Ship is sta tionary in thi s example, RdBs consist s 
only of the component of Horizontal T arget Velocity lying 
horizontally a t right ang les to the Line of Sight. 

RdBs = Sh sin A 

Since Sh is constant, R dBs va ries as sin A varies. Al though 
T arget Angle, A , increases continuously during the flight of 
the T arget, sin A increases only until A is 90 0 and then sin A 
d ecreases. RdBs varies as sin A va ries. Therefore 6.cB varies 
directly as RdBs va ries. 

Then 6 cB ;::::. RdBs X T X sec E 
cR 
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THE BEARING FILTER 
The entire Director is trained by the quantity /J eB'f, trans
mitted from the Integrator Group in the Computer. The value 
of 6 cB'r must therefore change smooth ly to avoid jerking the 
Director. The roughness on the 6 cB'r shaft line is likely to 
come from the value of Own Ship Course, Co. The Ship Course 
Receiver in the Computer Mark 1 is provided with a special 
damper to smooth out the Co signal. In addition, a special mech
anism is insta lled on the 6 cB'r shaft line to prevent any pos
sible roughness on the Co shaft line from affecting 6eB'T. This 
mechanism is called the Bearing Filter. 

The parts of the bearing filter 
The Bearing Filter consists of a differential , an arm assembly, 
and a magnetic drag. The magnetic drag is geared to the differ
ential spider shaft, T he arm assembly consists of an arm which 
is attached to the differential spider shaft, and two springs 
which connect the end of this arm to a small plate held by a 
threaded shaft, The threaded shaft is secured to a vertica l plate, 

MAGNETIC DRAG 
WITH 
STATIONARY 
FRAME 

6. c8', OUTPUT 

6. <8 ', INPUT ~ ., ..... 

SPIDER SHAFT 
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How the bearing filter works 
6.cB'r is both the input and the output of the differential. When 
the value of 6 cB'r changes smoothly, it feeds into one side of 
the differential and out of the .other side while the spider shaft 
is he ld stationary by spring tension on the arm. 

When tne 6.cB 'r input is rough or reverses direction suddenly, 
the normal inertia of the 6.cB'r output shaft line causes it 
to resi st sudden changes of speed and to tend to continue 
turning at the old speed. An additional force is therefore ex
erted on the differential spider shaft, causing it to rotate, turning 
the arm and stre tching the springs. In this way, the sudden 
change in 6 cB'r is absorbed by the rotation of the spider shaft. 
The increased pressure exerted by the stretched springs returns 
the spide r slowly to its original position, changing the differ
ential output to the new speed or direction. When the springs 
have returned the a rm to its origina l position, the differential 
output again matches the input. The magnetic drag geared to 
the spider shaft damps or slows the spring action, elimina ting 
any tendency of the arm and spider to osci llate. 

A large part of the ine rtia of t he 6 cB 'r output line is provided 
by a heavy magnetic damper. 

I , ) 
FROM "\. r---'" 
BEARING INTEGRATOR --ft~.~~~») .. -~\ 

FROM 
GYRO COMPASS 

RESTRI CTED 
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THE TIM E LIN E 
The mechanisms on the Time line are the Time Motor, the 
Time Motor Regulator, the Time Motor Switch , the Time 
Crank, and the Time Dials. 

When the Computer is being op~rated. the Time line is a lways 
driven by the Ti'me Motor, which is controlled by the Time 
Motor Regulator. 

The Time line is turned by hand only when it is necessary to 
zero the Time Dials and to bring the Time line up to speed 
during certain tests. 

The Time Dials 
There are three Time Dia ls: a ring dial graduated in minutes, 
an inner dial graduated in seconds, and a small half-second 
dial with one graduation 

The Time Crank 
The Time Crank has three positions: CENTER, IN, and OUT. 
Centering springs keep the Time Crank in the CENTER po
sition unless it is held in the IN or OUT position. 

NORMAL OPERATION 
When the Time Switch is turned ON and the Power Switch is 
ON, the Time Motor is energized and drives the Time line. The 
Time Crank is in CENTER position and is disengaged from 
the shaft line. Since Time, T , represents actual elapsed time by 
the clock, the Time Motor must be kept running at a definite 
constant speed under varying loads. This regulation is done 
by the Time Motor Regulator. 

HEART 
CAM 

TIME CRANK IN 0 /~~MINUTES 

CENTER POSITION EJ_~o'_"I"""I_-=iI! • ____ ..... "\;LJ.).DIAl 
~~ SECONDS 

J d j: Cl::~:SECOND DIAL DIAL 
~ FRICTION 

DRIVE 

~------- -------
TIME MOTOR REGULA TOR 

TIME 
MOTOR 

TO THE 
INTEGRA TORS 
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The purpose of R a te Control is to correct t he three R ela tive 
M otion R ates: dR , RdE, a nd RdBs. 

All the necessary information for computing these three rates 
is available from the moment the Ta rget is picked up, with the 
exception of accurate information about the speed a nd direc
t ion of T a rget M otion . 

Information about the speed and direction of Own Ship M o
tion is always available and the position of the T a rget in re lation 
to Own Ship is continuously measured from the moment the 
Targe t is picked up, but the speed and direction of the T a rget 
must first be estimated and then corrected. The process of cor
recting these estimates of T arget speed a nd direction and thus 
correcting t he R e lative M otion R ates is ca lled "Rate Control." 

Information about the target 
Target position 
Information about the POSITION of the Target in relation to 
Own Ship is ava ilable whenever the Director sights are on 
T a rget. The Director continuously measures the T arget Posi
tion in Range, R , Eleva tion, Eb, and Tra in, B'r. This informa
tion is continuously transmitted to the Compute r. In the Com
puter, Eb and 8 'r are referred to the horizonta l pla ne. L evel, 
L , is subtracted from Eb to give E, in the Synchronize E leva
tion M echanism. The D eck Tilt Correction, j8'r , is added to B'r 
to give Br. R , E, and Br are the T a rget P osition inputs to t he 

I Rate Control M echanism. 

Target motion 
The Director has no means of measuring the speed and direc
tion of T arget M otion directly. The values of T a rget H orizontal 
Speed, Sh, Rate of Cl imb, dH, and T a rget Angle. A, must be 
estimated first and corrected later by Rate Control. The initial 
estima tes of Target Speed, Target Angle. and Rate of Climb 
may be called the T arget M otion estimates. 

The accuracy of the T arget M otion estimates depends on t he 
a bility of the person d oing t he estimating. N o matter how ex· 
perie nced he is, it is a lmost impossible fo r him to estimate Sh, 
dH a nd A with suffic ient accuracy. T hese est ima tes must be 
checked and corrected. 
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Checking target motion estimates 
Comparing observed and 
generated changes of target position 
To check the T a rge t Motion estimates, the Computer gener
ates cha nges of Target Position on the basis of these Target 
M otion estimates. The generated changes are then compared 
with observed ,changes of Target Position, Using inputs of Own 
Ship M otion, Observed Target P osition, and Estimated Target 
M otion, the Computer Mark 1 continuously generates changes 
of R ange, Elevation, and Bearing. If these Generated Changes 
of Target Po~ition go ahead of or ' fall behind the Observed 
Changes of Target P osition, the estimated Target Motion 
values are wrong, since all the other inputs used are known 
to be correct. 

Correcting target motion estimates 
The process of Rate Control consists in using the differences 
between the Generated and Observed Changes of Target Posi
tion to make corrections to Target Speed, T arget Angle, and 
Rate of Climb. 

These differences, or errors, are used as inputs to the Rate 
Control Computing Mechanism, which reso lves them into cor
rections to the estimated va lues of T arget Speed, Target Angle, 
and Rate of Climb. The corrected values of T a rget Speed, Tar
get Angle, and R a te of Climb reposition the R elative Motion 
Component Solvers. The Component Solvers then compute 
more accurate Relative Motion Rates. These Relative Motion 
R8.tes are used to generate new changes of Target Position, 
whi~h are again compared with the observed changes. When 
the Generated Changes vary in synchronism with the Observed 
Changes, the Relative Motion Rates are correct and will com
pute accurate predictions. 

The term "Rate Control" is used in this OP to include all the 
methods of correcting the initial estimates of Target Speed, 
T a rget Angle and Rate of Climb, whether by the R a te Control 
Computing M echanism, by direct hand al teration of the T arget 
Motion inputs, or by a combination of the two. 

RATE CONTROL 

This simplified sc hematic summariles Rate Control throug h the Rote Control Computing Mechonism 

OISUVEO E$T(M.\TED T "'~Gn 

" CKANGfS OF ,f-"<> ,#:" ~~~:~.,p 
'ANG< ....... 

? ."'~~> ~ATE ,,,,,,,,,. ".,," > RelAT IVE "'''!> CONTROL ..... MOTION 'UATM INnGRATO~ 
COMPUTING ANOU GROUP . .,,"'" GROUP 
MECHANISM 'Art Of ClIMB 

. 

Gl!NUATEO CHANGES OF _ANGI;. lEA'ING. fl~V"'TION . 
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The FOUR MAIN METHODS of RATE CONTROL 

LOCAL 
CONTROL 

, 

r----, 
NO INPUTS I ,~ 
f ROM I. OIRfeTOR • 
DIRECTOR L. ____ .J 

RATE CONTROL AT 
THE COMPUTER o 8Y CHANGING 
TARGET INPU TS 
RATE CONTROL 
MECHA N ISM 
NO T USED GEJ 

FOR SURFA c e 
TARGETS O N LY 

MANUAL 
RATE CO NTROl 

RATE CONTROL AT 
THE COMPUTER 

DIRECTOR 

o BY CHA NGING 
TA RG ET INPUTS 
RATE CON TROL 
MECHAN ISM 
NOT USED GEJ 
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TARGET "OSITIO N VALUES 
TRANSMITTED fROM 

DIRECTOR TO COMPUH R 

R ate Control can be done in four distinct ways, o r in combina
tions of t hese ways. These four ma in methods of R a te Control 
will be described in the order in which they a re easiest to under
sta nd, beginning with the simplest method. This orde r is not 
inte nded to suggest a ny ope ra ting procedure. 

Two 
the 

methods DO NOT USE 
rate control mechanism 

LOCAL CONTROL m ay be t hought of as a n a uxi liary form 
of Rate Control for su rface firing. It consists of estima ted hand 
corrections of T a rget Speed and T a rget Angle, based on inter
mittent re ports of the T a rget 's position. No Director inputs a re 
received. The Com puter Control Switch is a t LOCAL. The 
Elevation input is ha nd-set at zero. Generated Range a nd Ge n
erated Bearing position a ll the Range a nd B earing lines. Ob
served Ra nge and Bearing are obta ined and phoned to t he 
plotting room. The Computer Opera tors com pare the readings 
of the Ra nge and Bearing Dials with the observed va lues re
ceived by phone. When the genera ted values begin to differ 
from the observed va lues, the Computer Operators estimate 
how much to correct Target Angle and T a rget Speed . They put 
t hese corrections into the Computer by t urning t he T a rget 
Speed and T a rget Angle Handcranks. They must a lso change 
the genera ted va lues of Ra nge and Bearing to ma ke them 
agree with the observed va lues received by p hon e. 

MANUAL RATE CONTROL also consists of di rect estimated 
hand corrections of T arget M otion va lues, but instead of being 
based on intermitte nt reports, these corrections a re made with 
the a id of dia l movements which represent cont inuous observa
t ion of the T a rget from the Director. The Computer Control 
Switch is at SEMI-AUTO. Observed Ra nge, E leva tion, and 
Bearing a re received electrica ll y from the Director. Ge ne rated 
va lues of Range, Elevation, and Bearing come from the Inte
grator Group in the Computer. By com paring the d ia ls which 
show Observed Cha nges, with t he d ia ls which show Genera ted 
C ha nges, the Computer Opera tors' estimate how m uch to cor
rect T arget Speed, T a rget Angle, a nd Rate of Cl imb. They put 
these corrections in to t he Computer by t urning the T a rget 
Speed, T a rget Angle, and Rate of Climb H a ndcran ks. Whe n 
the d ia ls driven by the Generated Cha nges turn together with 
t he d ia ls driven by the Observed Cha nges, the Compute r Op
era to rs know tha t the T a rget M ot ion inputs a re correct . 
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methods USE Two 
the rate control mechanism 

In SEMI-AUTOMATlC RATE CONTROL, the Rate Control 
Computing Mechanism does the work which in Manua l Rate 
Control is d one mentally by the operators. When the Gener
a ted Dia ls move out of synchronism with the Observed Dials, 
the Computer Operators put in Rate Corrections through the 
Generated Range, Generated Elevation and Generated Bear
ing Cranks. The Rate Control Computing Mechanism takes 
these Ra te Corrections and tra nsla tes them into corrections to 
Target Speed, Target Angle, and Rate of Climb. T he Rate 
Control Computing Mecha nism does most of the thinking 
necessary to coneet the Target Motion estimates, and usually 
does it much faster and more accurately than the operators 
could. T o summarize: The operators notice that the Generated 
Dials are moving e ither faster or slower than the Observed 
Dials. They make up this differen.ce in rates of rotation by 
turning cranks which int rod uce Rate Corrections into the R a te 
Control Computing Mechanism. This mechanism then a na lyzes 
the three R a te Corrections. It determines what errors in Sh, 
dH, and A were responsible for the differe nce in . rotation be
tween the G enera ted and Observed Dials, and corrects these 
three Target M ot ion values. 

In AUTOMATIC RATE CONTROL, as in Semi-automatic 
Rate Control, the Rate Control Computing M echa nism is used. 
But in Automa tic, the ma tching of the G enerated Changes w ith 
the Observed Changes is controlled from the Director by the 
P ointer, T ra iner, and Ra nge Operator instead of the Computer 
Crew. In full Automatic Rate Control , the Computer Opera
tors have little to do. They watch the dia ls as the problem 
d evelops and see that everything goes smoothly. 

Semi-automatic a nd Automa tic Rate Control may be com
bined. For example, Eleva tion and Bea ring could be in Auto
matic Control with Ra nge in Semi-automatic Control. 
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HANDCRANKS and DIALS used in RATE CONTROL 

. --
SHIP COURSE H'NOC","':, 

SHIP SPEED 

-;.,' . , 
., 

TARGET SPEED HANO("AN"~ 
ElEVATION DIALS --~/ 

-
.---

GENERATED BEARING CRANK 

DIALS 

< <j , : -

OF CLIMB DIAL 

• TlUlGET SPEED COUNTfR 

CONTROL SWITCH 

./ IrA.GET ANGLE HANDCRANK 

RANGE RATE CONTROL 
PUSH·BUTTON 

DIALS 

c .... , 

I' ... ,e~ SPEED 
SWITCH 

- GENERN,ED El!'VAT~ON 
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RATE OF CLIMB HA,NOW'N' 

The dials, handcranks, and switches used in the various kinds 
of Rate Control are all mounted on the top front s~tion of the 
Computer Mark 1. 

In addition to these controls, the Rate Control Group contains 
the Range 'Receiver and the Rate Control Computing Mech
amsm. 
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RATE CONTROL 

The RATE CONTROL COMPUTING MECHANISM 

j .. 

l" ClUTe:H I 
jell CLUTCH 

TAIIGET COURse 
(. fOllCIW-UP, CON1'l'''' I 

JE fOllOW-UP 

j& AND jell COMPONENT INTEGRATORS 

jdRh AND j8c COMPONENT 

RANGE RECI" VE~ 

.. 

'-_'" FOLLOW·UP CONTROL 

The Rate Control Computing M echanism is used in Automatic 
and Semi-automatic Rate Control. It consists mainly of: 

4 Component Integrators 
1 Vector Solver 
1 4-inch Disk Integrator ( Range Correction Integrator ) 
5 F ollow-up Contro ls 
3 Clutches 
2 Locks 
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LOCAL CONTROL 
Local Control is the direct hand correction of Target Speed 
and Target Angle o n the basis of reports of Range and Relative 
Target Bearing from some source other than the Director. In 
most respects it is the simplest type of Rate Control, and for 
this reason it is described first. 

Used for surface targets only 
In Local Control there are no Director inputs. Surface targets, 
which have no Rate of Climb, are. the only moving targets for 
which the Computer Mark 1 is equipped to compute continu
ous Gun Orders without the aid 01 Director inputs. Operating 
in Local Control without the Director, the Computer keeps 
the Range and the Bearing. Generated Range and Generated 
Bearing continuously position all the Ran.ge and Bearing lines 
and dials. Elevation and Rate of Climb are hand-set at zero. 
The Elevation and Rate of Climb Dials remain at zero. 

Target motion corrections are made by HAND 
The va lues of Range and Relative Target Bearing generated 
by the Computer are compared by the Computer Crew with 
values received by phone. When the Generated Changes do 
not equal the Observed Changes, the inputs of Target Speed, 
Sh, and Target Angle, A, are corrected by hand with the Sh 
and A Handcranks. 

This Schematic shows "Regenera tion" in Local Control 
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Range 
W hen a T arget is sighted, Observed Range, R , is phoned down 
to the P lotting Room and is put into the Computer through 
the Generated Range Cra nk in its OUT position. The hand 
input of Ra nge is ca lled jR. 

The Generated Range line is then continuously positioned by 
the Generated Changes of R ange, 6. cR , from the Integrator 
Group, giving a continuous va lue of Generated R ange, cR . 

E ach time a va lue of Observed R ange, R , is received by phone, 
it is compared with the generated value on the Range Dials. If 
t he generated va lue is wrong, two kinds of corrections a re made: 

1 With the Generated R a nge Crank, a correction, jR, is put 
in to match Generated Ra nge, cR , to Observed Range, R . 

INTf GRATQlt 
GROUP 

RATE CONTROL 

2 With the Target Speed and T arget Angle Handcranks, cor
. rections are made to Sh and A. These corrections go to the 

R ela tive Motion Group, where t he Range R ate, dR, is cor
rected. The corrected dR is then used in generating Changes 
of Ra nge, 6. cR, at a corrected rate. When Sh and A a re 
correct, 6. cR will keep Generated R a nge, cR, equal to Ob
served R a nge, R . 

ltANC£ DIALS 

Bearing 
R elative T arget Bearing, 8r, is phoned down from the observa
tion station on deck and put into the Computer through the 
Genera ted Bearing Crank. After the initial Observed Bearing 
input, corrections to Generated Bearing called jBr are put into 
the Computer through the same Generated Bearing Crank. In 
the Computer, jBr is added to the Generated Changes of R ela
tive T arget Bearing, 6.cBr, from the Integrator Group, giving 
corrected Generated Bearing, cBr. Generated Bearing, cBr, 
positions a ll the Bearing Dia ls. 

Each time a value of Observed R elative Bearing is phoned 
down, it is compared with the generated value on the Bearing 
Dials. If the generated value is wrong, the Computer Crew 
makes two kinds of corrections: 

• 

1 With the Generated Bearing Crank, a correction, jBr, is set J L:;l;=,/ 

in to make the reading on the Bearing Dia ls equa l to the 
observed va lue of Br. 

2 Corrections to Sh and A are put in with the T arget Speed 
and Target Angle Handcranks. The corrected va lues of Sh 
and A in the Relative Motion Group then correct the Bear
ing Rate, R dBs, used in Generated Changes of Bearing, 
6. cBr. When S h and A are correct, the Generated Changes 
of Bearing, 6. cBr, will keep Generated Bearing equal to 
Observed Bearing. 
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OP 1064 

This is a combined wiring diagram and schematic, showing the 
flow of quantities and the electrical circuits energized on the 
Bearing line when the Control Switch ;s at LOCAL. 

This drawing a lso shows how, in Local Control , the Generated 
Bearing Crank and the Changes of Generated Relative Target 
Bearing from the Integra tor Group position the Observed 
R elative T arget Bearing line. 

The 8 'r line is always posi tioned by two se rvo motors. In Local 
Control, both servos are controlled by the Local Control Con
tacts. 
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RATE CONTROL 

SOLVING A TRACKING PROBLEM IN lOCAL CONTROL 
H ere is a simple t racking problem which il 
lustra tes the genera l principles of R a te Con
trol: 

Assume tha t Own Ship is motionless. 
The Control Switch is set at LOCAL. 

The following information is phoned to the 
Computer Opera tors: 

A T a rget has been observed a t 9000 ya rds 
R a nge, moving away from Own Ship. 

Observed Rela tive T arget Bearing, Br, is 75 
degrees. 

T arget Angle, A, is estimated a t 170 degrees. 

T a rget Speed, Sh, is estimated at 20 knots. 

T hese va lues a re set into t he Computer by 
turning the Generated R ange and Bea ring 
Cranks, and the T a rget Speed and Target 
Angle H andcra nks. 

The T ime Switch is turned ON and the Com
puter begins to gene ra te Ra nge and Bea ring. 

Comparing genera ed with 
observed range and bearing 
About one m inute a fter the initial inputs to 
the Compute r a re made, values of Rand Br 

TARGET ESTIMATES 

TA~GET It. '" 170 

Sh = 20 KNOTS 

INITIAL OBSERVED RA NGE 
AND BEARING 

TAItOET SPEED 
HANOCRANK 

~ 

are received by the Computer Opera tors: l A~GET 

Observed Present R a nge, R = 10,000 ya rds 

R ela tive T a rget Bearing, Br = 75 d egrees. 

A quick reading of R ange and Bearing gener
ated by the Compute r shows that : 

Genera ted Present R a nge, cR = 9 725 yards 

G enera ted Re la tive T a rget Bearing, cBr = 
75 °40'. 

A compari son of t he observed and generated 
va lues shows tha t d uring t he elapsed time of 
one minute, cR increased 275 ya rds less than 
R, and cBr inc reased 40 minutes more tha n 
Br. 

Since cR became less than R but cB r became 
greater tha n B r, t he comparison suggests tha t 
R ange Rate must be increased and Bearing 
Rate decreased. 
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Determining which quantities to correct 
The direction of the Target M ot ion with respect to the L ine 
of Sight ma kes it evide nt that any increase in Target Speed 
will cause an increase in R a nge R ate. This increase in Target 
Speed will also cause an increase in Bearing Rate, which is not 
desired in this case. The Bearing R ate can be decreased by 
increasing T a rget Angle. 

The Computer Operato rs decide to increase Target Speed and 
Target Angle, but the sizes of these corrections must still be 
determined. 

Determining the size of the corrections 

Comparison of Observed and Gene rated Range and Observed 
and Generated Bearing indicates tha t the Range Rate is more 
in error than the Bearing Ra te. 

The estima ted direction of T a rget M otion relative to the Line 
of Sight is such that a change in T a rget Speed will cause a n 
approximately corresponding cha nge in Range Rate and will 
a ffect Bearing Rate only slightly. 

The difference between observed a nd generated values of 
Range was 275 yards in 1 minute. Since one knot of Range 
Ra te causes a Range change of 33.78 yards per minute, the 
Computer Operators d ecide to increase T a rget Speed by 8 
knots. To compensa te for the increase tha t this Sh change will 
cause in the Bea ring R a te, T a rget Angle is increased to 175 
degrees. 

The' Operators reset the Computer to the observed values: 

Obse rved Present R a nge, R, to 10,000 ya rds 
R elative Targe t Bearing, Br, to 75 degrees 

They a lso correct the T a rget M otion estimates: 

T a rget Speed, Sh, is changed to 28 knots 
T arget Angle, A, is cha nged to 175 d egrees 

NOTE: 
Because the dIals we're r~ad whIle In motion. the values will 
not necessarily agree with precise <.omputatlons. 
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Completing the problem 
At the end of the second minute, the Computer Operators rc · 
ceive these observed values: 

Observed Present Range, R =. 11 ,025 ya rds 
R elative T a rget Bearing, Bf = 75 degrees 

The Computer readings are now: 

Generated Present R ange, cR = 10,975 ya rds 
Generated Relative Target Bearing, cBr = 75 J30' 

11: -- 11 ,025 YDS. ,R = 10,975 YD5. 

OBSERVED RANGE GENER,\TED RANGE 
AND BEARING AND BEARING 

AFTER TWO MINUTES 

A comparison of the Observed a nd Generated Range and 
Bearing values now shows that there is very little errOf. 

Using the same reasoning as for the first set of corrections, these 
further corrections are made: 

T arget Speed is changed to 30 knots 
Target Angle is cha nged to 180 degrees 

After these corrections are made, and the Computer is reset to 
the observed values, the Computer gene'rates a value of G e n
rated Present Range, cR, which is equal to Observed Present 
Range, R , a nd a value of Genera ted R elative T arget Bearing, 
cBr, which is equal to R e lat ive T arget Bea ring, Br. The Track
ing Problem is now solved. 

R 12,040 YDS. 

Bf -7 S"t"'" 

""-' ... ' ..... 1 ... ~---
OBSERVED RANGE 

AND BEARING 

Sh ~ 30 KNOTS TARGET MOTION 
VALUES CORRECT 

<B. 

A - 180" 

cR 12,040 YDS. 

GENERATED RANGE 
AND SEARING 

PROBLEM SOlVED 
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OBSERVED CHANGES 
OF TARGET POSITION 

OP 1064 

MANUAL CONTROL OF RATES 
In Manual Control o f rates, corrections to Target Speed and 
Target Angle and R ate of Climb a re estimated by the Computer 
Crew with the aid of continuous Director observations of Tar
get P osition. 

The Observed Changes of Target P osition in relation to Own 
Ship in Range, Elevation, and Bearing are continuously sent 
from the Director to the Computer by synchro transmission. 
Observed Changes of T arget Position show up on the Com
puter as rotation of three sets of dials: the outer Elevation 
Dials, the outer Bearing Dials, and the inner Range Dials. These 
are the Observed Dials. 

Generated Changes of Target Position from the Integrator 
Group in the Computer turn the inner Elevation and B earing 
Dials, and the outer Range Dials. These dia ls :lre the Generated 
Dials. 
The Computer Crew watch the Observed and Generated Dials. 
They correct the values of Sh, dH , a nd A by hand at the Sh, dH, 
and A H andcranks until the Generated D ials turn in synchro
nism with the Observed Dials. 

BEARING ______________ -:,-__ -... 

GENERATED CHANGES 
Of TARGET POSITION ELEVATION __________ -. 

BEARING 

RANGE _________ -c,-~ 

214 

elEVATION 

RANGE 

Manual rate control for surface and 
air targets 
The Rate Control Computing M echanism used in Automatic 
and Semi-automatic Rate Control is not designed to compute 
corrections to the Target Motion inputs when T arget Speed is 
less tha n about 70 knots. For t his reason, Local Control a nd 
M anual Rate Control are the only types of Rate Control which 
can be used against most surface targets. 

Since Observed Elevation is continuously received in Manual 
Rate Control , Manual Rate Control may also be used against 
air targets. H owever, the short duration of air problems and 
the complexities of target movement in three dimensions make 
Manual Rate Control against air targets difficult. Manual Rate 
Control aga inst air targets may be regarded as an auxil iary type 
of operation, while Manual Rate Control aga inst surface tar
gets is a normal type of operation. 
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Correcting the target motion quantities 
T o a llow the T arget M otion va lues to be corrected through the 
Sh, d H , and A H andcranks in Manual Rate Control, t he Con~ 

t rol Switch must be at SEMI-AUTO, a nd t he Range Rate Con
trol Switch at MANUAL. The ci rcuits affected by these 
switches are d escribed on pages 258-26 1. The levers on the 
T arget Speed and Target Angle Handcra nks must be in HAND 
position and the Rate of Climb H andcra nk in its IN position, 
because these a re the positions in which the handcranks are 
connected to t he Sh, dH, and A shaft line. 

Corrections a re made to one or more of the T al get Motion 
va lues, Sh, dH , and A, whenever any of the Generated Dials 
aces not turn in synchronism wit h its corresponding Observed 
D ial. 

< DIAL 
TARGET 
ANGLE 

HANDCRANK 

< DIAL 
RATE OF 
CtiMB HANDCRANK 

< HANDCRANK 
TARGET 
SPEED COUNTER 

The Computer Operators put in corrections to t he T arget Mo
tion values until t he corrected R elative M otion R ates cause the 
generated values of Range, Eleva tion, and Bearing to change 
at the same rates as the observed values of Range, Elevation, 
and Bearing a re cha nging. R ange dials must be matched. 

Information that will help the Operators determine which of 
the T arget Motion quantities shou ld be corrected is contained 
in the chapter on Operating Instructions, page 128. 
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How the dials 
observed and 

• receive 
generated values 

Range 
Observed Range is transmitted from t he Director to t he R a nge 
Receiver in t he Computer. Observed Range positions the fi ne 
a nd coarse inner Range Dials. Generated Range, cR , positions 
a ll the other Range lines in the Computer, a nd the fi ne a nd 
and coarse outer Range Dials. 

The reasons why cR, rather than R, is used to position the 
Range lines throughout the Computer have been mentioned 
in the Genera l D escription, page 54, and a re expla ined in more 
detail on page 76. 

INTEGRATOR I GENERATED 
GROUP I---t· CHANGES Of ",'''''''' >---, 

~ ________ J ~~=~~ ____ ~ 
cI TO RANGE LINES 
THROUGHOUT 

GENERATED 
RANGE CRANK 
IN OUT POSITION 

RANGE 
RECEIVER 

, INITIAl AND P CORRECTIVE JY RANGE SETTING 

Elevation 

THE COMPUTeR 

FINE 

D irector Elevation, Eb, is continuously received by the D irec· 
tor Elevation R eceiver. Level, L, is su btracted from Eb to ob· 
tain T arget E levation, E , which pos itions t he fine and coarse 
Observed E levation D ia ls. Generated Changes of Target Ele
vation, 6 cE, from the Integrator Group, t urn the Generated 
Elevation D ial. 

INTEGRATOR }-----------1r~;.:;;;;:~~~)-----~ "",,--G_'OU_P ---' ':~J 

DIRECTOR l) 
'-__ ::.El;;:Ev;:;A;:;T:;;'O_" __ .....JI---1 ... _ ....J )0--, _ RECEIVER ., 

~ __ ST_A_B'_E_E_LE_M_E"_T--,I ... -t(~ __ J»""" I TO ElEVA110N 
LINES THROUGHOUT 

THE COMPUTER 
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Bearing 
In M anual R a te Control the D irector transmits an input of 
Director Train, B 'r, to the B ', Receiver in the Computer. Deck 
Tilt Correction, j B ' r, is added to B 'r to obtain Observed Rela
tive T arget Bearing, Br. Br posit ions a ll t he Bearing lines in 
the Computer and the Quter Bearing Dials, fine and coarse. Gen
erated Changes of Relative T arget Bearing, f:::. cBr, from t he 
Integrator Group, position the inner Bearing Dia l. Generated 
Beanng does not regenerate In Manual R ate Control. 

INTEGRATOR 
GROUP 

DIRECTOR TRAIN 
RECEIVER 

DECK TilT 
GROUP 

COARSE 

The d iagram be low shows t he electric circuits energized in the 
Bearing network when t he Contro l Switch is at SEMI·AUTO. 
Both B' r Servo M otors are now energized by the Director Train 
Receiver contacts. The contacts which were energized when 
the Control Switch was at LOCAL are now de-energized. 

IDMKTOOTRAl< 
FROM THE DIIKTOI 

15v A.C. 60-

115v A.C.6O-
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SEMI-AUTOMATIC RATE CONTROL 

218 

In Semi-automatic Rate Control , the Rate Control Computing 
Mechanism computes the necessary corrections to T arget 
Speed, T arget Angle, and Rate of Climb. Whenever the Com
puter Operators see that one or more of the Generated Dials 
are turning faster or slower than the corresponding Observed 
Dials, they put Rate Corrections into the Ra te Control Com
puting Mechanism with the Generated R ange, Generated 
Elevation, and Generated Bearing Cranks. These Rate Cor
rections are automatical ly converted into corrections to Target 
Motion values by the R ate Control Computing Mechanism. 

The operators do not have to figure out what corrections to Sh, 
dH, and A are needed. They turn the Generated Cranks, there
by putting R ate Corrections into the R a te Control Computing 
M echanism. The Rate Control Computing M echanism auto
matically resolves these Rate Corrections into corrections to 
Sh, dH, and A. 

If the Generated Range Dials begin to turn faster or slower 
than the Observed Range Dials, the Range Operator turns the 
Generated Range Crank to match the Range Dials, while de
pressing the Manual Range Push-button. By so doing, he also 
puts a Range Rate Correction, jdR, into the Rate Control Com
puting Mechanism. 

If the Generated Elevation Dial begins to turn faster or slower 
than the fine Observed Elevation Dia l, the Elevation Operator 
uses the Generated Elevation Crank to put enough Elevation 
Rate Correction, jEc, into the Rate Control Computing M ech
anism to make the Elevation Dials turn together. 

In the same way, the Bearing Operator puts a Bearing Ra te 
Correction, jBc, in to the Rate Control Computing M echanism 
to make the Bearing Dials turn together. 

The Rate Control Computing M echanism uses the three Rate 
Corrections, jdR, jEc, and jBc to compute a correction to dH 
and corrected val ues of Sh and A. These values are then trans
mitted mechanically' to the Relative Motion Group. , 
The corrected values of Sh, dH and A cause the Relative M o
tion Group to compute corrected Rela tlve M otion Rates. The 
corrected rates go to the Integrator Group and cause the 
changes of Range, Eleva tion , and Bearing to be generated at 
corrected rates. 

Afte r one or more sets of Rate Correct ions have been put into 
the R a te Control Computing Mechanism, the Gene rated Dia ls 
will turn in synchronism with the Observed Dial s, indicating 
that the Target Motion values and the R elative M otion Rates 
are correct. This is ca lled a "solution." 
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This schematic shows the groups of quantities at the beginning 
of a fire control problem. The values of Sh, dH and A , are human 
estimates and therefore contain some error. The Generated 
Changes of T arget Position do not equal the Observed Changes 
of Target P osition. 

RelATIVE 
MOTION 
GROUP 

CORRECTED RElA,TIVE 
MOTION RATES 
dR, IdE, RdB. 

INTEGRATOR 
GROUP 

OBSERVED CHANGeS 
Of TARGET POSITION 

I , E, I, 

CO~RECleo 

GENEIAUD CHANGES 
Of TARGET POSITION 

6 .1, li cE, 6 .8. 

CORRECTED 
VALUES OF 
st., d H, A 

This schematic shows the groups of quantities after the Oper· 
ators have put Rate Corrections into t he Rate Control Comput· 
ing Mechanism. These corrections have been automatically 
converted into corrections to Sh, dH, a nd A. The corrected T ar· 
get values have corrected the Rela tive Motion Rates which 
a re now being used to generate changes of Ra nge, Elevation 
and Bearing which keep the Generated Dia ls in synchronism 
with the Observed Dials. 
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The RATE CONTROL COMPUTING MECHANISM 
The R ate Control Computing M echanism consists of these 
units: 

Four componen t integrators, g rouped in pairs 
One vector solver 
One four-inch di sk integrator 
Five follow-ups 
Two solenoid locks and three solenoid clutches 
Several differe ntia ls 

The re are seven inputs to the Rate Control Computing Mech
anism: 

1 Linear Eleva tion Rate Correction, jEc 
2 Linear De fl ection Rate Correction, jBe 
3 Direct Range Rate Correction, jdR 
4 True Ta rget Bearin g, B 
5 Observed Target Elevation, E 
6 H orizontal T arget Speed ( estimated), Sh 
7 T a rget Course (estimated), Ct 

ESTIMATES 

I >-
RATE 

( >- CONTROL 
COMPUTING 
MECHANISM 

( >-

The outputs from the R ate Contro~ Computing M echa nism 
are: 

1 A Rate of Climb Correction, j H c, which is a co rrection to 
R ate of Climb, d H 

2 A corrected value of H ori zonta l T a rget Speed, Sh 
3 A co rrected va lue of T a rget Course, Ct 
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How Sh, dH, and (t are (orrected 

• 

jEc 
COMPONENT 
INTEGRATOR 

,"dR COMPONENT 
INTEGRATOR 

• 

.,dRh COMPONENT 
INTEGRATOR 

;8< COMPONENT 
INTEGRATOR 

The three rate corrections, jEc, jBc, a nd jdR are used as inputs 
to three of t he component integra tors. Each component inte
grator has two outputs. These outputs are components of the 
inputs, a t right angles to each other. 

The outputs from the j Ec a nd jdR Component Integrato rs are 
grouped to form twO. new va lues : 

Rate of Climb Correction, jH c 
H orizonta l Range Rate Correction, jdRh 

jHe is the required correction to Rate of Climb, dH. 

jdRh becomes the input to the fourth component integrator. 

The outputs of the jdR h and j Be Component In tegrators are 
combined to obta in two values: 

A N orth -South C orrection to the H orizontal Target Speed 
Vector 

An East-West Correction to the H orizontal Target Speed 
Vector 

The Vector Solver is initially pos itioned by the estimated val
ues of H orizon tal Target Speed. Sh, a nd Target Course, Ct. 
The N-S and £- W Speed Corrections repos ition the Vector 
Solver racks. Moving these racks corrects the previous Vector 
Solver va lues of Sh and Ct. T he outputs of the Vector Solver 
a re the correc ted values of Sh and Cl. 
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The ELEVATION COMPONENT INTEGRATORS 
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The four component integrators work in 
pairs. The first pair of component integrators 
of the Rate Control Computing Mechanisms 
consists of the jEc and the jdR Component 
Integra tors. T hey work together to produce 
horizonta l and vertical ra te corrections. 

The jEt component integrator 

Elevation Rate Correction, jEc, is one input 
to the jEc Integrator. jEc turns the input 
roller. Target Elevation, E, is the other input. 
E positions the angular input gear. 

The jEc Component I ntegrator breaks jEc 
into vertica l and horizonta l components: 

1 T he vertical component is jEc cos E. 

2 The horizontal component is jEc sin E . 

The jdR component integrator 

Direct Range Rate Correction, jdR, turns the 
input roller of the jdR Component Integrator. 
Target Elevation, E. positions the angular in
put gear. 

The jdR Component Integra tor breaks jdR 
into vertical and horizontal components: 

1 The vertical component is jdR sin E. 

2: The horizontal component is jdR cos E. 
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The components of jEc and jdR are combined 

The jEc and jdR Component Integrators each produce one 
vertical and one horizontal component. 

The two vertica l components, ooe from each component inte
grator, are combined, giving jHe. Here the two vertical com
ponents are added because they are in the same direction. 

iEc cos E + jdR sin E = jHc 

iHe is a vertical correction, ca11ed the Rate of Climb Correction. 
j H e corrects dH by repositionin~ the dH Jines. 

The two horizonta l components, one from each component in
tegrator, are combined, giving jdRh. In this example, one com
ponent is subtracted from the other because they are in opposite 
directions. 

jdR cos E - iEc sin E = jdRh 

jdRh is a horizontal ccrrectian in the plane containing the Lme 
of Si§ht. It is not a correction to a Target value, but is used as 
an input to the jdRh Component Integrator. jdRh is called 
t he H orizontal Range Rate Correction. 

R emember that the job of the Rate Control Computing Mech
an isms is to produce corrections to Sh, dH, and Ct. The first of 
these three corrections, j H c, is computed by the first pair of 
component integrators and is used to correct Rate of Climb, dH. 
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The BEARING COMPONENT INTEGRATORS 
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So far two corrections have been computed: 
the correction to dH , called jHc, and the Hori
zontal Range Rate Correction, jdRh. 

A second pair of component integrators uses 
jdRh and t he Deflection Rate Correction, 
jBc, to compute ra te corrections along a 
North-South and East-W est axis. These N -S 
and E-W Corrections a re need ed by the Vec
tor Solver to compute corrections to T arget 
Speed, S h, and T arget Course, Ct. 

The jdRh component integrator 
Direct Range Rate Correction, jdRh, and 
True T arget Bearing, B, are the inputs to the 
jdRh Component Integrator. B is the angle 
between North a nd the horizontal projection 
of the Line of Sight measured in the horizon~ 

ta l plane. jdRh drives the input roller and B 
positions the angle input gear. 

The outputs a re two components at right 
angles to each other: 

1 Along the E-W axis, jrfRh sin B. 

2 Along the N -S axis, jdRh cos B. 

The jBc component integrator 
D e fl ection Rate Correction, jB e, and True 
T a rget Bearing, B , a re the inputs to the jBe 
Component Integrator. jBe drives the input 
roller and B positions the angle gear. 

The outputs are two components at right a n-
gles to each other : 

1 Along the E -W axis, jBc cos B . 

2 Along the N -$ axis, jBc sin B. 
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The components of jdRhand jBc are combined 

The jdRh a nd jBc Integrators each produce one N -S and one 
E-W component. 

The two N-S components,one from each component integrator, 
are combined to obtain the total N -S correction. Since they a re 
in opposite directions in this example one component is sub
tracted from the other. 

jBc sin B - jdRh cos B = total N-S correction. 

The two E-W components, one from each component inte
grator, a re combined to obtain the total E-W correction. Since 
they are in the same direction in this example, the components 
a re added. 

jBc cos B + jdRh sin B = total E-W correction. 

These N -S and E-W corrections a re sent to the Vector Solver, 
where they correct the estimated va lues of Horizontal Target 
Speed, Sh, and T arget Course, Ct. 
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The VECTOR SOLVER 

e 9 

The Vector Solve r is a component solver 
which can also work in reverse. For detail~, 
see OP 1140, page 106. 

The estimated manual inputs of Horizontal 
T a rget Speed, Sh, and Target Course, Ct, set 
up a vector in the Vector Solver. This vector 
positions the Vector Solver racks at the val
ues of the N -S and E-W components of this 
vector. During this operation, the Vector 
Solver acts as an ordinary component solver. 

When the N -S and £ -W R ate Corrections 
coming from the component integrators re
position these same racks, the racks change 
the length and direction of the vector and so 
correct the values of Sh and Ct. 

During Rate Control, the N -S and E-W Cor
rections continuously position the Vector 
Solver. As the R ela t ive M otion Rates become 
more nearly correct, each N-S and E-W Cor
rection is smaller than the previous one until 
S h and Ct are correct. When Sh and Ct are 
correct, the R elative Motion R ates a nd the 
Genera ted Changes of Target P osition are 
correct, and no further Rate Control correc
tions are need ed. 
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The vector solver outputs 
The output from the vector gear is Ct, and the output from 
the speed gear is Sh + Ct. 

The distance between the speed pin and the cente r of the 
vector gea r represents t he length of the vector, Sh. The position 
of t he vector gea r represents the direction of the vector, Ct. 

~hen there is a cha nge in the direction of the vector onl y, 
both the vector gea r AND T H E SPEED OUTPUT GEAR 
must be turned togethe r in order to keep the same vector length 
or speed. The speed gea r is therefore turned for every input 
of Ct as well as for inputs of Sh, and the position of this speed 
gear always represents S h + Ct. The Vector Solver output, 
Ct, is subtracted from the output, Sh + Ct, to keep T a rget 
Speed, Sh, correct. 

A corrected value of T a rget Angle, A, is obta ined by subtract
ing th.e Vector Solver output, Cr, from T rue T arget Bea ring, 
B, plus 180", 

B + lBO o - Cr = A 

The corrected values of T a rget Angle, A, and T a rget Speed, 
Sh, go to the Target Component Solver in the R ela ti ve Motion 
Grollp. The Vector Solver is a ided in positioning both the Sh 
and Cr lines by a specia l limited-error follow-up on each line. 
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Positioning the Ct line 
The Ct line can be positioned by hand by turning t he T a rget 
Angle Handcrank, a nd can be posit ioned autom atically by 
using the C t Limited-error Follow-up which am p li fies the 
output of the Vector Solver. 

How 
the 

manual (t inputs 
vector solver 

position 

T ARGEl SPEED 
HANOCRANK 
AT HAND 

• 

LIMIT STOP 
PREVENTS "SACKOUT" 

• 

Ct LlMITED·ERROR FOllOW·UP 
DE·ENERGIZED 

0 .40 

J 

TARGET 
DIAL 

TARGET 
COMPONENT 
SOLVER 

At the beginning of tracking, the vector gea r of the Vector 
Solver is posit ioned by t urning the T a rget Angle H andcrank 
with its lever a t HAND position. The red line shows how Ct 
positions the vecto r gear and is subtracted from B to produce 
A. The va lue A positions the Target Dia l a nd the Target Com
ponent Solver. 

When the lever of the Target Angle H a ndcra nk is a t HAND, 
the Ct F ollow-up M otor is de-energized. T o prevent t he hand 
input of Ct from throwing the follow-up out of synchronism, a 
limited-e rror follow-up control is used. A limit stop on this 
ty pe of follow-up 1imits the motion of the differentia l sp ider 
which controls the contacts. Va lues of Ct coming from the 
T a rget Angle Hand crank feed. into one side of this differentia l 
a nd out of the oth e r side, since the motion of the spider is 
limited to about 3 degrees. The two sides of the diffe rential a re 
there fore always nearly ma tched, and the contacts remain ap
proxima tely cent ra lized at a ll t imes, whethe r the follow-up 
motor is energized or not. 
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VECTOR 
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TARGET ""'0" 
HANDCRANK 
AT AUTO 

After the initial estimate of A is put into the Computer, the 
levers of the A and Sh Ha ndcranks are turned to AUTO, ener
gizing the Ct Follow-up. No time is wasted waiting for the Ct 
Follow-up to synchronize because the follow-up was kept close 
to synchronism during operation by hand. As soon as N -S and 
E-W Rate Corrections are computed by the Rate Control 
Computing M echanism. the vector gear of the Vector Solver 
repositions the Ct line. This value of Ct feeds into one side of 
the fo llow-up differential, moves the spider, and offsets the 
follow-up contacts. The follow-up drives the Ct line to position 
three diffe rentials: 

1 The differential at which Ct is subtracted from B to ob
tain A. 

2 The differential at which Ct is subtracted from the Sh + Ct 
output of the Vector Solver to keep S h at its proper val~e. 

3 The differential of the CI Follow-up, as the response to 
the signa l from the Vector Solver. 
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Positioning the Sh line 
The Sh line may be positioned by hand by turning the T a rget 
Speed H andcrank. or it may be positioned automatically by 
the Sh Limi.ted-error F ollow-up which a mplifies the output of 
the Vector Solver. 

How 
the 
• 

manual Sh inputs 
vector solver 

position 

TARGET SPEED 
HANDCRANK 

TARGET 
COMPONENT 
SOLVER 

~;'~ __ """>.!!".I01I.'.S~.C' IOUNTEII 

1 

LIMIT STOf' 
ON SPICER 

J L 

LIMIT STOP 
PREVENTS "BACKo Ur , 

5h LlMITED.ERROR fOllOW-UP 

DE.ENERGIZED 

When track ing begins, the lever on the T ar
get Speed H andcrank is switched to HAND 
position, de-energizing the Sh F ollow-up. The 
initial Sh estimate can then be put into the 
Computer by hand. The red line shows how 
Sh positions the Sh Counter a nd t he T a rget 
Component Solver. At diffe rentia l D-40, Sh 
is added to Ct. Sh + Ct feeds into one side of 
the d ifferentia l of the Sh Limited-error F ol
low-up. Since the spider is he ld by the limit 
stop, Sh + Ct drives out of the other side of 
the differentia l and positions the Vector 
Solver speed gear. The follow-up contacts reo 
ma in a pproxima tely centralized at all times. 
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How Sh from the vector solver positions the Sh line 
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After the manual setting of Sh, the lever on the Sh and A H a nd
cranks are switched to AUTO, energizing the Sh Follow-up. 
N-S a nd E-W R ate Corrections are computed by the Rate edn
trol Computing M echanism, and the Vector Solver speed gear 
positions the Sh + Ct line. 

Sh + Ct from the Vector Solver drives into one side of the 
diffe rential of the Limited-err or Follow-up, where Ct is sub
tracted from Sh + Ct. Sh then offsets the contacts of the fol
low-up. The follow-up drives the Sh line to position three mech
anisms; 

1 The T a rget Speed Counter 
2 The Target Component Solver 
3 The diffe rential of the Sh F ollow-up, as response. 
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MAKING RATE CORRECTIONS IN SEMI-AUTO 

232 

After seeing how the R ate Corrections a re turned into correc
tions to Targe t M otion values, it is necessary to know what 
determines the size of these corrections and how they are put 
into the Rate Control Computing Mechanism. 

In Semi-automatic Operation, the Computer Operators turn 
the Generated Cranks to put Rate Corrections into the Rate 
Control Computing Mechanism to keep the Genera ted a nd 
Observed Dials turning together. 

Turning t he Generated Cranks when they are in their IN posi
tions introduces the R ate Corrections into the R a te Control 
M echanism. 

Whenever t he Genera ted Dia ls a re rotating faster or slower 
than the respective Observed Dials, Rate Corrections are 
needed. 

Turning the Generated Elevation and Bearing Cranks so as 
to cause the line Generated Dials to turn with the respective 
Observed Dials introduces the necessary Elevation and Bear
ing Rate Corrections. 

Turning the Generated Range Crank so as to match the Gen
erated Ra nge D ials with the Observed Range Dia ls introduces 
the Range Rate Correction. 

OBSERVED 
ElEVATION 

ELEVA nON DIALS 

GENERATED 
ELEVATION 

Keeping generated I!levation matched 
with observed elevation 
Observed T arget Eleva tion, E, turns t he outer Elevation Dials. 
both coarse and fine. 

The Generated Changes of E levation, !:l eE, from the Integrator 
Group in the Computer, turn the Generated E levation Dial. 

If the Generated Elevation Dia l turns faste r or slower than the 
fine Observed Eleva tion Dial, a nd the P ointer's Signal is red 
indicating that the Pointer's sight is on t he T a rget, the Eleva
tion Opera tor turns the jE Crank in its IN position until the 
graduations on the dials rotate together. 
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The elevation rate (Orre(tion jEt 
When the Elevation Operator turns the j E Crank In its IN 
position, he does two things: 

1 He puts Angular Elevation Correction, jE, into the Gen
erated Elevation line. 

2 He drives A ngular Elevation Correction, jE, through ratio 
gearing to produce an approximalt! Linear El~valiun Rale 
Correction, jEc. jEc drives into the jEc Component In te
grator in the Rate Control Computing Mechanism. 

FROM THE 
INTEGRATOR 
GROUP 

GENERATED 

elEVATION r.:}= [J:tJ:j}J"-l)!:l CRANK 

§ o 

The comparison of Generated Elevation with Observed Eleva
tion is a comparison of angular quantities. The correction jE 
which is based on this comparison is also an angul~)f quantity. 

The job of the Rate Control Computing Mechanism is to cor· 
rect Sh, dH, and A. Since Sh and dH are linear rates, Angular 
Elevation Correction, jE, must be converted into a linear rate 
correction before it can be used in correcting Sh and dH. The 
Linear Elevation Rate Correction, jEe, is obtained by driving 
jE through ratio gearing. This shortcut method of converting 
angula r va lues into linear values is only approximate, but it 
produces va lues which are sufficiently accurate, and saves using 
extra mechanisms. 

In the Rate Control Computing Mechanism, jEc is used to· 
gether with Deflection Rate Correction, jBe, and Range Rate 
Correction, jdR, to compute corrections to Target Speed, Tar· 
get Angle, and Rate of Climb. The corrected Target Motion 
values, Sh, dH , and A, feed into the Relative Motion Group 
where corrected Relative Motion Rates are computed. The 
corrected E levation Rate, RdE, from this group goes to the 
Integrator Group and corrects the rate at which Changes of 
Elevation, !:leE , are generated. 

When E levation R ate, RdE, is correct, 6.eE is being generated 
at the same rate that E is changing, and the inner and outer 
E levation Dials turn together, 

This solves the E levation part of the Tracking Problem. 
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Making bearing rate corrections in SEMI-AUTO 
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These are the Bea ring Dials. They operate in me same wa y 
as the Elevation Dials. 

R elative T arget Bearing, Br, positions the outer Bearing Dials. 
both fine and coarse. Generated Changes of Relative T arget 
Bearing, 6 cBr, from the Integrator Group position the Gen
e ra ted Bearing Dia l, w hich is the inner dial of the fine pair. 

If the Generated Relative T arget Bearing Dial turns faster or 
slower than the fine Observed Relative Target Bearing Dial , 

, and if the Trainer's Signal is red indicating tha t the Tra iner's 
. sight is on the Target, the Bearing Operator corrects Generated 

Bearing by turning the jBr Crank in its IN position. 

H e continues to turn the crank until the Generated Dial re
volves with the fine Observed Dial. 

As in the case of Elevation, there are 110 numbers on the inner 
Bea ring Dial since Generated Bearing is Llsed to turn th i ~ dial 
only. The Bearing Ope rator is interested only in the rate at 
which Generated Bearing changes, not in its exact value at 
any moment. 

[I@J'V 

[ ) \ 
D.9 ~ 

I ) I 

I 

[ ) 
FINE f 
COARSE © 

BEARING DIALS 
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Deflection rate correction jBc 
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rl.~~~ ................................ ~D:_2~' ~"". 

When the Bearing Operator turns the JBT Crank in its IN po
sition, he does two things: 

1 H e puts a ngular correction jBr into the Generated B earing 
line. 

2 He drives angular correction jBr through ratio gea ring 
producing an a pproximate linear D e flection Rate Cor
rection, jBe. jB e drives into the jBe Component Integrator 
in the Rate Control Computing M echanism. 

In the Rate Control Mecha nism, D eflection Rate Correction, 
jBe, is used together with Elevation Rate Correction , jEc, a nd 
R a nge R a te Correction , jdR, to compute corrections to Target 
Speed, Target Angie, and R a te of Climb. The corrected Target 
M otion values, Sh, dH, a nd A, feed into the Relative Motion 
Group, where corrected R elat ive Motion R ates a re computed. 
The corrected D eflection Rate, R dB s, goes to the Integrator 
Group and corrects the rate at which Changes of R elative 
T arget Beariug, 6 cBr, are generated. 6 cBr drives the Ge n
era ted Bearing Dia l. When RdBs is correct, 6 cBr is generated 
at the same rate as Br is changing, and the inner and outer 
B earing Dials turn together. The Bearing part of the problem 
is solved. 
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The GENERATED RANGE LINE IN SEMI-AUTO 

GENERATED 
RANG E CRANK 
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It is import.ant to understand why the Range lines used for 
computations in the Computer Mark 1 are positioned by Gen
erated Range instead of Observed Range. Because the Range 
Finder can only be focused intermittently, the values of Ob
served Range, R, are only intermittently correct, and the posi
tioning of the Range line by Observed Range would be jerky 
and often incorrect. In order to fire continuously, accurate val
ues of Range must be available continuously. Intermittent 
values are not sufficient. Generated Range, cR, is computed 
continuously by adding b.cR from the Range Integrator to 
Initial Range, jR. Generated Range therefore drives the num
bered outer dials in the Range Dial Group. Observed R ange 
drives the inner Range Dials, which are attached directly to the 
synchros of the Range Receiver. 

In rate·controlling Elevation and Bearing, the Computer Oper· 
ators put in Rate Corrections until the inner Elevation and 
Bearing Dials turn in synchronism with their respective outer 
dials. 

In rate-controlling Range, the Operator puts in corrections, not 
only to keep the dials turning together, but also to keep the in· 
dexes on the Generated Range Dials matched to the indexes on 
the Observed Range Dials. When the indexes are matched and 
stay matched, cR and R are changing at the same rate, and the 
value of cR is exactly equal to the value of R . 

Making range and range rate (orredions 
Generated Range can be matched to Observed Range by turn
ing the Generated R a nge Crank in either of its positions: 

1 Turning the Generated Range Crank in its OUT position 
corrects the value of cR only. 

2 Turning the Generated Range Crank in its IN position 
corrects both the va lue of cR and the rate at which cR is 
being generated. 

As soon as tracking begins and the initial value of Observed 
Range has positioned the inner Range Dials, the Range Oper
ator at the Computer must match the outer Generated Range 
Dials to the inner Observed Range Dials. 

'" _~ / RANGE DIALS 

TO OTHER 
RANGE liNES 
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To match the dia ls, the Operator turns the Gene rated Range Crank in its 
OUT position, until the Y -shaped indexes on both sets of Range Dials 
are lined up. This initial setting of Generated Range is called jR. When 
the Generated Dials a re matched to the Observed Dia ls, jR is equal to R. 
M atching the indexes puts a n accurate value of Range onto a ll Range 
lines in the Computer, since jR is t he only Range va lue going into the 
cR line a t thi s moment , 

Now the Time M otor is turned 0 11 . Immedia tel y the Range Integra tor 
begins to compute continuous Changes of Generated Range, 6.cR , which 
are added to the initia l jR input, giving continuous va lues of Generated 
Range, cR. If cR changes at t he same rate as R , both sets of R ange Dials 
turn together and the indexes remain matched. But if cR does not change 
at the same rate as R, the Generated Dia ls will turn at different rates from 
the Observed Dials and their fixed indexes will not remain matched. 

If the dials do not remain matched, two Range corrections are needed: 
a Linear Range Correction, jRc, to match Generated R ange to Observed 
R ange at the dials, a nd a Range Rate Correction, jdR, to make the Gener
ated a nd Observed Range Dials turn at the same ra te. 

Turning the Generated Range Crank in its IN position puts a Linear 
Range Correction into the cR line to match t he indexes on the Genera ted 
Range Dials to the indexes on the Observed Range Dials. 

Range Rate Corrections as we ll as Linear Range Corrections may be in
troduced by turning the Generated Range Crank in its IN position, but 
only when the necessary e lectrical circuits are completed. The R a nge 
Rate Control Switch must be a t MANUAL. Also, the Range R ate Control 
Manual Push-button must be depressed while t he Generated Range 
Crank is turned. This energizes the jdR clutch, enabling Range Rate 
Corrections to enter the jdR Component In tegrator. Through t he Rate 
Control Computing M echanism. jdR corrects the rate of change of Gen
erated Range. This correction al ters the rate of rotation of the Generated 
Range Dials. 

The ratio between the Linea r Range Correction and the Range Rate Cor
rection may be varied by changing the position of the R ange Correction 
Integrator carriage. This is accomplished by turning the Range Rate 
Ratio Knob. 
RANGE RATE CONTROL 
PUSH·8UTTON 

~ 

GENERATED 
R .... NGE CRANK 

FROM THE 
RANGE RECEIVER 
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The RANGE CORRECTION INTEGRATOR 

GENERATED 
RA NGE CRANK 

RA NGE RATE 
CONTROl 
PUSH· BUTTON 

The R a nge R a te Correct ion, j dR, set in by t urning the Gener
a ted R a nge Crank in the IN position does two job s: 

1 As a R a te Correction, j dR is a n input to t he j dR Compo
nent Integra tor in the Rate Control Comput ing Mech
amsm. 

2 jdR drives t he disk of the Range Correction Integrator and 
produces t he L inear R ange Correction, j Re. jRe repositions 
the cR line to match Generated R ange to Observed R ange. 

~"jd·'~CltlU·T·C·H ""~IL~::~)~""~ jdR COMPONENT 
INTEGRATOR 

RANGE CORR ECTION 
INTEGRATOR 

RANGE RATE i!h-[~~~) __ ~:::~~~~~~ 
RATIO KNO B ar I ) , 

fROM TH E L='~~}--'" 
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INTEGRATOR GROUP 
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The ratio between the sizes of the Ra te Correction, jdR, and the 
L inear Correction, j R e, is controlled by the position of the car
riage of the Ra nge Correction Integra tor. This carriage is posi
tioned by turning the R a nge R ate Ra tio, Rrr, Knob. The size of 
Rate Correction, jdR. is dete rmined by t he a mount of jRe 
needed to match the R a nge Dia ls. The jdR Crank is t urned 
until the Range Dials match. The ca rriage setting made by the 
Rrr Knob is a ltered as tracking progresses beca use the ratio be
tween the necessa ry Linear Range Correction and the neces
sa ry Ra nge Rate Correction must be a ltered as the Ra nge Rate 
error decreases. 

Linear Correction. j R e, will a lways be relatively sma ll when the 
Genera ted R a nge Dials a re continua lly being ma tched to ag ree 
with the Observed Range va lues. The size of R ate Correction, 
jdR, howe ver, will depend on the degree of inaccu racy of the 
T a rget M otion estima tes. A la rge R a te Correction will usua lly 
be needed at the beginn ing of tracking before the estimat es of 
Sh, dH, and A have received any corrections through R a te Con
t rol. As tracking progresses, a nd Sh, dH, a nd A become more 
near ly correct . a smaller R a te Correction will be needed. 

Without the R a nge Correction Integra tor it would ta ke a long 
time to put in a la rge correction to R a nge R a te. M a ny sma ll 
co rrections to Linear R a nge, cR, wou ld have to be made before 
the ra te of change of cR would be correct . 

The Range Correction Integrator ma kes it possible to put in a 
la rger or sma ller R a nge R a te Correction while putting in the 
a mount of Linear P.a nge Cor rection required t o ma tch cR to R 
a t the d ia ls. 
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AUTOMATIC RATE CONTROL 
The main difference between Automatic and Semi-automatic 
Rate Control lies in the method by which the Rate Corrections 
are put into the Rate Control Computing Mechanism. 

In Semi-automatic Rate Control, the Rate Corrections, jdR, 
jEc and 'jBc, are put into the Rate Control Computing Mech
anism by the Computer Crew. 

In Automatic Rate Control, these Rate corrections arc con
trolled by the Director Crew and are put into the Rate Control 
Computing Mechanism automatically whenever the Director 
Crew close their Rate Control signal keys while turning their 
handwheels to keep the sights on the Target. 

This is a simplified block schematic of the 
RATE CONTROL GROUP in AUTOMATIC RATE CONTROL 

------------------------------

DIRECTOR --------------------------

TRAINER'S 
SIGN .... l kEY 

POINTER·S 
SIGN .... l kEY 

RANGE 

---------.... 

-----.... 
'\ 

" I 

__________________________ OPH .... rOR·s - .... 

'-_;;-__ ;;-__ ;;-_...J SIGN .... l KEY " 

INTEGRATOR 
GROUP 
IN THE 

COMPUTER 
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In Automatic, Semi-automatic, and M anual Rate Control, the 
Pointer, Trainer, and Range Operator tUTn their handwheels 
to put in corrections which ma ke up the differences between 
the Genera ted Cha nges of T arget P osition a nd the Observed 
Change" of T Rrget P ositio n. They do thi s to keep their sights 
on the T arget and to send down to the Comp uter the correct 
values of Observed T a rget Position a t every instant. 

In Automatic Rate Control, the Director Operators have t he 
addit ional responsibility of putting a ll or part of their hand
wheel corrections into the Ra te Control Comput ing M ech
anism in the Com p uter. They put these corrections in by clos
ing their R ate Control signal keys as they t urn their hand
wheels to keep the sights on the T a rget. 

In the Computer, the Gene rated a nd Observed T a rget P osition 
values a re continuously being compared . The differences be
tween the Observed and Genera ted Target Position va lues off
set t he contacts of the j dR M otor a nd the j E a nd j 8r F ollow
ups. When the Director Operators have their signa l keys closed, 
clutches are engaged connecting the out put lines from t he mo
tor and follow-ups to the Rate Control Computing M echanism. 
The jdR M otor and t he jE and jBr F ollow-ups continuously 
drive the differences between the Observed and the Gene rated 
T a rget Position va lues into t he R ate Control Comput ing M ech
anism, as values of jdR , jEe, and j Be. 

In FULL Automatic Opera tion, the Control Switch and Range 
R a te Control Switch a re both t urned to AUTO. The Cont rol 
Switch energizes the jE F ollow-up and the jBr F ollow-up. The 
R ange R a te Control Switch energizes the jdR M otor and 
Clutch when the Range Opera tor's Signa l Key is closed. The 
different electrica l circuits controlled by these switches are ex
plained in deta il on pages 258-2 6 1. 
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In Automatic Rate Control, the processes by 
which Genera ted Bearing and Generated Ele
vat ion are corrected are similar. 

The pointer's iob 
Suppose t hat the Generated Changes of Ele
va tion, 6 cEb, a re not keeping the Pointer's 
sight on the T arget. 

The Pointer's sight, driven by D.cEb from the 
Integrator Group in the Computer, is above 
or below the Target and is steadily moving 
farther from the Ta rget . The value of Eb 
going down to the Computer is incorrect, E 
is incorrect, and the Rate of Change of b eE 
is a lso incorrect. 

The Pointer turns his handwheels an amount, 
j E, to put the crosshai r of his sight onto the 
Target. The va lues of Eb and E in the Com
puter a re now correct. When on the T a rget, 
the Pointer presses hi s signa l key and con
tinues to turn his handwheels to keep on 
Target. 

The correction, j E , put in by the P ointer as he 
turns his handwheels is continuously added 
to !::::' cEb to keep the value of Eb correct . In 
t he R a te Control Group, the changes of E are 
continuously compared wit h !::::. cE . The dif
fe rence between !::::. cE and E is j E , the amount 
the P ointer puts in . jE offsets the contacts of 
the jE F o llow-up. When the P ointer's Signal 
K ey is dosed as he turns his handwheels, the 
dutch on the jE line in t he Computer is en
gaged a nd the fo llow-up drive.s jE into the 
Rate Control Computing M echanism as Ele
vation R ate Correction, jEc. 

The R ate Control Computing Mechanism 
computes corrections to Target M otion val
ues, Sh, dH, and A. The corrected T a rget M o
tion values correct Elevation Rate, R dE, until 
the Integrator Group generates !::::'cEb a t a 
rate which keeps the P ointer 's sight on the 
T arget automatically without any hand
wheel correction. 

When RdE is correct, !::::' cEb changes at the 
same rate as Eb, and !::::. cE changes together 
with E. No jE correction is needed. 
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Rate-controlling elevation in auto 
Observed Changes of Target Elevation, E, a nd Generated 
Changes of Target Elevation, 6 c£, from the Integrator Group 
position the two sides of differentia l DD, where they are 
compared. 

The difference between E and !::::. cE is the diffe rentia l output, 
jE. jE is the Angular Correction to Generated Elevation 
made by the Pointer. jE offsets the contacts of the jE F ollow
up. If the P ointer in the Director has his signal key closed, the 
clutch on the jE line is engaged. The jE Follow-up drives jE 
through ratio gea ring producing jEc. jEc is the Linear Eleva
tion Rate Correction which goes into the jEc Component In
tegrator in the Rate Control Computing Mechanism. 

From this point on, the part played by jEc in the computa tion 
of corrections to Target Motion values is EXACTLY THE 
SAME AS IN SEMI-AUTOMATIC RAT E CONTROL. 

The Angular Elevation Correction, jE, is not only used to form 
Eleva tion R ate Correction, jEc, but is also driven back to dif
ferential 0 -3 8 where it is added to !::::. cE. jE + b.cE acts as 
response to the jE Fo llow-up and keeps the Generated Dial 
turning with the Observed Dial. 

When the Pointer has his signal key closed, the signal Hag near 
the Elevation Dials shows red, indica ting that the clutch on the 
jE line is engaged. 

Rotation of the Solution Indicator whi le the Hag shows red 
indicates that Rate Corrections are being made. It shows that 
the Pointer is turning his handwheels and the jE line to the 
Rate Control Computing Mechanism is turning. 

When the Solution Indicator stops turning, the E levation part 
of the problem is solved. The Generated Changes of Direc tor 
E levation a re being computed at a rate which keeps the sights 
on Target in elevation. 
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The traine r's job 
Suppose that Generated Changes of Director 
Train, D.cB'r, are not keeping the Trainer's 
sight on the Target. 

The Trainer's sight, driven by 6 cB'r from 
the Integrator Group in the Computer, is not 
centered on the Target and is steadily moving 
away from the Target. The va lue of B', going 
to the Computer is incorrect , and Br and De
flection Rate, RdBs, in the Computer are also 
incorrect. 

The trainer turns his handwheels an amount 
to put the crosshair of his sight onto the Tar
get. The values of B'r and Br are now' correct. 

When the crosshair is on the Target, the 
Trainer presses his signal key, and continues 
to turn his handwheels to keep on the Target. 
By turning his handwheels he puts in a Train 
Correction which is added to 6 cB'r to keep 
the values of B'r and Br correct. The Train 
Correction is referred to the horizontal plane 
by adding jB'r. It then exists in Br as a correc
tion called jBr. 

In the Rate Control Group, the changes of Br 
are continuously compared with b eBr. The 
difference between b eEr and Br is the 
amount jEr, which offsets the contacts of the 
jBr Follow-up. When the Trainer's Signal 
Key is closed as he turns his handwheels, the 
clutch on the jBr line is engaged and the jBr 
Follow-up drives jBr into the Rate Control 
Computing Mechanism. 

The Rate Control Computi.ng Mechanism 
computes corrections to the inputs to the 
Relative Motion Group. Deflection Rate, 
RdBs, is corrected until the integrators gen
erate b eB'r at a rate which keeps the Train
er's sight on the T arget automatica lly with
out any Train Correction. 
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Rate- (ontro llin g bearing • In auto 
Qbserved Changes of Relative T arget Bea ring, BT, are com
pa red with Generated Changes of R elative Target Bearing, 
6.cBr, at differential DE in the R ate Control Group. 

The difference between cha nges of Bt a nd 6 eBr is t he differ
ential output, jBt. jBr is t he Angular Correction to Genera ted 
Bearing made by t he Trainer. jB t offsets the contacts of the 
jBr F ollow-up. When the Trainer in the Director has his signal 
key closed, the clutch on the jBt line is engaged. The jBt Follow
up drives j Br through ratio gearing producing j B c. j 8 c is the 
Linear Deflection R ate Correction which goes into the jB c 
Component Integra tor in the Rate Control Computing M ech· 
aOism. 

From t his point on, t he part played by jBc in the computation 
of corrections to T arget Motion va lues is the same as in Semi· 
a utomatic Rate Cont rol. 

Besides p roducing Deflection Rate Correction, jB c, jBr is driven 
back to diffe rentia l D·39, where it is added to 6 cB r. jB r + 
6. cBr acts as response to the jBr F ollow·up and a lso keeps t he 
Genera ted Dial turning with t he Observed Dia l. 

The Trainer's Signa l F lag and the Solutio n Indicator at the 
Bearing Dia ls work in the same way as the flag and indicator 
at t he Elevation Dials. When the signal flag shows red the 
Tra iner has his signal key closed and the clutch on the jBr line 
is engaged . When the Solution Indicator is turning and the flag 
shows red, Deflection R ate Corrections a r e being made. The 
Trainer is turning his ha ndwheels a nd the jBr line to the R ate 
Control M echanism is t urning. 

When the Solution I nd icator stops tu rning, the Bearing part of 
t he problem is solved, t he Generated and Observed R ela t ive 
T arget Bearing D ials t urn together, a nd Genera ted and Ob· 
se rved B earing a re changing at the same rate. 
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Whenever Generated Changes of Range, 
L cR, do not keep the Range Finder in focus, 
the 6 cR values are incorrect. When the 
Range Finder is out of focus the value of R 
going down to the computer is also incorrect. 

T o correct the value of R, t he Range Opera
tor turns his knob until the d iamond fie ld 
seems to be the same d istance away as the 
Target. Once in focus, the Operator keeps his 
signal button depressed, as he corrects to 
remain in focus. The amount he t urns his 
knob. jRe, is continuously added to 6 cR to 
keep the value of R correct. 

In t he Rate Control Group, the va lue of R is 
continuously being cum pared with cR. T he 
difference between Rand cR is equal to the 
amount jRc which the R ange Operator is 
add ing. T his difference offsets the contacts of 
the jdR Motor. W hen t he Range Operator's 
Signal Button is depressed, the clutch on the 
jdR line is engaged and t he jdR M otor d rives 
jdR into t he Rate Control Computing M ech
anism as a ra te correction. 

The R ate Control Computing Mechanism 
computes corrections to Sh, dH , and A, and 
sends corrected values of these quantities to 
the Relative Motion Group. These quantities 
are cor rected until the value of Range Rate, 
dR, causes the Integrator Group to generate 
6 cR at a rate which will keep the Range 
Finder in foc us without help from the Range 
Operator. When dR is correct, Rand cR 
change at the same ra te and a re equal. There 
is no difference between them when they are 
compared, and no jdR input is needed. 
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In the Computer, Observed Range, R , is received electrica lly 
at the Range Receiver. At the Range R eceiver contacts, R is 
compared with cR. When Rand cR are not equal, the jdR 
Motor is energized whenever the Ra nge Finder Signal Key 
is closed. 

Even in FULL Automatic Rate Control, the amount of jdR 
feeding into the Rate Control Computing Mechanism is deter
mined by the hand setting of the Range Rate Ratio Knob, 
which positions the carriage of the Range Correction Integrator. 
The di sk of the Range Correction Integrator is turned by jdRj 
the integra tor output is jRe, the linea r correction to Generated 
Range, cR . The jdR Motor drives an amount, jdR, producing 
enough linear correction jRe to match cR with R at the Range 
Dials. When the Range Operator has his signal button de
pressed, the clutch on the jdR line is engaged. The jdR Motor 
drives j dR through the clutch and into the jdR Component 
Integrator in the Rate Control Computing Mechanism. 

When cR and R are matched and are changing at the same 
rate, the Range Receiver contacts remain synchronized a nd the 
Range Dials turn together. cR changes at a rate which keeps 
the Range Finder continuously focused correctly. The Range 
part of the problem is solved. 
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The DOUBLE-SPEED RANGE RECEIVER 
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The Double-speed Range Receiver is located 
below the Range Dials. The coarse synchro 
motor is directly below the coarse Range 
Dials and the fine synchro motor directly be
low the fine Range Dials. Between each syn
chra motor and its dials is a contact assembly 
consisting of brushes, segments, and slip rings. 

The synchro rotors are driven by Observed 
Range, R, which is transmitted e lectrically 
from the Director. The rotOf of the coarse 
synchro is attached to the coarse Observed 
Range Dial. The rotor of the fine synchro is 
attached to the fine Observed Range Dial. 

Here are the Observed Range Dials, removed 
from the Computer. Contact brush A and slip 
ring A are attached to the under side of the 

I coarse dial. Trolley contact E and slip ring E 
are attached to the under side of the fine dial. 

• 
Here the Observed Dials have been removed 
to show the contact segments. Contact brush 
A on the coarse Observed Range Dia l bears 
against segments Band C, and isolated con· 
tact D. Segments B and C, and isolated con· 
tact D , are attached to the coarse Generated 
Range Ring Dial, and are driven mechanical
ly by Generated Range cR. Trolley contact E 
on the fine Observed Range Dial bears against 
segments F and G. Segments F and G are at· 
tached to the fine Generated Range Ring Dial 
and are also driven mechanically by Gener
ated Range, cR. 

SEGMENTS AND DIALS DRIVEN BY cR 

A contact brush is attached to the under side 
of each of the five segments. Each of these five 
contact brushes bears against one of the five 
slip rings shown here. Rings B , C, 0, F and G 
are fastened to the unit mounting plate, and 
are connected by wires to the jdR Motor. 
Contact brushes X and Yare also fastened 
to the unit plate. Ring D of the coarse con
tacts is connected by a wire to brush Y. Brush 
Y bears against slip ring E on the fine Ob
served Range Dial, while brush X bears 
against slip ring A on the coarse Observed 
Range Dia1. 

While segments F and G and the fine Gener
ated Range Dial revolve 36 times, segments 
B a.nd C, isolated contact D , and the coarse 
Generated Range Dial , revolve only once. 
Trolley contact E and the fine Observed 
Range Dial revolve 36 times while brush A 
and the coarse Observed Range Dial revolve 
once. 
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The Range Receiver is like other double-speed receivers in that 
the rotors of its two synchro mot.ors are driven by signals com
ing in electrically. It is unlike other double-speed receivers in 
that the follow-ups of most receivers drive an amount propor
tiona l to the signals on their rotors, while the Range Receiver 
motor drives an amount proportional to the DIFFERENCE 
between R and cR. 

As in t he case of all double-speed receivers, the coarse and fine 
Range Receiver synchro motors operate coarse and fine con
tacts which control the action of a servo motor. T he servo 
motor controlled by the Range Receiver synchros is t he jdR 
Motor. When a target is sighted and tracking first begins, the 
difference between Observed Range, R , and Generated Range, 
cR, may be large. When this is the case, the coarse contacts are 
in control of the jdR Motor. However, as soon as the coarse 
contacts are synchronized, the fine contacts are in control of 
the jdR M otor. 

This sketch shows the position of the parts of the D ouble-speed 
Range Receiver: 

COARSE GENERATED 

"NGDIAL~_ 

t=={{fif@ 

CONTACT 
BRUSHES 

COARSE OBSERVED 
DIAL 

o 

I SLIP 'IIJIJlIV 
RINGS 

COARSE SYNCHRO MOTOR 
DRIVEN BY lit 

FINE GENERATED 

"NGDIAL~ 

-;~~~==~---:;~~ _ .> ' • , 

f iNE SVNCHRO MOTOR 
DRIVEN BY R 

The Observed Range Dials are attached to the synchro motors 
and are driven by R. 

The segments are attached to the ring dia ls and are driven by 
cR. 

The slip rings are attached to the unit mounting plate and are 
connected electrically to the jdR Motor. 
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The Coarse Control Electrical Circuits 
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Slip ring A and contact brush A are fastened to the under side 
of the Observed Range Dial. Slip ring A is in contact with brush 
X which is connected to one side of the power supply. Contact 
brush A touches one of the three segments, B , C, or D. Segments 
B, C, and D are rotated mechanically by Generated Range, cR. 

When contact brush A touches segment B , the electrical circuit 
to the jdR Motor is completed through segment B , contact 
brush B, and ring B, energizing the jdR Motor and driving it in 
one direction. 

When contact brush A touches segment C, the electrical circuit 
to the jdR Motor is completed through segment C, contact 
brush C, and ring C, energizing the jdR Motor and driving it 
in the opposite direction. 

When contact brush A touches the isolated contact D as shown 
in this diagram, the e lectrical circu it to contact brush Y on the 
fine contacts is completed through the isolated contact D, con
tact brush D , and ring D. 
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jdR MOTOR 
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The Fine Control Electrical Circuits 
The fine contacts a re in control of the jdR Motor when 
the e lectrica l circllit from the coarse contacts is completed 
to trolley contact E . On the fine contacts, trolley cQntact 
E and slip ring E a re fastened to the under side of the 
Observed Range Dial. Slip ring E is in contact with brush 
Y which is connected to the powf'r s upply through the 
coarse contacts. T rolley contact E touches one of the two 
segments, F or G. Segments F and G a re rotated mechani
ca lly by Generated R ange, cR . 
When trolley contact E touches segment F, the electrical 
circuit to the jdR M otor is completed through segment 
F , contact brush F , and ring F , driving the motor in one 
direction. 
Whe n trolley contact E touches segment G , the elect rica l 
circuit to the jdR M otor is completed through segment G, 
contact brush G , and ring G, and the motor drives in the 
opposite direction. 
In the sketch above, trolley contact E is at the point of 
synchronism, touc hing both segments F and G . The jdR 
M otor is energized to drive in both directions at once and 
therefore does no t drive a t a ll. As long as tro lley contact E 
remains at the point of synchronism, Observed Range, R , 
and Generated Range, cR , a re equal. 
The e lectrica l circuit to the jdR M ot or is always com~ 
pleted through the Ra nge R a te Control Switch and the 
Range Finder Signal Button. 
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When the COARSE Contacts are in control 
115_'1 A.C. 60-

POWER SUPPLY 

\ 15·" A.C. 60-

POWER SUPPLY 

PO INT Of 

252 

COARSE CONTACTS 

jdR 
fOLlOW .UP 

MOl OR 
DRIVE S 

FINE CONTACTS 

COARSE CONTACTS 

jdR 
FQll OW.U P 

MOTOR 
DRives 

The coarse contacts of the Double-speed 
Range Receiver control the jdR Motor when 
the difference between Rand cR is greater 
than 550 yards; otherwise the fine contacts 
are in control. 

At the beginning of tracking, suppose that R 
is much greater than cR. Contact brush A on 
the coarse contacts would be off its point of 
synchronism on isolated contact D and on 
segment C, completing the circuit to the jdR 
Motor through segment C, contact brush C, 
and ring C. The jdR Motor is energized and 
drives the disk of the Range Correction I nte
grator, producing Linear Correction, jRc, and 
increasing the linear value of cR. jdR also 
feeds into the jdR Component Integrator, 
causing a range rate correction. Isolated con
tact D is driven counterclockwise toward its 
point of synchronism with contact brush A. 

Now R is only slightly greater than cR. Iso
lated contact D has reached its point of syn
chronism, touching contact brush A. 

Now the electrical circuit is completed 
through contact brush D and ring· D of the 
coarse contacts to trolley contact E of the fine 
contacts, and the fine contacts are in control 
of the jdR Motor. 
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Since R is still slightly greater than cR, the 
point of synchronism will be counterclock
wise from trolley contact E. Now the electrical 
circuit to the jdR Motor is completed through 
segment G, contact brush G, and ring G. 
Therefore the jdR Motor continues to drive 
segments F and G clockwise to bring the point 
of synchronism under trolley contact E. This 
will make cR equal R. 

If R had been slightly smaller than cR, the 
point of synchronism would have been clock
wise from trolley contact E. The electrical cir
cuit to the jdR M otor would have been com
pleted through segment F, contact brush F , 
and ring F, and the jdR Motor would have 
been drive n in the opposite direction, de· 
creasin~ the value of cR. 

When Rand cR a re equal and are changing 
at t-h e same rate, trolley contact E is at the 
point of synchronism, touching both seg
ments F a nd G. The jdR Motor is energized 
to drive equally in both directions at once 
and therefore does not drive at all. 
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The TARGET COURSE INDICATOR 
This is a Target Course Indicator. It is fastened to the side of 
the Star Shell Computer on top of the Computer Mark 1. 

Target Angle, A, changes continuously as the relative position 
cf Own Ship and Target changes, but Target Course, Ct, is 
measured from North, and therefore remains constant as long 
as the direction of motion of the Target does not change. For 
this reason and others, Ct is used to estimate the direction of 
motion of the T arget. 

Corrections to Target Course, Ct, may be made faster by using 
the Target Course Indicator than by using the Target Angle 
Handcrank. 
The Target Course Indicator contains a dial , a synchro motor, 
an INCREASE Button, and a DECREASE Button. Target 
Course, Ct, is read on the graduated index plate, opposite the 
bow of the Target on the dial. 

The INCREASE and DECREASE Buttons on the Target 
Course Indicator are connected electrically through relays to 
the Ct Follow-up Motor in the Rate Control Group in the Com
puter. When the INCREASE Button is depressed and the Tar
get Speed and Target Angle Handcranks are at AUTO, the Ct 

,Follow-up Motor is energized a nd drives in the direction to in
crease the value of Ct in the Computer. 

,--"';,0 
l'0~~-< 

(I FOllOW·UP MOTOR 

l1S·V A.C. 60-

~"~/t"- INCREASE BUTTON 

INCREASE BUTTON 
DEPRESSED 

~_~~~~~ __ ~'~"H~.C.W~-
TARGET SPEW TARGET ANGLE 
HANDCAANK HANDCRANK 
AT AUTO AT AUTO 

When the DECREASE Button is depressed , the Ct Follow-up 
Motor is energized to drive in the opposite direction, decreasin~ 
the value of Ct in the Computer. 

Ct DECREASING 
\ '",:,"~,rr-INCREASE BUTTON 

o 
,---10 

DECREASE 
I BUTTON ..-

(_ .2.!..O!!O~:.!!!'.,!:IQ!qJ!, _______ __ J/ 

TARGET SPEED 
HANDCRANK 
AT AUTO 

TARGH ANGLE 
HANDCRANK 
AT AUTO 
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A single-speed . transmitter is connected to the Ct shaft line. 
Whenever the Ct F ollow-up M otor drives, the increase or de
crease in Ct repositions the rotor of the Ct Transmitter. This 
Ct Transmitter is connected e lectrica lly to the synchro motor 
in the T arget Course Indicator. 

As soon as the rotor of the Ct Transmitte r is moved to a new 
position, t he increase or decrease in the value of Ct is tra ns
mitted to the synchro motor in the Target Course Indica tor. 
The rotor moves to a new position corresponding to the new 
position of the Ct Transmitter. Since the dial of the T a rget 
Course Indicator is a ttached to the synchro rotor, the dia l is 
moved to the new position and the value of Ct in the Computer 
can always be read on the T arget Course Indicator Dia l. 

• 
The Computer Operators can correct Target Course, Ct, in the 
Computer by pressing the INCREASE or DECREASE But
ton on the T arget Course Indicator. These buttons operate 
relays which cont ro l the direction of rotation of the Ct Follow
up Motor. As long as e ither button is depressed, the Ct Follow
up M otor will d rive new values of Ct to three mechanisms: 

1 T o the Vector Solver, repositioning the vector gear. 
2 T o differential 0 -41 where Ct is subtracted from 

B + 180°, giving a corrected value of A . 
3 T o the Ct Transmitter, to be transmitted back to the T a r

get Course Indicator. 
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The TARGET SPEED SWITCH 
This is the T a rget Speed Switch. I t is located on the top of the 
Computer Mark 1 at the front left corner. 

The T arget Speed Switch has two uses: 

1 It can be used instead of the Target Speed Handcrank for 
putting initial or corrective values of Sh into the Computer 
quickly. 

2 It can be used to run Sh to zero in preparing the Computer 
for a dive attack. 

The Target Speed Switch energizes the Sh Follow-up Motor 
only when both the Target Speed and Target Angle Hand· 
cranks are at AUTO. The Switch has three positions: IN 
CREASE, DIVE ATTACK, and NORMAL. 

TARGET SPHO 
HANOCtANI( AT AUTO 

TARGET 
SPEED 
SWITCH 

INCREASE 

TARGET ANGtE 
HANOCRANI( AT AUTO 

.... ( . to · 

When the Target Speed Switch is held at INCREASE, the Sh 
Follow·up M otor drives in the d irection to increase the value 
of Sh in the Computer. 

. .... c. to -

o 

Skc;?~:f';;",~~~~~NO::_ 
When the T arget Speed Switch is at NORMAL, the Sh Follow
up Motor is energized by the follow-up contacts on the Sh line 
from the Vector Solver. 

r+uu~uuu---i----; __ ~-m--~Ub ~r-"'.-"'-.""_ I 
r'o ~) ( - • ,14:::1m ... IQf:!t) 1: " . :+ roo 0-1 
. , , f"\ I 
: I I . V , DIVE AnACK 
: \. .-- --1"~::-.::::':-:_-: ___ -_::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ ___ ; ! 
.... . _-_. ----_ .. _ .. _.--_._-------------- '" ---------------- -_." 

A detent holds the switch a t DIVE ATTACK, a llowing the 
Operator to shift the Range Rate / Diving Speed Handcrank to 
HAND and crank in DIVING SPEED while Sh is running to 
zero. 
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Making large changes in target speed 
T o put a la rge change of T a rget S peed into the Computer 
quickly, the Computer Opera tor holds the T arget Speed 
Switch at INCREASE or DIVE ATTACK and watches the 
T a rget Speed Counter unt il the desired value a p pears. H old
ing t he switch at DIVE ATTACK will rapidly decrease the 
T arget Speed va lue, and holding the switch a t INCREASE 
will rapidly increase t he T a rget Speed value in the Computer. 

Making large changes in target angle 
When a la rge cha nge in T a rget Angle is reported, the Computer 
Opera tor shifts the lever of the T arget Angle Handcrank t o 
HAND and set s the new va lue of T arget Angle onto the T arget 
Dia l. If a la rge change occurs in T a rget Angle but is not re
ported and set in by hand, the Vector Solver in put racks will 
a ttempt to move the vector gear to its new position. Under 
these circumstances the racks may push the speed pin to the
center of the vector gear instead of rotating the vector gear. 
With the speed pin a t or near the center of the vector gear, 
the Vector Solver r~cks cannot turn the vector gea r because 
the leverage is too small. 

Assisting the vector solver when 
the speed pin runs to the center 
When ·the speed pin in the Vector Solver runs to the center of 
the vector gea r, the Computer Opera tor holds the T arget Speed 
Switch a t INCREASE. This increases the value of T arget Speed 
in the Computer, running the speed pin away from the center of 
the vector gea r, and hold ing it there, unt il the racks can turn 
the vector gea r to its correct position. 

If the posit ion of the vector gear is 18 0 0 in e lTor, it will be 
necessary to rota te the vector gea r by turning the T arget Angle 
H a ndcra nk unt il the Vector Solver racks are again a ble to 
position the vector gear. 

Dive attack 
When preparing t he Computer for Specia l Dive Attack Pro
cedure, the T a rget Speed Switch is held a t DIVE ATTACK 
until t he va lue of Sh is ze ro. 
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THE CONTROL SWITCH 
This is the Control Switch. It is located on t he top of the 
Computer Mark 1 a t the front righthand corner. 

The Control Switch controls the electrica l circuits to these 
mechanisms : 

The j E F ollow-up 

The jBr F ollow-up 

The jE Clutch and Lock 

The jBr Clutch and Lock 

The two B'r F ollow-up M otor s 

The Control Switch has th ree positions: AUTO, SEMI-AUTO 
a nd LOCAL. 

Control Switch at AUTO 
When the Control Switch is turned to AUTO and the Target 
Speed H a ndcrank is a t AUTO, for Automa tic Rate Control, 
t hese electrica l connections a re made: 

1 The jE and jBr F ollow-ups a re connected to the power 
supply. 

2: The jE Clutch can be e nergized by the P ointer's Signa l 
Key. 

3 The jBr Clutch can be energized by the Tra iner's . Signa l 
Key. 

4 The Director Tra in R eceiver is connected to the power 
suppl y a nd the Director Tra in Receiver contacts control 
the two B ' r Follow~up M otors. 

5 The jE and j Br locks a re de-ene rgized and spring open, 
allowing the jE a nd jBr Follow-ups to drive their lines. 

The Pointer's Signal Key 
Whenever the P ointer's Signa l K ey is depressed, t he P ointer's 
Signal at t he Compute r is e ne rgized a nd t he signal changes 
fmm b lack to red. W ith t he Control Switch a t AUTO and the 
T arget Speed H a ndc ra nk at AUTO, d epressing the P ointer 's 
Signa l Key also ene rgizes a nd engages the j E Clutch. 
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The Trainer's Signal Key 

Whenever the Trainer's Signal Key is depressed, the Trainer's 
Signal at the Computer is energized and the signal changes 
from black to red. With the Control Switch at AUTO and the 
Target Speed Handcrank at AUTO, depressing the Trainer's 
Signal Key also energizes and engages the jBr Clutch. 

Control Switch at SEMI-AUTO 
When the Control Switch is turned from AUTO to SEMI
A UTO, for Semi-automatic and Manual Rate Control, these 
electrical changes are made: 

1 The jE and jBt Follow-ups are disconnected from the 
power supply, 

2 The j£ Clutch can no longer be enelgized by the Pointer's 
Signal Key. 

3 The jBr Clutch can no longer be energized by the Trainer's 
Signal Key. 

4 The Director Train Receiver remains connected to the 
power supply and still controls the contacts of the two 
B 'r Follow-up Motors. 

5 The jE and jBr Locks are connected to the power supply. 

When the jE and jBr Locks are energized, the jaws engage 
and lock the shaft lines from the jE and jBr Follow-up Motors. 

Control Switch at LOCAL 
When the Control Switch is turned from SEMI-AUTO to 
LOCAL. for Local Control, these electrical changes are made: 

1 The Director Train Receiver is disconnec ted from the 
power supply. ~ 

2 The Local Control Contacts are connected to the power 
supply and control the two B 'r Follow-up Motors. 

The jE and jBr Locks remain energized and locked. 
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The RANGE RATE CONTROL SWITCH 
This is the Ra nge Rate Control Switch. It is located on top of 
the Computer Ma rk 1, to the left of the Range Dials. 

The Range Rate Control Switch controls the electrical cir
cuits to the jdR Motor a nd the jdR Clutch. The jdR Motor is 
the Range Receiver servo. 

The switch has two positions: AUTO and MANUAL 

AUTO is used for Automatic Range Rate Control. 

MANUAL is used for Semi-automatic a nd Manual Rate Con
t rol and for Local Control. 

When the RANGE RATE CONTROL SWITCH 
is turned to AUTO 
When the Range Rate Control Switch is turned to AUTO, 
two electrical circuits are completed whenever the Range 
Operator has hi s signa l button depressed . 

1 The Range R eceiver contacts are connected to the power 
supply . 

2 The j dR Clutch is connected to the power supply and is 
t herefore engaged . 

Whenever the Range Operator depresses his signal button, the 
Range Finder Signa l 'near the Range Dials changes from black 
to white. 

RANGE FINDER SIGNAL BUTTON DEPRESSED 

11 5· . A.C. 60-

RANGE 
RATE 
CONTROl 
SWITCH 

AUTO AUTO 

, 

~ : 
D- _ .J 

RANGE RATE 
CONTROL MANUAL 
PUSH·BUTTON 

\ 15·Y A,C. 60-
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NOTE, 

TARGET rRAVELS 
700 YAROS DURING 
FtiGHT Of PROJECTILE 
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O)t.... PROJECTIlE 
\>~ BURSTS HERE 

PREDICTED 
TARGET 
POsmON 

PRESENT 
TARGET 
POSITION 

Several quantities in the Prediction 
Sect ion contain a prime, ('), after the 
sym bols, such as Rt' . A prime in the 
Prediction Section ind icates that the 
computed quantity is not the t rue value 
defined by the symbols but is the sym 
bol value plus an unwanted q uantity 
;ntrnt\" .... d for d esi21l reasons. In each 
case, the unwanted quantity is removed 
mechanically in later computations. In 
all other sections of t he Computer 
Mark 1, the presem;:e of a prime in a 
sym bol indicates that the quantity is 
measured in relation to the deck plane. 

OP 1064 

If projectiles could travel in a straight line at the im
possible speed of several thousand miles per second, 
a Prediction Section would not be needed. The guns 
could be aimed and fired directly at any moving 
target. 

But. projectiles neither travel in a straight line, nor 
at several thousand miles per second. Even at the 
short range of 3000 yards, the projectile of as-inch 
gun takes about 41/2 seconds to reach the Target. 
During the 41/2 seconds, an air target traveling at 
300 knots could have moved more than 700 yards, 
well out of danger of the burst of the projectile. 

The Prediction Section establishes a Line of Fire 
along which the guns must point in order for the 
projectiles to hit the moving Target, and a fuze set
ting time such that the projectiles will burst close to 
the Target. 

The Line of Fire is established by two lead angles, 
one in Elevation and one in Deflection. The lead 
angles are the angles by which the gun must be 
aimed ahead of, or lead, the Target to allow for these 
factors: 

1 The movement of Target and Ship during flight 
of the projectile. 

2 The curvature of the trajectory of the projectile 
due to Gravity and Drift. 

3 The effect of Wind and Changes in Initial Veloc-
ity of the projectile. 

The lead angle in Elevation is ca lled Sight Angle, V s. 
Sight Angle, Vs, is the difference between the Eleva
tion of the Line of Sight above the horizontal and the 
Elevation of the Line of Fire above the horizontal. 

The lead angle in Deflection is called Sight Deflec
tion, Ds. Sight Deflection, Ds, is the angle between 
the vertical plane through the Line of Sight and the 
vertical plane through the Line of Fire, measured in 
a slant plane. 

For clarity, the slant plane in which Ds is measured 
is shown at the elevation of the Present Line of Sight. 
It is explained later that this slant plane is actually 
at a different e levation. 

The computed fuze time is called Fuze Setting Order, 
F . Fuze Setting Order, F , is the computed time be
tween the firing of the gun and the burst of the pro
jectile. 
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In order for the Prediction Section to compute V sand Ds, the 
length of time required for the project ile to reach the Target 
must be computed. This quantity is ca lled Time of Flight, Tf. 
Knowing the Time of Flight a nd the rates at wh ich R ange, 
Elevation and Bearing a re changing, the changes in Range, 
Elevation and Bearing that take place during the Time of Flight 
can be computed. These changes are used to determine where 
the T arget will be at the end of the Time of Flight. Target 
P osition at the end of the Time of Flight is called Predicted 
T arget Position. 

T he Prediction Section performs three basic opera tions in com· 
puting lead angles Vs and Ds and Fuze Setting Order, F . 

First it computes t he Predicted T arget Position and the Pre· 
d icted Line of Sight to this predicted position. The Range to 
the Predicted P osition is ca lled Advance Range, R2. The Ele· 
vation of the Predicted P osition is ca lled Predicted Elevation, 
E2. 

Second, it uses the R ange and Elevation of the Predicted Tar~ 
get P osition to compute the angles by which t he Line of Fire 
must be offset from the Predicted Line of Sight to allow for the 
ballistic qua ntities: Gravity, Drift, Wind , and Changes in In· 
itial Velocity of the projectiles. 

Third, it uses the Range and Elevation of the Predicted Target 
Position to compute Fuze Setting Order, F, which will cause 
the projectile to burst when it reaches the Predicted Target 
Position. 

ELEVATION CORRECTION FOR GRAVITY, CHANGE IN I.V. AND W"'D'~ 

DEflECTION CORRECTION fOR DRIFT, CHANGE IN I.V. AND WII'D ::;;..4.. 

ELEVATION CHANGE DURING Tf -::===:~~2:::::'=~i~~~ 
DEflECTION CHANGE DURING Tf · 

Sight Angle, V s, and Sight Deflection, Ds, a re the angles by 
which the Line of Fire must be offset from the Present Line of 
Sight to a llow for all the p 'rediction factors. 

With the guns aimed a long the Line of Fire, the curved tra· 
jectory will ca rry the projectile down and over to the Pre· 
dieted T a rget P osition. 

The Line of Fire established by V sand Ds is established from 
a horizontal plane and is correct only when the deck is hori
zontal. 
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The MECHANISM in the PREDICTION SECTION 

268 

MULTIPLIERS 
AND OTHER 
PREDICTION UNITS 

Vs, Ds AND F 
TRANSMITTERS 

The mechanism in the Prediction Sec
tion includes: four Prediction Multi
pliers, four Ballistic Computers, the 
Range Rate Corrector, the Comple
mentary Error Corrector, two Wind 
Component Solvers, five Follow-ups 
in addition to those in the Ballistic 
Computers, three Single-speed Spot 
Receivers, the Fuze, Sight Angle, and 
Sight Deflection Transmitters, and 
various differentials, handcranks, 
dia ls, and counters. 

The Prediction Multipliers, Ballistic 
Computers, Range Rate Corrector, 
Complementary Error Corrector, and 
the Prediction Follow-ups are all lo
cated in the lower front section of the 
Computer Mark 1. The V 5, Ds, and F 
Transmitters are located in the upper 
rear section of the Computer. 

The locations of the Wind Component 
Solvers and the Spot Receivers are , 
described later in this chapter. . 

THE" PREDICTION MUL TIPLI
ERS are four screw-type multipliers 
assembled together in a bank. Three 
of these multipliers are used to com
pute the changes in Range, in Eleva
tion, and in Deflection, during the 
Time of Flight. The fourth multiplier 
is used to compute the change in 
Range during the time between the 
setting of the fuze and the firing of the 
projectile. 
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THE RANGE RATE CORRECTOR 
and THE COMPLEMENTARY ER
ROR CORRECTOR are double-cam 
computing units which compute a 
Range Rate Correction and a n Eleva
tion Correction respectively. 

THE BALLISTIC COMPUTERS 
are four assemblies, each containing a 
barrel-type cam, a follow-up, and vari
ous shafts and gears. One ballistic 
computer computes each of the fol
lowing quantities: T ime of Flight, Ti, 
Time of Flight divided by Advance 
Range, TI/ R2, Superelevation plus 
Elevation Parallax, Vi + Pe, and 
Fuze Setting Order, F. 

TI 

v, +,. 
IAUISTIC __ + _ 

COMPUTE' 
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PREDICTED TARGET POSITION 
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SHIP STATIONARY 

PREDICTED TARGET POSITION 

\~~ 

, 

• SHIP MOVING 

TARGET MOVING 

> 

SHIP MOVING 

TARGET MOVING WITH COMBINED 
MOTION Of SHIP AND TARGET 

i ¥ "mm. __ m 

SHIP STATIONARY 
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Why relative motion rates 
are used in prediction 
While the projectile is in the air, both Target and Own Ship 
are moving. The motion of the Target during the Time of Flight 
affects the gun aim because it determines where the T a rget will 
be when the projectile arrives. The motion of Own Ship during 
the Time of Flight a lso has an effect on the gun a im, although 
the projectile leaves Own Ship at the beginning of the Time of 
Flight. 

The motion of Own Ship affects the gun aim beca use it affects 
the trajectory of the projectile. A projectile fired irom a mov
ing ship, besides m oving in the direction in which the gun is 
pointed, also moves in the same direction and at the same speed 
as the ship is moving at the moment when the projectile leaves 
the gun. 

To demonstrate this fact, assume that Own Ship is stationary. 
A projecti le is fired at a Predicted Target Position, directly 
abeam, and ma kes a hit. 

Now assume that Own Ship is moving. A projectile is fired from 
exactly the same p lace, in exactly the same direction, at the 
same Predicted Target Position, but thi s time the projectile 
will burst behind the Predicted T a rget P osition, because the 
projectile is moving in the direction and with the speed of Own 
Ship, in addition to the motion imparted by the firing of the gun. 

If instead of Own Ship moving, Own Ship were stationary and 
the Target were moving with the combined velocity of the 
previous Ship and Target Motion, the effect on the Prediction 
calculations would be a lmost the same. 

F or example, he re is a case in which Own Ship and Target are 
both moving. The Line of Fire is computed to allow for motion 
of the T a rget during the Time of Flight and the extra curvature 
of the trajectory due to Ship Motion. 

H e re Own Ship is stationary and t he Target is moving with the 
combined velocity of Ship and Target in the previous case. The 
Line of Fire is a lmost the same as in the previous case, since 
the extra motion of the T arget is offset by the straighter tra· 
jectory of the projectile. 

Since the effect of Own Ship Motion is approximately the same 
as t hat of additiona l T a rget M otion, the Re lative Motion Rates, 
dR, RdE, a nd RdBs, are used instead of T arget Motion R ates 
in computing the Predicted Position of the T arget. Thus the 
Prediction Section a llows for the effect of Own Ship Motion 
on the trajectory by treating Own Ship M otion as if it were 
additiona l T arget M otion. 
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Predicted target position 
To obtain the change in Target Position relative to 
Own Ship during the Time of Flight, the three Rela
tive Motion Rates must be multiplied by Time of 
Flight, TI. The three products represent the approx
imate linear movement of the T arget while the pro
jectile is in flight: 

1 The linear Range Rate mUltiplied by Time of 
Flight is the approximate change in Range dur
ing the Time of Flight. 

APPROX. P;\~;~;~'~ TARGET P( I I 

APPROX. LINEAR 
RANGE c~'~N,ii'/ 

dR X Tf 

dR X Tf = Approximate Linear Range Predic- APPRQX . lINEAR 

tion ELEVATION CH" NC;' " 

2 The linear Elevation Rate multiplied by Time of 
RdE X Tf 

Flight is the approximate change in Elevationl _------,; 

PREDICTION 

LINEAR 
DEflECTION 
CHANGE 
RdBs x Tf 

during the Time of Flight. _ 

RdE X Tf = Approximate Linear Elevation pre-~----;;;~~~~::::::"--~T~A~R~G!ET~ 
diction POSITION 

3 The linear Deflection Rate multiplied by Time 
of Flight is the approximate change in Deflec-
tion during the Time of Flight. 

RdBs X TI = Approximate Linear Deflection 
Prediction 

dR X Tf, if added to Generated Present Range, cR, 
will produce an approximate value of the R a nge to 
the Predicted T a rget Position. called Advance Range, 
R2. 

Before the T arget movement in Elevation and De
flection during the Time of Flight can be used in com
puting the lead angles, the linear predictions in Ele
vation and Deflection must be converted into an~ular 
predictions. The linear quantities are converted to 
angular quantities by dividing the linear quantities 
by Advance Range, R2. 

IildE x Tf ...,-

PREDICTED 
TARGET :--«7 
POSITION 

RdE X Tf " . ~---;~~~~::S~ R 2 IS an approximate An~ular ElevatlOn Pre-

.. T RdE X Tf . dd T diction. he quantity R2 IS a ed to arget 

Eleva tion, E, to produce an approximate value of the 
Elevation of the Predicted T arget P osition, called 
Predicted Target Elevation, E2. 

The Angula r Deflection Prediction is computed by 
RdBs X Tf . . A 

the same method. R2 IS an approximate n-

I D fl . P ed" T . RdBs X Tf gu ar e ectlOn r Ictlon. he quanttty R2 

is used in computing Sight Deflection, Ds. 
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PREDICTED TARGET POSITION 
Approximate values of Predicted Target Position in Range, 
Elevation, and Deflection are computed by mUltiplying the 
three Relative Motion Rates by Tf or Tf / R2. Since the change 
of position in two of the three directions is affected by motion 
in the other directions, corrections must be made to the approx
imate values of Predicted Target Position to make them ac
curate. The Range Prediction must be corrected for the effect 
of the Elevation and Deflection Predictions, and the Elevation 
Prediction must be corrected for the effect of the Deflection 
Prediction. When these corrections have been made, accurate 
values of R2 and E2 are obtained. 

The accurate values of R2 and E2 are used as inputs to the 
ballistic computers which compute the ballistic quantities: 
Time of Flight, TI, Time of Flight divided by Advance Range, 
Tf/ R2, Superelevation plus Elevation Parallax, VI + Pe, and 
Fuze Setting Order, F. The barrel cams in the ballistic com
puters are cut in such a way that the output values of TI, TI/ R2, 
VI + Pe, a nd F correspond to the particular combination of 
values of R2 and E2 going into the ballistic computers, that is, 
the bailistic values are related to the Predicted Target Position. 

The ballistic values on the cams do not make allowances fo r 
Wind or for changes in the rnitial Velocity of the projectile, 
although both these factors change the trajectory of the pro
jectile. 

To correct the outputs from the ballistic computers for Wind 
and Init ial Veloci ty, a lterations are made to the cam inputs, R2 
a nd E2. 

The Computer Mark 1 computes an imaginary Predicted Tar
get Position such that the trajectory computed using the R2 
and E2 of this imaginary Predicted Target Position will place 
the shells at the actual Predicted Target Position. 

Using the R2 and E2 of this imaginary Predicted Target Posi
tion as inputs to the ball istic computers, ballistic predictions 
are ccmputed which are combined with the values of the Imag
inary Target Position to establish a Line of Fire which allows 
lor motion 01 Ship and Tar~et during the Time of Flight and 
also lor Wind and changes in Initial Velocity. 
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The Prediction Multipliers , 
Both in correcting the a pproximate values of Pre
dicted T arget Position to ma ke them accurate and in 
altering the accurate Predicted T arget Position val
ues to allow for Wind a nd changes in Initial Velocity, 
the va lues needed depend on the length of the Time 
of Flight. 

Since both the rates and the correction and alteration 
quantities must be multiplied. by the same Tf or 
Tf/ R2, they are combined and fed into the same set 
of multipliers. This avoids using separate multiplie rs 
for the modifying qua ntities a lone. In this way each 
rate and the quantities used in correcting and alter
ing it are multiplied by Tf or Ti/ R2 in one multiplier. 

Range prediction 
Direct Range Rate, dR, altered by three additional 
quantities, is one input to the Range Prediction Mul
tiplier. Time of Flight, Tf, is the other input. Gener
ated Present R a nge, cR , is altered by three linear 
quantities. The a lte red cR is added to the output of 
the Range Prediction Multiplier in a differential. 
The output of the differential is Advance Range, R2. 
containing a llowances for Wind and changes in Ini
tial Velocity. 

Elevation prediction 
Elevation Rate, RdE, a ltered by one additional 
quantity is one input to the Elevation Prediction 
Multiplier. Tf j R2 is the other input. The multiplie r 
output is a lte red by three linear quantities to obtain 
Elevation Prediction , V . 

Elevation Prediction , V , plus Present Target Eleva
tion, E, is Predicted T arget Elevation, E2. V plus one 
quantity to allow fo r Superelevation and Vertica l 
Parallax is .Sight Angle, V s. Both E2 and Vs contain 
allowances for Wind and changes in Initia l Velocity. 

Deflection prediction 
Defl ection Ra te, RdBs, a ltered by one additional 
quantity, is one input to the Deflection Prediction 
Mul tiplier. Tf j R 2 is t he other input. The multiplier 
output is altered by three additional quantities to 
obtain a n accura te value of Sight Deflection Angle, 
D s, which contains a llowances for Wind and changes 
in Initial Ve locity: 
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Regeneration 
In describing the computation of the predicted values of Range. 
E levation, and Bearing, it has been assumed so far that the 
value of Time of Flight, TI, is known. Actually the value of Tf, 
like that of several other quantities in the Prepiction Section, 
depends on the values of R2 and E2. All of these quantities, 
including Ti, are computed at the same time as R2 and E2 J 

by a method called Re~eneration. 

Regeneration is the use of an output from a network as an in
put to the same network. A study of the regeneration of R2 
in a simplified Range Prediction network will show how this 
is done. 

dR = 0 

RANGE 
PREDICTION 
MULTIPliER 

) 
R2 = cR 

If the Direct Range Rate, dR, is zero, the output from the mul
tiplier is also zero, and the value of the R2 output from the net
work will be equal to cR. 

This R2 value is now fed back to become an input to the Ti 
Ballistic Computer. This R2,together with a value of E2, pro
duces a value of Ti corresponding to this Range. 

The new value of Ti positions the lead screw input of the Range 
Prediction Multiplier. 

RANGE PREDICTION 
MULTIPLIER 

TF BASED ON 
RANGE tit ONLY 

MULTIPLIER POSITION 
BY NEW VALUE OF Tf 
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If Direct Range R ate, dR, now cha nges from zero to a positive 
va lue, this va lue of dR will be mUltiplied by t he TI value in the 
multipl ier. The multiplier output will change the R 2 va lue, 
causing a small cha nge in TI. This cha nge in TI will cause a 
small additional change in R2. Both R2 and Tf continue to 
change in va lue until the T I value change is too small to affect 
the R2 value. The TI va lue then becomes the true va lue for the 
R 2 on the output line. 

TI 
8AllISTIC 

COMPUTER 

Tf VALUE 

RANGEP~;~~:'ON a~~~:fm.~ MULTlptlER 

MULTIPliER POSITIONED 
BY + VALUE OF dR 

The whole regeneration process takes place almost instantly. 
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The following description covers the calculation of R2 and E2 
for 2550 f.s. Initial Velocity and zero Wind. The way in which 
the Computer Mark 1 a llows for changes in I.V. and effects of 
Wind by a ltering R2 and E2 will be described at the end of 
this chapter. 

COMPUTING ADVANCE RANGE, R2 

276 

PREDICTED 
TARGET 
POSITION 
IN RANGE 
\ 

);I. 

Three computing mechanisms are used in the R2 network. 
They are: the Range Prediction Multiplier, the TI Ballistic 
Computer, and the Range Rate Corrector. 

The range prediction multiplier 
Direct Range Rate, dR, plus an additional rate to allow for the 
effect of the Elevation and Deflection Predictions on Range, 
is one input to the Range Prediction Multiplier. Time of F light, 
TI, from the Tf Ballistic Computer is the other input. The mul
tiplier output is Rt. Rt is the R a nge change to compensate for 
the relative movement of Target and Own Ship during Time 
of Flight. Rt is added to Generated Present Range, cR, to ob
tain Advance Range, R2. This value of R2 is the accurate 
Advance Range for 2550 [Y. and zero Wind. R2 is amplified 
by a velocity-lag follow-up. A branch of the R2 line feeds back 
to become an input to the Tf Ballistic Computer. 

RANGE 
PREDICTION 
MULTIPLIER 

ADVANCE RANGE 
INDICATING COUNTER 

TO Tf 
BAlliSTIC 

COMPUTER 
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The Tf ballistic computer 
The two inputs to the Tf Ballistic Computer a re Advance 
Range, R2, and Predicted T arget Elevation, E2. 

R2 turns the ba llistic cam. E2 moves the cam follower along 
the cam. The cam output is not the true value of T f but is the 
difference between the true value and a straight-line approxi
mation of TI. The straight-l ine approximation is called KR2. 
The output of the cam is therefore Tf - KR2. 

Tf BALLISTIC COMPUTER 

A branch of the R2 line by-passes the Tf cam in the Tf Ballistic 
Computer. A gear ratio is used on this branch line to multiply 
R2 by a constant to obtain the quantity KR2, which is the 
straight-line approximation of Time of Flight. KR2 is added 
to the cam output, T f - KR2, in a differentia l. The differential 
output is Ti. 

The Ti Ba llistic Computer conta ins a velocity-lag foll ow-up to 
increase the torque on the T i line. The follow-up output is T i, 
the Ballistic Computer output. 

fROM THE ELEVATION 
PREDICTION 
SECTION • 

Tf BALLISTIC COMPUTER 

REGENERATIO N 

The range rate corrector 

RANGE 
PREDICTION 
MULTIPLIER 

The quantity added to Ra nge Rate, dR, to a llow for the effect 
of Elevation and Defl ection during the T ime of Flight is com
puted in the Range Rate Corrector. This unit and the quantity 
it computes are described on the fo llowing page. 
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How Ta g t Deflection and 1:1 v r olf~( a a 

HOW TARGET DEFLECTION 
AFFECTS ADVANCE RANGE PREDICTED 

TARGET 

PRESENT __ ' •• _~t-..:."d:::.':..X::.T:.:f_. ~ / POSIT ION 
TARGET __ 
POSITION ' ')..... CHAN GE IN 

ADVA NCE 
RANGE 

HOW TARGET ELEVATION 
AFFECTS ADVANCE RANGE 
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PREDICTED 
TARGeT 
POSiTION ......... 

CHANGE IN ADVANCE 
RANGE DUE TO _______ 
ELEVATION___ . , , , , , , 

\ 

l iNE OF SIGHT 

DUE TO 
DEflECTION 

/ 

PRESENT 
TARGET 
POSITION 

During the time of flight of a projectile, the 
linear D eflection and Elevation of the Target 
cause linear changes in Advance Range. This 
can be shown by studying the movement of 
a T arget during the Time of Flight, beginning 
at an instant when Direct Range R ate, dR, is 
zero. R e member that the Computer M ark 1 
assumes the T arget is traveling a straight 
course. 

How target deflection 

Direct Range Rate, dR, is zero when Target 
Angle, A , is exactly 90 degrees. If A is 90" 
and the Target trave ls horizontally at right 
angles to the Line of Sight, Range to a Tar
get traveling a straight course increases dur
ing the Time of Flight by a n amount repre
sented by the red arrow. 

How target elevation , 
Suppose tha t at the beginning of t he Time of 
Flight t he Target is climbing at right angles 
to the Line of Sight in the vertica l plane 
through the L ine of Sight. R a nge R ate, dR, 
is zero. As the Target flies to its Predicted 
P osition during the Time of Flight, R ange in
creases by an amount" represented by t he red 
arrow. 

The total linear correction to Range caused 
by T arget Elevation and D eflection during 
the Time of Flight is t he sum of cha nges 
represe nted by the two red arrows. 
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Computing the Correction 
To find the linear correction to Range for Deflection and Ele· 
vatian during the Time of Flight, a n a lteration to the Range 
Rate is computed so that, when multiplied by Tt, it will produce 
the desired linear correction to Range. This alteration is called 
Range Rate Correction, dRxe. The equation for solving dRxe 
is: dRxe = ( ( RdE) 2 + (RdBs)2] X K . This equation is solved 
in the Ra nge Rate Corrector. 

The Range Rate Corrector contains a differential and two 
"square" computing cams, each with a sector follower. Eleva~ 
tion Rate, RdE, is the input to one cam. Deflection Rate, RdBs, 
is the input to the other cam. The cam outputs a re (RdE) ~ and 
( RdBs) 2. These two quantities are added in the differential. 
K is introduced by a gear ratio. The output of the gear ratio is 
dRxe, the output of the Range Rate Corrector. 

The a lteration dRxe must be multiplied by Tf to produce the 
Total Linear Correction to Range. In the Computer Mark 1, 
it does not exist as a separate quantity but is part of the out
put from the Range Prediction Multiplier, The alteration dRxe 
combines with the Direct Range Rate, dR. dR plus dRxe is 
called Prediction Range Rate, dRs. dRs positions the rack of 
the Range Prediction Multiplier and is multiplied by Time of 
Flight, Tf. The multiplier output is Rtf, which consists of the 
Linear· Range Cha nge during Time of Flight, plus the Linear 
Correction to Range caused by the Deflection and Elevation 
of the T arget during the Time of Flight. 

The dRs input to the Range Prediction Multiplier is multiplied 
by a constant K , The Time of Flight input to the multiplier is 
Tf minus a constant K 2, or Tf - K 2. These constants are needed 
in computing the Range correction for Wind, and will be ex
plained in detail later. 

The constant, K 2, introduced in the multiplier input, Tf - K 2, 
produces an error in the multiplier output. To remove this error, 
a branch of the dRs line is multiplied by another constant, K 3 , 

through ratio gea ring to obtain a correction quantity, K:ldR s. 
K adRs is added. to Generated Range, cR. When cR + K adRs 
is added to the mUltiplier output, K 3dRs corrects the e rror in 
the multiplier output. 
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COMPUTING PREDICTED TARGET ELEVATION, E2 

PREDICTED TARGET 
POSITION IN 
ElEVATION 

280 

PRESENT 
TARGET 
POSITION IN 
ElEVATION 

Predicted Target Elevation, E2, is the sum of Target Elevation, 
E, and Elevation Prediction, V . 

E2 = E + V 

Without corrections fo r Wind or changes IIi Initia l Velocity, 
Elevation Prediction, V , is Vt, the Angular Change in Elevation 
during the Time of Flight, minus V x, an Angular Correction 
for Complementary Error. 

V = Vt - Vx 

Vt is computed in the Elevation Prediction Multiplier network. 
V x is computed in the Complementa ry Error Corrector. 

The Elevation Prediction Multiplier has two inputs : the Linear 
E levation Rate, RdE, a nd Time of Flight divided by Advance 
R ange. Tf/ R2. RdE positions the input rack; TI/ R2 positions 
the lead screw. RdE multiplied by Tf would produce the linear 
change in Elevation during Time of Flight. Since an angular 
change in Elevation during Time of Flight is needed to aim the 
guns, RdE is multiplied by Tf and divided by R2. The multi
plier output is Vt. 

RdE X Tf 
R2 

Vt 

Vt is the Elevation Prediction which compensates for the rela
tive motion of T arget and dwn Ship du ring the Time of Flight. 

Actually the input to the lead screw of the Eleva tion Predic
tion Multiplier is Tf/ R 2 - K~. The constant, K~, is needed in 
connection with a Wind rate allowan~e which will be explained 
in detail later. Because of this constant in the input, the mul
tiplier output is not Vt, but Vi', and contains an error. To COf 

rect this error, a branch of the RdE line is multiplied by another 
constant, K ;\, in a gear ratio. K ;IRdE by-passes the multiplier 
and is added to the mUltiplier output, Vi', after the Comple
mentary Error Correction, Vx, has been subtracted from Vi'. 

elEVATION 
PREDICTION 
MULTIPLIER 
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Complementary Error is the change in Elevation caused by 
the Deflection Prediction. 

The effect on Elevation of a train correction for Target Deflec
tion can be seen by studying a simple problem. Assume that 
the target is flying on a straight course at right angles to the 
Line of Sight, at a constant height, and at a constant speed. 
The Range and the height of the Target at the Present Target 
Position estabJish the Initial Elevation. 

The diagram shows that if a train correction only were made 
to compensate for Target Deflection, the Predicted Line of 
Sight would not run to the Target but would pass above it .. The 
Deflection of the Target has made necessary a smaller angle 
of Elevation. This change in Elevation is the Complementary 
Error. 

To allow for the .Complementary Error, Predicted Elevation 
must be reduced by a computed quantity called Complemen
tary Error Correction, Vx. Vx is subtracted from Vt to obtain 
an accurate value of Elevation Prediction, V. 

The value of V x is computed in the Complementary Error Cor
rector. It is the product of CD s):: and a function of E2. 

Vx = (Ds) ' X I(E2) 

The Complementary Error Corrector is a two-cam computing 
multiplier. The two inputs are Sight Deflection, Ds, and Pre
dicted Elevation, E2. Ds is squared by one cam and a function 
of E2 is computed by the other cam. (Ds) ~ is then multiplied 
by /(E2). The multiplier output is the Complementary Error 
Correction, V x. V x is subtracted from the Elevation Prediction 
Multiplier output, Vt', at a differential. The differential output 
is added to the multiplier by-pass, K aRdE, to obtain V. V is the 
corrected angular Elevation Prediction to compensate for T ar
get Motion during Time of Flight. 

V = Vt'- Vx + K ,RdE = Vt- Vx 

V is amplified by a velocity-lag follow-up and is added to Target 
Elevation, E, to obtain Predicted Target Elevation, E2. 

E2 = V + E 

COMPLEMENTARY ERROR CORRECTOR 

K, 
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The Elevation Prediction Network 

282 

Predi.cted Elevation, E2, regenera tes in the same way as Ad
vance Range, R2. E2 becomes an input to the Tf/ R2 Ballistic 
Computer. The other input to this Computer is R2. 

R2 rotates the cam of the Tf/ R2 Ballistic Computer while E2 
moves the cam follower a long the cam. The cam output is 
Tf/ R2 - KR2, which is the difference between Tf/ R2 and a 
straight-line approximation of Tf/ R2. 

( ')~-------------------
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A branch of the R2 shaft line by-passes the T l/R2 cam. Ratio 
gearing on this shaft line multiplies R2 by K to produce KR2. 
which is a stra ight-line approximation of T f/ R2. KR2 is added 
to the cam output TI/ R2 - KR 2 to obtain T f/ R2. TI/ R2 is 
amplified by a velocity-lag follow-up a nd is the output of the 
ballistic computer. T l/R2 is then used in the Elevation Predic
tion Multiplier. 

E2 also regenerates to become an input to the Time of F light, 
VI + P e, and Mechanical Fuze Ba llistic Computers. E2 is a lso 
a regenerative input to the Complementary Error Corrector 
a nd to the Elevation Wind Component Solver which is de
scribed la ter in this chapter. 

ELEVATION 
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SIGHT ANGLE, Vs 

Sight Angle, V 5, is the angular difference be
tween the elevation of the Line of Fire above 
the horizontal and the elevation of the Line of 
Sight above the horizontal , both of these e le
vation aogles being measured in vertical 
planes. 

Without allowance for Wind or changes in 
Initial Velocity, Vs is made up of three Ele
vatioil quantities: V, Vi, and Pe. 

1 Elevation Prediction, V, is the angular 
Elevation change during Time of Flight. 
V is the vertical angle between the slant 
plane of the Present Line of Sight and the 
slant plane of the Predicted Line of 
Sight. 

2 Superelevation, Vi, is the angle the gun 
must be e levated above Predicted Target 
Elevation, E2, to compensate for curva
ture of the trajectory in the vertical plane. 

3 Elevation Parallax Correction, Pe, is the 
a ngle needed to compensate Gun E leva
tion for the vertical difference between 
the height of the Director and the height 
of the gun. 

When no wind is blowing and when the Initial 
Shell Velocity is 2550 f.s., Vs = V + VI + Pe. 

The computation of V has been described in 
the E levation Prediction network. V = V t -
Vx. VI and Pe are both computed in one ba l
listic computer. 

A detailed description of the E levation Paral
lax Correction, Pe, is given in the chapter o~ 
Parallax, page 350. 
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The Vf+Pe Ballistic (omputer 
Superelevation, VI, and E levation Parallax Correction, Pe, are 
both computed in one ball istic computer. This is possible be
cause both Supereievation and Elevation Parallax are func
tions of Advance Range, R2, and Predicted Target Elevation, 
E2. 

FROM ElEVATION 
PREDICTION NETWORK 

Vf + P. BAll iSTIC COMPUTER 

r.:::l~ IIl/~ 
fROM RANGE 
PREDICTION NETWORK 

K 

R2 rotates the ballistic cam in the VI + Pe Ballistic Computer. 
E2 moves the cam follower along the cam. T he cam computes 
the difference between the true value of VI + Pe and a straight
line approximation of VI + Pe. The straight-line approxima
tion is ca lled KR2. The cam output is (Vi + Pe ) - KR2. A 
branch of the R2 line by-passes the cam. Ratio gearing on this 
line mUltiplies R2 by a constant, producing the straight-line ap
proximation, KR2. KR2 is added to the cam output ( VI + Pe) 
- KR2, to obtain VI + Pe. A velocity-lag follow-up amplifies 
the torque on the line. The follow-up output is the ballistic 
computer output, VI + Pe. 

VI + Pe is an angular Elevation Correction and is added to V 
in a differentia l to obtain Sight Angle. V s. 

SIGHT 
ANGLE 
HANOCRANK 

f iNE 

~..:::c.._.fi!~~I--'~ CO,," 

I 

How Vs is used 

TO THE 
TRUNNION TIlT 

SECTION 

v. COUNTER 

Sight Angle. Vs, goes to the Trunnion Tilt Section of the Com
puter Mark 1 where it is used in computing the Gun Orders. 

V s also positions the two Sight Angle Transmitters. One of 
these is a double-speed transmitter. The other is a single-speed 
transmitter. Both transmitters send V 5 to the gun mounts to 
offset the gun sights. 

If some of the Computer's transmission circuits a re not ener
gj'zed but the circuits for the Sight Angle Transmitters a re ener
gized. these transmitters may be set by hand according to any 
information available. This is done by turning the Sight Angle 
Ha ndcrank in the IN position and watching the Sight Angle 
Counter. The handcrank and counter are on the rear top of 
the Computer. 
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COMPUTING SIGHT DEFLECTION, Ds 

PlANE 

• f[ 

Os WHEN WIND IS ZERO 
AND I.V.IS 25.50 F. S. 

PRESENT 
TARGET 
POSITION 

PREDICTED 
TARGET 
POSITION 

Sight Deflection, Ds, is the angle between the 
vertica l plane through the Line of Sight and 
the vertical plane through the gun axis. Ds 
is measured in a slant plane at right angles to 
the vertica l plane through the Line of Sight, 
at angle Vtw above the Line of Sight. 

Without Wind or Initial Velocity corrections, 
Ds is made up of two Deflection quantities, Dt 
and Dis. Dt is the Deflection Prediction for 
relative movement of Target and Own Ship 
during the Time of Flight. Dis is the Drift 
Correction. 

'.os = Dl - Dls 

Dt is computed by the Deflection Prediction 
Multiplier network. 

The Deflection Prediction Multiplier multi
plies Linear Deflection Rate, RdBs, by Ti/ R2 
- K :.\, to obtain Dt'. Tf/ R2 - K l is obtained 
by adding an offset constant K to Ti/ R2 -
K 'l' the quantity used in the E levation Predic
tion Multiplier. The quantity K 3 offsets the 
lead screw input to the Deflection Prediction 
Multiplier and causes an error in the multi-. 
plier output. To correct this error, a branch 
of the RdBs line is multiplied by a constant 
K ;; through a gear ratio, to produce a correc
tion quantity K ;\RdBs. K ;\RdBs by-passes the 
multiplier and is added to Dt' in a differential 
to obtain Dt. A velocity-lag follow-up ampli-
fies the torque on the Dt shaft line. . 

CLAMP 
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Drift 
In order to prevent projectiles from turning 
end over end in flight, guns are rifled to rotate 
or spin the projectiles. The rifling in the gun 
barrels causes the projectiles to spin clock
wise. This spin causes the projectile path to 
curve to the right. Guns must therefore be 
trained to the left of the Predicted Target 
P osition to compensate for the curve. 
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Drift Correction, Dfs 
It has been found that the average correction 
needed to compensate for drift is approxi
mately proportional to the Elevation Correc
tion, VI + Pe, when I.V . is 2550 e.s. YI + Pe 
from the VI + Pe Ballistic Computer is con
verted to Drift Correction, Dis, by a gear ratio 

PREDICTION 

PRESENT 
TARGET -1~---~-~Sf7 TARGET 
POSITION PO SITIO N 

on a branch of the VI + Pe shaft line. L-- -==="t.:;---------/ 
Dis is subtracted from Df at a differential to' 
obtain Sight DeRection, Ds. 

Ds = Dt - Dis 
When Dt is positive, which it is when the 
Target is deflecting to the right of the Line of 
Sight, Dis. will make Ds less positive than Dt. 

When Dt is negative, which it is when the Tar
get is deflecting to the left of the Line of Sight, 
Dis will make Ds more negative than Dt. 

Where Ds is used 
Ds goes to the Trunnion Tilt Section, where 
it is used in computing the Gun Orders. 

Ds also positions the two Sight Deflection 
Transmitters, one of which is a double-speed 
transmitter and the other a single-speed trans
mitter. Both transmitters send Ds to the guns 
to offset the gun sights in Deflection. 

Ds goes also to the Complementary Error Cor
rector in the Elevation Prediction Section. 

Using Vs and Ds at the Guns 
When Gun Elevation Order, E'g, and Gun 
Train Order, B'gr, a re used to position the 
guns, the gun sights a re offset from the guns 
by Sight Angle, V s, and Sight Deflection, Ds. 
Thus, the observer at the gun may view the 
Target through the gun sight. 

V sand Ds may a lso be used in firing against 
surface targets when Gun Orders B' gr and 
E'g are not available. With the gun sights off
set by V sand Ds, moving the gun to bring the 
sights onto the T arget will e levate and train 
the gun to the correct Line of Fire. 

If some of the Computer's transmission cir
cuits are not energized, but the circuits for the 
Sight Deflection Transmitters are energized, 
these transmitters may be set by hand accord
ing to any information available. This is done 
by turning the Sight Deflection Handcrank 
in the IN position and watching the Sight 
Deflection Counter. The handcrank and 
counter are on the rear top of the Computer. 
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COMPUTING FUZE SETTING ORDER, F 

LINE OF FIRE ---I 

288 

rRANGE CHANGE DURING 
DEAD TIME, RTg 

RANGE CHANGE DURING 
TIME OF fLIGHT, Rt 

The fuze of a projectil e must be set so that 
the projectile will burst at the end of a given 
time interval after it is fired. The projectile 
must be timed to burst at t he Predicted T ar
get P osition. 

Fuze Setting Order, F~ is the computed fuze 
time, in seconds, at which the fuze must be set. 

H a projectile fuze could be set in the gun at 
the instant t he projectile is fired, the Fuze Set
ting Order would equal Time of Flight, Ti. 
But since fuzes m ust be set several seconds 
before fi ri ng, in ;} 5:;ep:trMe Fuze Setter, the 
fu ze time will be different from Time of 
F light. 

The changes in T arget Posit ion ta king place 
during the time be tween setting t he fuze and 
firing the fuzed projectile must be considered. 
The time between the setting of the fuze and 
the firing of the proj ectile is ca lled Dead 
Time. D ead Time usua lly varies from 21/2 to 
5 seconds, depending on the skill of t he gun 
crew and other factors, and is determined by 
ship's doctrine. The value needed for setting 
the fuze is the value that Time of Flight will 

. have at the end of Dead Time. The value of 
Time of Flight at the end of Dead Time de
pends on the values Advance Range and Pre
dicted T a rget Elevation will have a t the end 
of Dead Time. 

It has been found tha t the change in E2 dur
ing Dead Time is usually small. The Com
puter Mark 1 therefore computes no new 
value of Predicted T a rget Elevation. T he 
principal change in Target P osition during 
D ead Time occurs in Advance R ange, R2. A 
new quantity, Fuze R a nge, R 3, must be com
pu ted. Fuze Range, R3, is the a pproximate 
va lue t hat Advance R ange, R2, will have at 
the end of D ead Time. R3 is calculated by 
computing the linear R ange Change during 
D ead Time, RT g, and adding R T g to the pres
ent va lue of Advance R a nge, R2. 

R 3 = R2 + RTg 

RT g is computed in the D ead Time Predic
tion Multiplie r. 

R3 a nd E2 a re used in the Fuze Ballistic Com
puter to obtain Fuze Setting Order, F . 
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How Vs, Ds, and Fare (orrected to allow for 
WIND and (hange in INITIAL VELOCITY 

Up to this point the three prediction quantities, V s, Ds, and F, 
have been computed for a problem where no Wind is blowing 
and where a ll projectiles are being fired at an Initia l Velocity 
of 2550 f.s. These conditions seldom exist in actual operation. 
Allowances for the effect of Wind and changes in Initial Vel
ocity are therefore included in the predictions. 

Wind may change the norma l trajectory of a projectile in sev
eral ways. Its effect depends on the strength of the Wind and 
the direction fro m which it is blowing. 

2600 F.S. 

290 

An increase Of decrease in the Initial Velocity of a projectile, 
at any given gun elevation, will lengthen or shorten the trajec
tory of a projectile. 

Variations in trajectory ·which may be caused by Wind and 
changes in Initial Velocity are not included on the cams of the 
four ba ll istic computers in the Prediction Section. The ballistic' 
data cut onto these cams is based on the trajectory a projectile 
will follow when there is no Wind and Initial Velocity is 
2550 f.s. The cam outputs must be corrected for the effects of 
Wind and changes in Initial Velocity. 

The cam outputs a re corrected by altering the values of the 
two cam inputs, R2 and E2. The a lterations of R2 and E2 a re 
based on I .V . inputs and on three computed Wind R ates. The 
amounts that R2 and E2 are a ltered a re computed t hrough 
mechanism equations. M echanism equations a re shortcut ap
prcximations of the true equations. Constants are used in 
mechanism equations in such a way that these equations can 
be solved through use of gear ratios, clamps, and mecha nisms 
that are al;eady in the computer for other purposes. 

The alterations of R2 and E2 change the ballistic cam outputs. 
These changes help to correct V s, Ds, and F for the effects of 
Wind and any deviation in I.V. from 2550 f.s. Further correc
tions for these effects are necessary and will be·described in turn. 
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How wind · may affect trajectory 

Wind is always considered to be blowing in the hori
zontal plane. Depending on the direction from which 
the Wind is blowing and the Target Elevation, a 
projectile that wou ld normally hit a Target may be 
affected in several ways. 

If the T a rget is at a low Elevation and the Wind is 
blowing along the plane of the Line of Fire against 
the projectile, the projectile will burst short of the 
T arget. T o compensate for this, the computations 
must be based on a longer Range. 

Under the same condit ions, if the Wind is blowing 
with the projectile, the projectile bursts beyond the 
T a rget. To compensate for this, the computations 
must be based on a shorter Range. 

If the Wind is blowing from the right at 90 " to the 
Line of Fire, the projectile will burst to the left of 
the T arget. T o compensate for this the gun must be 
trained to the right. 

If the Wind is blowing from the left at 90 " to the 
Line of Fire, the projectile will burst to the right of 
the Target. The gun must be trained to the left. 

If the T arget is at a high elevation and the Wind 
is blowing against the projectile along the plane 
through the Line of Fire, the Wind effect will tend to 
elevate the trajectory. To correct for this, the Ele
vation of the gun must be reduced. 

Under the same conditions, if the Wind is blowing 
with t he projectile, the Wind effect will tend to de
press the trajectory. To correct for this, the Elevation 
of the gun must be increased. 

The exa mples given here a re special cases. Normally 
the Wind does not blow exactly a long or at right 
angles to the plane of the Line of Fire, but has COM
PONENTS in, or at right a ngles to, the plane through 
the Line of Fire. 

The Wind effect on the R ange, Elevation, and De
flection Predictions is found by computing the com
ponents of Wind in three directions: along the Line 
of F ire for Range, at right angles to the Line of Fire 
in the vertical pla ne for Elevation, and at right a ngles 
to the Line of Fire in the horizontal plane for Deflec
tion. 
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COMPUTING WIND RATES 

• WINO CREATED 

Even when there is no wind the motion of 
Own Ship creates wind which can be felt on 
the moving ship. This wind caused by Own 
Ship Motion has the same speed as Own Ship 
Speed and a direction opposite to Own Ship 
Course. 
A projectile fired from a ship in motion retains 
the ship's motion during its flight, and, in ef
fect , a wind due to this motion will blow 
against the projectile. 
When the True Wind is blowing, the trajec
tory of a projectile will be affected by both the 
True Wind and the Wind caused by Own Ship 
Motion. True Wind and Wind caused by Own 
Ship Motion must be combined to obtain the 
APPARENT WIND, the wind acting on the 
projectile. Thi~ is done by finding two com
ponents of True Wind and two components of 
Wind caused by Own Ship Motion. The com
ponents in the same directions are combined 
to obtain two components of Apparent Wind. 
One component of Apparent Wind, at right 
angles to the plane of fire, is the Wind Rate 
affecting Deflection Prediction, WrD. The 
other component of Apparent Wind, in the 
plane of fire, is used in computing the other 
two Wind Rates: 
The Wind Rate affecting Range Prediction, 
WrR. 
The Wind Rate affecting Elevation Predic
tion. WrE. 
Two Wind Component Solvers and the Own 
Ship Component Solver are us~ in comput
ing the Wind Rates. 
The two Wind Component Solvers are in the 
lower front section of the Computer Mark 1. 
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The horizontal wind component solver 
The Horizontal Wind Component Solver is a cam· 
type component solver. Its two inputs are: 

True Wind Speed, Sw, which positions the cam. 
Predicted Wind Angle, Bwg, which positions 
the vector gear. 

True Wind Speed, Sw, is put into the Computer 
Mark 1 manually by turning the Wind Speed Hand
crank to set the Wind Speed Dial. 
Predicted Wind Angle, Bwg, is the angle between the 
direction from which the wind is blowing and the ver
tical plane approximately through the Line of Fire, 
measured in the horizontal plane clockwise from the 
direction from which the wind is blowing. 
Bwg is computed as follows: First, Wind Direction, 
Bw, is subtracted from True Target Bearing, B, to ob
tain Wind Angle, Bws. Wind Direction, Bw, is the 
horizontal angle between the North-South vertical 
plane and the direction from w hich the wind is blow
ing. Bw is put into the Computer manually at the 
Wind Direction H andcrank. Bws is the horizontal 
angle between the direction from which the wind is 
blowing and the vertical plane through the Line of 
Sight. B - Bw = Bws. 
Sight Deflection, Ds, is then multiplied by a constant, 
K , and is added. to Wind Angle, Bws, to obtain Bwg. 

Bws + KDs = Bwg 
If KDs is a minus value, the equation for Bwg is : 
Bwll = Bws + (-KDs). 
Sight Deflection, Ds, is the Deflection angle between 
the vertical plane through the Line of Sight and the 
vertical plane through the axis of the gun. Ds is 
measured. in a slant plane perpendicular to the ver
tical plane through the Line of Sight. Multiplying Ds 
by the constant K approximately refers Ds from its 
slant plane to the horizontal plane. 
The outputs of the Horizontal Wind Component 
Solver are two components of True Wind Velocity: 
1 Ywg, the horizontal range component of True 

Wind Velocity in the vertical pla ne approximate
ly through the Line of Fire. 

2 Xwg:, the horizontal deflection component of 
True Wind Velocity perpendicular to the vertica l 
plane approximately through the Line of Fire. 
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How components of apparent wind are computed 

NOTE: 
Ballistic Wind values are substituted for 
True Wind values when prescribed by 
ship's doctrille . In this case the Computer 
corrects for Apparent Ballistic Wind. 

294 

Wind caused by Own Ship Motion is equal to Own 
Ship Speed; therefore the two components of Own 
Ship Velocity, Xo and Yo, reversed in sign, are used 
as the two components of Wind caused by Own Ship 
Motion. 

Xo and Yo lie in and at right angles to the vertical 
plane containing the LINE OF SIGH T, while Xw~ 
and YW€, the components of True Wind Velocity, 
lie in and at right angles to t he vertical plane con
taining the LINE OF FIRE. To avoid use of addi
tional mechanisms in computing Wind effects, Xo 
and Yo are used as approximations of components of 
Own Ship Motion relative to the p lane of the Line of 
Fire. Since the angle between the p lanes of sight and 
fire is usua lly small , the error involved may be dis
regarded. 

Xo is combined with Xwg to obtain WrD, the hori
zontal component of Apparent Wind Velocity at right 
angles to the vertical plane containing the Line of 
Fire. Yo is combined with Ywg to obtain Ywgr, the 
horizontal component of Apparent Wind Velocity in 
the plane of the Line of Fire. 

SHIP COMPONENT SOlVER 

I -Goo 
" TO ElEVATION 
\: WINO COMPONENT 

SOLVER 

( . ~ 

HO RIZONTAL WIND COMPONENT ~OlVER 

WrD is the component of Apparent Wind Velocity 
affecting D eflection Prediction. It is called the Deflec
tion Wind Rate and is one of the three Wind Rates 
needed in Prediction. 

Ywgr is the horizontal component of Apparent Wind 
Velocity in the vertical plane of fire. Ywgr is not a 
fi nal W ind Rate, but is used to compute the com-. 
ponents of Apparent W ind Velocity affecting Range 
and E levation Predictions, which are the two other 
Wind Rates. 
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The elevation wind component solver 

The Elevation Wind Component Solver is a 
screw-type component solver. 

The two inputs a re Ywgr, which positions the 
screw, and KE2 + C .. which positions the vec
tor gea r. 

KE2 + C is an empirical q uantity which gives 
t he best average resul ts for a ll proble ms. 

KE2 + C is computed as follows : Predicted 
T arget Elevation, £ 2, is multiplied in a gear 
ra tio by a consta nt. K , to obta in KE2. Con
stant C is offset a t a clamp on the E2 shaft 
line to obta in KE2 + C. 

The Elevation Wind Component Solver com
putes two components of Ywgr: 

1 The compone nt o f Appa re nt Wind Ve
locity a ffecting R a nge Prediction is the 
R a nge Wind R a te, WrR. 

2 The component of Apparent Wind Ve
locity affecting Elevation Prediction, IS 

the Eleva tion Wind Rate, WrE. 

ElEVA.TION WIND 
COMPONENT SOLVER 

The t hree Wind R a tes, WrR, WrE, and WrD 
a re used to adjust the Ra nge, Eleva tion, a nd 
D e flection P red ictions fo r the effect of Wind. 
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SCHEMATIC of the WIND RATES 
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Changing R2 to allow for WIN D 
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RANGE COMPONENT 
OF APPARENT WIND 

V 

POSITION 

RANGe 
COMPONENT 
OF APPARENT 
WIND 

~ 

IMAGINARY 
PREDICTED 

The amount by which R2 must be altered to 
allow for the effect of wind depends on: 

1 The value of the Range Wind Rate, WrR, 
and 

2 The length of time the wind blows on the 
projectile, that is, Time of Flight, Tf. 

The effect of Range Wind on a projectile can 
be seen by studying a problem in which a 
wind is blowing aga inst a projectile along the 
Line of Fire. Assume that this wind, by blow
ing against the projectile during its Time of 
Flight, will cause the projectile to burst short 
of the T a rget. 

If Advance Range, R2, is now increased to an 
imaginary Predicted Target P osition, a pro
jectile fired using this imaginary R2 will t rav
el to the T arget's true Predicted Position. 

The change of Range to allow for Wind is 
made by increasing or decreasing Advance 
Range, R2, depending on the direction of the 
Wind component. 

In the Computer Mark 1, Advance R ange, 
R2, is a ltered by increasing or decreasing the 
linear output of t he Range Prediction Multi
plier by a computed amount. The amount that 
the multiplier output must be increased or 
decreased is Rw, Linear R a nge Prediction to 
compensate for Wind effect. R ange Wind 
Rate, W rR, is needed in the mechanism equa
tion used to obtain Rw. This equation is: 

Rw = K ,WrR ( TI - K , ) 

WrR from the Elevation Wind Component 
Solver is multiplied by K , by means of a gea r 
ratio. The remainder of thi s equation is solved 
in the Range Predict ion Multiplier. Rw does 
not exist as a separate quantity but is included 
in t he mUltiplier output. 
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The range prediction multiplier does two jobs at once 

The Range Prediction Multiplier multiplies 
Prediction Range Rate. dRs, by Time of 
Flight, TI. to produce the R ange Prediction, 
RI. 

RI = dRs X TI 

The same mult iplier a lso multiplies K ,WrR 
by T f - K :, These two computations a re made 
in the same multiplier to save mechanisms. 
K ,WrR is added to dRs to obtain dRs + 
K ,WrR : The quantity dRs + K ,WrR is then 
multiplied by the consta nt K in a gear ratio to 
obtain the quantity: I 

K (dRs + K ,WrR ) 

In the Range Prediction Multiplie r, K (dRs 
+ K ,WrR ) is mult iplied by Tf - K2 to obtain 
Rtw', 

K (dR s + K ,WrR) X ( T I- K , ) = Rtw' 

K is a constant used to change knots to yards 
per second. K 2 is required for computing Rw. 
Because only one multiplier is used instead of 
two, dRs is also multiplied by K 2• This means .. 
that the output of the multip lier wi ll be Rtw' 
( = R I' + Rw) instead of Rtw. (See NOTE 
on page 266.) The necessary correction is ap
plied by a branch of the dRs line which by
passes the multiplier. 

RANGE COMPONENT 
OF APPARENT WIND 

Y 

RANGE PREDICTION 
MUlT1PlIEl! 

PREDICTION 

IMAGINARY 
PREDICTED 
TARGET 

I 

TARGET 
POSITION 
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The range prediction multiplier by-pass 

300 

The constant K z, which is introduced into the equa tion for 
Rtw' , is needed to produce Rw, but is not needed to produce a 
correct va lue of Ri. Since dRs, as we ll as WrR, is multiplied by 
t his constant, K z, the Ra nge Prediction Multiplier output, Rtw', 
contains an error, ( - K · K 2 · dRs) . This error in Rtw' is can~ 

celled by the K 3dRs by-pass. K adRs is first added to cR . Then 
the sum of cR and K :ldRs is added to Rtw' to obtain R2. 

Rtw' + cR + K ,dRs = R2, 

( }-
WHEN THE VALUE OF R2 HAS BEEN ALTERED TO 
COMPENSATE FOR WIND, R2 NO LONGER REPRE
SENTS THE DISTANCE FROM OWN SHIP TO THE 
TRUE PREDICTED TARGET POSIT ION. IT IS T HE 
ADVANCE RANGE TO AN IMAGINARY PREDICTED 
TARGET POSITION . 

• 
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How the multiplier input is changed 
from If to Tf-K2 
K 2 is an offset. 

The value of this constant, K tt is 5 seconds. 

In order to produce a value of Tf - 5 (or every input of TI, 
the multiplier slide is set so that it is at its zero position when 
the Tf Counter reads 5 seconds. 

The position of the slide always represents five seconds less 
than the value of TI, and causes the second input to be multi
plied by TI - K ,. 

Tf COUNTER 
READING .5.0 sec. 

OFfSET 
ClAM' 

Correcting F to allow for wind 

Since the altered value of R2 is used in the Fuze network, the 
value of Fuze Setting Order, F, contains an allowance for 
Wind. 
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Correcting Vs to allow for WIND 

ELEVATION COMPONENT 
OF APPARENT WIND 

elEVATION COMPONENT 
Of APPARENT WIND 

SUPERElEVATION 
AND 
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The effect of the Elevation Wind on a pro· 
jectile can be seen by studying a problem 
where the wind is blowing at right angles to 
the Line of Fire, in the vertical plane through 
the Line of Fire. Assume that this wind would 
depress a projectile below its normal trajec
tory and cause it to burst below the Target. 

If an imaginary Predicted Target Position is 
assumed above the True Predicted Target 
Position, and Vs is increased accordingly, a 
projecti le fired using this V s would be carried 
downward by the wind and would burst at the 
True Predicted Position. 

The Elevation Correction for Wind is made 
therefore by decreasing or increasing Sight 
Angle, Vs. 

In the Computer Mark 1, Sight Angle, Vs, is 
corrected for Wind by decreasing or increas
ing the output of ·the Elevation Prediction 
Multiplier by a computed amount. The an
gular amount that the mult iplier output must 
be altered is Vw, E levation Prediction to 
compensate for Wind. The Elevation Wind 
Rate, W rE, is used in the mechani~m equa
tion for Vw. The equation is: 

Vw = K, WrE X (Tl j R2- K,) 

WrE is multiplied by K 1 by means of a gear 
ratio to produce K 1WrE. The quantity K~ is 
introduced by an offset in the T f/ R2 line. 

The value of Tf/ R2 is affected by the con
stants used in the RANGE Prediction for 
Wind because the altex:ed R2 is used in com
puting Tf/ R2. The constants, K l and K~, in 
the Vw equation are such that they supple
ment the Range constants, thereby complet
ing the solution for Vw. 

The quantity K . WrE is multiplied byTfj R2 
- K t in the Elevation Prediction Multiplier. 
Vw does not exist as a separate quantity, but 
is part of the output of the Elevation Predic
tion MUltiplier. 

Vw alters E2 and £2 alters R2. These two 
quantities in turn alter all the Prediction 
quantities. 
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PREDICTION 

The elevation prediction multiplier 
Linear Elevation R a te, RdE, is multiplied 
by Tf/ R2 in the Elevation Prediction Multi
plier to compute Vi, the Elevation Prediction 
to compe nsate for R elative Motion during 
the Time of Flight. Instead of using two mul
t ipliers, one to multiply RdE by Tf/ R 2 and 
another to multiply K WrE by TI/ R 2 - K ,. 
both of these computations a re made in t he 
Elevat ion Prediction Multiplier. K IWrE is 
subtracted from RdE to obtain RdE - K IWrE. 
RdE - K IWrE is t hen m ultipl ied by a con
sta nt K, and K ( RdE - K 1WrE ) is mult ipl ied 
by Tf/ R2 - K ,. 

K ( RdE - K WrE ) X ( Tf/ R2 - K , ) = Vtw' 

The m ult ipl ier output, Vtw' , is the sum of 
Vt' a nd Vw. V t' is an incorrect va lue of Vt for 
reasons expla ined ip t he note on page 266. 
The necessary correction is a pplied by means 
of the RdE by~pass. 

, 
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The elevation prediction multiplier by-pass 

The constant K~ which is introduced into the equation for 
solving Vtw is needed in producing an accurate value of Vw 
but· is not needed to produce a correct VI value. Since not only 
the Wind Rate, WrE, but also Linear E levation Rate, RdE, is 
multiplied by this constant, the Elevation Prediction Multi
plier output, Vtw', contains an error which is a functi90 of RdE. 
This error in Vtw' is corrected by the K aRdE by-pass. 

The multiplier output, Vtw', is first combined with Comple
mentary Error Correction, Vx, at differential D-70. Vtw' minus 
Vx is then corrected by adding K .,RdE at differential D-71. 
The output of differential D -7 1 is angular Elevation Predic
tion , V. 

v = Vtw' - Vx + K JRdE, 
or 

V = Vtw - Vx 

~I ~)~-------------
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Sight Angle, V $, is corrected for the effect of 
the Elevation Wind Rate because Elevation 
Prediction; V, containing the Wind Correc~ 
tion, is used in computing V s. 

V s = V + VI + Po 

Predicted T arget Elevation, E2, whic.h is 
used as an input to the four ballistic com
puters, is a lso alte red for the effect of the 
Elevation Wind Rate because the altered 
Elevation Prediction, V, is used in computing 
E2: 

E2 = E + V 

Why WrE is SUBTRACTED 
from RdE 
The ElevatIOn Wind Rate is positive when 
the Wind is upward, since it tends to increase 
the Elevation of the projectile. The angular 
correction for a positive Elevation Wind Rate 
must reduce the Elevation. For this reason a 
positive Elevation Wind Rate, WrE, must be 
subtr~cted from the Elevation Rate, RdE, to 
reduce Vs and lower the Line of Fire. 

When the Elevation Wind Rate is downward, 
it is a negative rate. This rate is still sub
tracted from RdE. Subtracting a negative 
value increases V s and raises the Line of Fire. 
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Correcting Ds to allow for WIND 
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The effect of the Deflection Wind Rate on a projectile can be 
seen by studying a problem where the Apparent Wind is com
ing from the left at right angles to the Line of Fire. This Wind 
would blow the pro jectile to the right, and would cause it to 
burst to the right of the Target. 

If the Target's Predicted Position is assumed to be to the left 
of its True Predicted Position, and if Sight Deflection, Ds, is 
altered so that it is correct for this imaginary Predicted Target 
Position, a projectile fired using this value of Ds will burst at 
the True Predicted Target Position. 

In the Computer Mark 1, the value of Ds is corrected for the 
effect of Wind by decreasing or increasing the output of the 
Deflection Prediction Multiplier by a computed amount. The 
angular amount by which the multiplier output must be altered 
is Dw, the Deflection Prediction to compensate for Wind. 
Deflection Wind Rate, WID, is used in the mechanism .equa
tion for computing Dw. The equation used is: 

Dw = K ,WrD X (TI/ R2 - K , ) 

WrD is multiplied by K , in a gear ratio to produce K ,WrD. 

The quantity Tf/ R2 - K J , used in computing the Elevation 
Prediction for Wind. is offset by an additional constant to ob
tain Tf/ R2 - K~. Then K 1WrD is mUltiplied by Tf/ R2 - K ;I 

in the Deflection Prediction Multiplier. 

Like Rw and Vw, Dw does not exist as a separate quantity, Dw 
is part of the output of the Deflection Prediction MUltiplier. 

The-constants K l and K~ in the Dw equation supplement the 
changes already made t o Tf/ R2 by the Range and E levation 
Wind Predictions and complete the solution for Dw. 

DEfllCTION 
PREDICTION 
MULTIPLIER 
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The deflection prediction multiplier 
The output of the D eflection Prediction Multiplie r is Dtw ', 
the sum of Dc' and Dw. Dt' is the sum of Dt and a n unwanted 
qua nt ity. ( See NOTE o n page 266.) Dw is the Deflection 
Prediction for Wind. 

K ,WrD is added to RdBs to obtain RdBs + K ,WrD. RdBs 
+ K ,WrD is fi rst multiplied by a constant, K, and is then multi
plied by T I/ R 2 - K 3 to produce Dtw'. 

K ( RdBs + K ,WrD ) X ( TI/ R2 - K . ) = Dtw' 

The unwanted quantity in Dtw' is ( - K aRdBs) . It is removed 
by a multiplie r by-pass. 

The multiplier by-pass 
A bra nch of the RdBs line is multiplied by K .r at a gear ra tio 
to produce K .,RdBs, the q ua ntity used as the multiplier by-pass. 
K .,RdBs is added to the multiplier output Dtw', to obtain Dtw, 
the Deflection Prediction to compensate for R elative M otion 
and Wind. 

Dew' + K JR d B s = Dtw 
Dtw is amplified by a ve locity-lag fo llow-up. Drift Correction, 
Dis, is subtracted from Dtw a t a diffe rentia l. The differentia l 
output is Sight Deflectio n, Ds. 

Dtw - Dis = Ds 
Since a prediction for the e ffect of Wind is conta ined in the 
va lue of Dtw, Ds a lso conta ins this Wind prediction. P rojectil es 
fired using this adjusted va lue of Ds will be fired a t an imagi· 
nary Predicted T a rget P osition, but the Wind a nd Drift will 
affect the trajectory so tha t the projectil es burst a t the true 
Predicted Target Position. 

Using the adjusted values of V s, Ds, and F, accurate va lues of 
Gun Tra in Order, Gun E levation Order, and Fuze Setting Ord er 
can be computed, which will take into account not only R ela 
tive M otion, D rift , a nd Gravity. b ut a lso the effect of W ind on 
the projectile during the Time of Flight. 
The only rema ining corrections to Vs, Ds, and F, necessary to 
insure accura te predictions, are the corrections to allow for 
changes in the Initia l Velocity of the projectiles . 

• 
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INITIAL VELOCITY 
If a ll projectiles could be fi red at an Initial Velocity of 2550 (,5" 

the computations for 'v s, Ds, and F already described would 
be accurate. 

All projectiles cannot be fired at an Initial Velocity of 2550 
f.s. because wear on the gun rifting and changes in temperature 
and humidity of the powder charges a ll act to a lter the Initial 
Velocity. An a ltered Initial Velocity will change the trajectory 
of a projectile. T o offset this cha nge in the trajectory, V s, Ds, 
and F must be corrected. These corrections a re called I .V . cor
rections. 

ow a change in initial 
alters a trajectory 

velocity 

A projectile fired at an I .V . below 2550 f.s. will trave l more 
slowly and will drop sooner than a projectile fired at or above 
2550 f.s. velocity. Without I .V . corrections, the projectile fired 
a t a low l.v. would burst short of and below the Predicted 
T arget Position. The I .V . corrections to V s, Ds, and F to com
pensate for this changed trajectory are, therefore, based on an 
increased Advance Range, R2, an increased Adva nce Elevation, 
E2, and an increased Superelevation, VI. 

Determining the value of initial velocity 
Each Computer computes for several guns. The average Initial 
Velocity of a ll the guns is determined according to ship's doc
trine. This average Initia l Projectile Velocity is the value of 
Initia l Velocity, l.v., used at the Computer. 

Putting I V. into the computer 
The ordered average Initia l Velocity is set into the Computer 
by turning t he' I .V. Knob. The value of I .V. is read on the I .V. 
Dial. When IY. is 2550 f.s., the I .V. Dial reads 2550, and the 
I .V. alteration in t he Computer is zero. When I .V. is more or 
less than 2550 f.s., the value of the IY. alteration in the Com
puter is equal to the difference between 2550 f.s. and the I Y. 
Dial reading. • 
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Altering R2 for a change in initial velodly 
Two alterations are made in Advance Range, R2, for each 
change in Initia l Velocity, I.V. 

The first a lteration, called Rm, is obtained by means of a gear 
ratio on the I.V. shaft line. Thus, it will be proportional to the 
change in Initial Velocity. Rm is added to Generated Range, 
cR, at a differential. 

LV. 
KNOB 

J.V. 
DIAL 

<i 

The second I.V. alteration is proportional both to the change 
in [Y. and to the value of Time of Flight, TI. This alteration 
is obtained by mUltiplying [Y. by a constant to produce dRm, 

In order to multiply dRm by Tf in the Range Prediction Mul
tiplier, dRm is used to alter Prediction Range Rate, dRs. The 
alteration quantity, dRm, is added to Range R ate Correction, 
dRxe; then the sum of dRxe and dRm repositions the dRs 
shaft line. The [Y. alteration, (dRm X Tf), does not exist as a 
separate quantity, but is contained in Rtw', the output of the 
Range Prediction MUltiplier. dRm X Tf is the [Y. alteration 
of Range Prediction. 

Since Advance Range, R2, is the sum of the two quantities 
Rtw' and ( c R + Rm + K ldRs) , each of which contains an 
[Y. alteration, both Rm and (dRm X Tf) are contained in R2. 

I.v. ~~~>----, DIAL \.:..I' ..; 

LV. 
KNOR 
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RANGE RATE 
CORRECTOR 

PREDICTION 

NOTE: 
Although the 5"/ 38 cal. pro
jectiles have a standard or 
nominal Initial Velocity of 
2600 f.s., the ballistic cams 
and I.V. gearing of the Com
puter were designed for pro · 
jectiles with an intermediate 
Initial Velocity of 2550 f.s. 
One of the reasons why 2550 
f .s. was chosen instead of 2600 
f.s. was that, from a base of 
2550 f.s ., I.V. corrections can 
be made in either direction, 
thus reducing the size of the 
maximum correction and in 
creasing the accuracy of the 
ave rage correction. 

RANGE 
PREDICTION 
MULTIPLIER 

ADVANCE RANGE 
INDICAflNG 
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Correcting Vf for a change in tV. 
Since a decrease in Initial Velocity causes the projectiles to 
drop and explode below the Target, the value of Supereleva
tion, VI, must be increased. One part of the I.v. correction to 
VI is called Vim. Vim is computed by multiplying the value on 
the T.v. shaft line by a constant at a gear ratio. Vim is added to 
the output of the V f + Pe Ballistic Computer, forming the 
quantity Vi + Pe + Vim, which represents Superelevation 
containing an l.v. alteration, plus Elevati~n Parallax. The 
1.V. alterations of R2 and E2 a lso playa part in correcting VI, 
because R2 and £2 are the inputs to the Vi + Pe Ballistic 
Computer. 

ALTERED FOR 
CH.4.NGE IN I.V . 

How Fuze Setting Orde , F, IS correded 
for a change in I V 
The value of R2 used in the Fuze Setting Order network con
tains an lY. a lteration. R2 is added to the output of the Dead 
T ime Prediction Multiplier to produce R3; therefore the lY. 
alteration in R2 is also contained in R3. R3 turns the cam in 
the Fuze Ballistic Computer. 

Since R3 contains this l Y. a lteration, the value of Fuze Setting 
Order, F, coming from the Fuze Ballistic Computer will be cor
rected for the deviation in I .V. from 2550. This F will set the 
fuze for a burst at the Predicted Target Position in spite of the 
lower Initial Velocity of the projectile. 

CONTAINS I.V. 
AL TERA nONS 

FUZE 
6ALLISTIC 

COMPUTER 
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How I. V. alterations 0 R2 an Vf correct Vs 
The value of R2 containing an I.V. a lteration positions the cam 
in the Tfj R2 Ballistic Computer. The value of Tf j R2 coming 
from this computer therefore also contains an I.v. alteration. 
The altered Tfj R2 causes I.V. alterations to be contained in 
the Elevation Prediction quantities computed using this value 
of Tf/ R2. These quantities are Vtw', V, and Vs. 

In add ition to the I.V. corrections introduced by means of the 
a ltered Tfj R2 line, Vs contains I.V. corrections introduced 
through the VI + Pe + Vim line. 

V/ + Pe + VIm contains two 1.V. currections. One is introduced 
by use of the altered value of R2 as an input to the VI + Pe 
Ballistic Computer. The other, Vim, supplements the correction 
introduced by the altered R2. 

Since the quantity VI + Pe + Vim is added to V to form Vs, 
all the lY. corrections are introduced into V s. The va lue of V s 
includes a ll the elevation corrections to compensate for the 
drop of the projectile due to a change in Initial Velocity. 

CONTAINS 

) ) 
}~~~H 

i.v. 
ALTERATION I 
fROM R1 

I .V. I 
CO~RfCTION 

TO Vf 

) 

) CONTAINS 

) 

~~~ m 
) I.V . 

ALTERATION I • fROM R2 

CONTAINS 
i.V. I ALTERATION 

DEflECTION PRfDlCTION I > 
fROM R2 

MULTIPLIER 

Ho IV altera ion to 2 and Vf correct 
The I.V. alterations in R2 introduce an I.V. alteration into 
TI,'R2. Tl j R2 is part of the input to the lead screw of the 
Deflection Prediction Multiplier; therefore the output of this 
multiplier, Dtw', also contains an [Y. correction. 

The value of Drift Correction, Dis, is obtained by a gear ratio 
from the VI + Pe + Vim line, which contains I.V. corrections. 
Therefore these corrections are also contained in Dis. 

Sight Deflection, Ds, consists of the two quantities, Dtw and 
Dis. Each of these contains lY. corrections; t herefore Ds itself 
contains l.v. corrections. In this way Ds is altered to allow for 
the changes in Deflection required by the changed Initial 
Velocity. 

RESTRICTED 
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SPOTS 
Spots are quantities which may be used to 

. alter the values of the outputs of the Predic
tion Section. The use of Spots varies with 
each t ype of operation and is established by 
ship's doctrine. 

, 
There are three Spots used in the Prediction 
Section: 

Range Spot, Rj, which is a linear a ltera
tion of Adva nce Range, R2. 

2 Elevation Spot, V j, which is an angular 
alteration of Sight Angle, V s. 

3 Deflection Spot, Dj, which is an a ngular 
a lteration of Sight Deflection, Ds. 

Each of these Spots may be put into t he Pre
diction Section either by synchro transmis
sion from the Director or by hand at the Com
puter. 

The spot mechanisms 
E ach Spot may be transmitted a utomatically 
from the Director to a single-speed receiver 
in the Computer. The Range Spot may be 
received a t the Rj R eceiver, the Elevation 
Spot a t the V j Receiver, and the Deflection 
Spot a t the D j Receiver. All three Spot Re
ceivers are single-speed receivers. 

The R j Handcra nk and the V j and D j Knobs 
each have two positions, IN and OUT. When 
the ha ndcra nk and knobs are in their OUT 
positio ns, they are disconnected from the Rj, 
V j, and Dj lines. The e lectrica l circuits to the 
Rj, V j, and D j Receivers are completed and 
the lines a re positioned by the Spot receivers. 

When the handcrank and knobs are in their 
IN positions, the circu its to the Spot receivers 
are broken, and the lines are positioned by the 
handcrank and knobs. 

The tota l value of the Range Spots shows on 
the Range Spot Counter. The total va lues of 
t he Elevation and De fl ection Spots show on 
the Elevation a nd Deflection Spot Dia ls. 

The Spot handcrank , knobs, dia ls, a nd re
ceivers are in the rear top section of the Com
puter Mark 1. Shaft lines from the hand
cranks and receivers carry the Spot va lues to 
the Prediction Section at the front of the 
Computer. 
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GUN AIM IS f ALSE ON 
TILTED DECK WITHOUT 
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The guns are mounted between trunnions which tilt as the 
deck rolls and pitches. Trunnion Tilt Corrections are COffee· 

tions t o keep the guns pointing along the Line of Fire despite 
the tilting of the trunnions. 

Since the trunnions are mounted parallel to the deck, the guns 
must train in the deck plane and elevate in a plane at right 
angles to the deck. The error in the gun aim caused by tilting 
of the trunnions must be corrected by continuously altering 
the Gun Elevation and Train Orders. 

VERTICAL PLANE 
THROUGH LINE Of I 

DECK 
HORIZONT .... l 

O. 
COR~eClED 
DECK Pl .... NE 

VERTICAL MANE 
THROUGH LINE Of SIGHT 

On a horizonta l deck the Gun Elevation Order, E'g, consists 
of Director Elevation, Eb, plus Sight Angle, Vs. 

On a horizontal deck the Gun Train Order, 8 ' gr, consists of 
Director Train, B'r, plus Sight Deflection, Ds, converted to the 
deck plane. (Ds is measured in a slant plane. It must be con
verted to the deck plane before being used in the Gun Train 
Order.) 

The Line of Fire established in th is way from the horizontal 
deck is the line a long which the gun must point to hit the 
Target. If the deck tilts, the gun must be kept pointed a long 
this Line of Fire, even though the Line will have a different 
elevation above the deck and a different train angle from the 
fore and aft axis of Own Ship. 
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The Trunnion Tilt Section of the Computer Mark 1 computes 
two quantities. The first is Trunnion Tilt Elevation Correction, 
Vz, the second is D eck Deflection, Dd, which includes Trun
'nion Tilt T rain Corrections. 

Trunnion Tilt Elevation Correction, V z, is continuously sub
tracted. from Eb + V s to obtain Gun Elevation Order, E'S, 
measured. from a tilting deck. 

E'g = Eb + Vs- Vz 

Deck Deflection, Dd, is the sUin of Pa rt ia l Deck Deflection, jDd, 
a nd Trunnion Tilt Tra in Correction, Dz. 

VEItTlCAl I'LANE VEItT ICAl I'1ANE 
THROUGH l iNE Of filtE ~ / THIIOUGH LINE Of SIGHT 

The partial correction, jDd, represents Ds con verted. to the deck 
plane. Dz is approximately the Trunnion Tilt Tra in Correction 
to compensate for Cross-level, Zd. 

Dd = jDd + Dz 

Deck Deflection, Dd, is continuously added to Director Train 
B 'r, to obtain Gun Train Order, B 'gr, measured in a tilting deck 
pla ne. 

B 'gr = B 'r + Dd 

The corrected Gun Tra in Order, 8 ' gr, locates the base of a 
plane at righi angles to ihe deck in which the gun can be ele
vated. to lie on the Line of Fire, In this plane a t right a ngles t o 
the d eck, the corrected Gun Elevation Order, E'g, continuously 
establishes the e leva tion of the Line of Fire above the tilt ing 
deck. 
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SETTING UP THE LINE OF FIRE FROM THE HORIZONTAL 

PLANE 

A 

316 

To illustrate the Trunnion T ilt Corrections 
in detail a series of spherical diagrams w ill be 
used. The Director of Own Ship is considered 
to be at the center of the sphere or ball. 

In these spherical diagrams any angle that 
has its vertex at the center of the sphere can 
be measured by the arc it cuts off on the sur
face of the sphere. (The vertex of an angle 
is the point where the two sides of the angle 
intersect. ) 

These diagrams show, first, how the Line of 
Fire is established on a horizontal deck and, 
second, how the Trunnion Tilt Corrections 
keep the gun pointing along the Line of Fire 
as the deck tilts. 

A horizontal plane passes through t he center 
of the sphere at the level of the Director of 
Own Ship. The Line of Sight runs from the 
center of the sphere to the Target 

A line at right angles to the horizontal plane 
runs from the center of the sphere to point P 
at the top of the sphere. A vertical plane 
passes through this line and through the L ine 
of Sight. This plane is called p lane A, or the 
vertical plane through the Line of Sight. 

Target E levation, E, is the elevation of the 
Line of Sight above the horizontal in this 
vertical plane. 

Angle Vtw, the Partial Elevation Prediction, 
is now added to E in the vertical plane 
through the Line of Sight. Both E and Vtw 
are measured by the arcs they cut off on the 
surface of the sphere. 
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A slant plane is now added at right angles to 
plane A and at a ngle E + Vtw to the horizon
tal plane. 

Sight Defl ection, Ds, is measured in this slant 
plane. One side of Ds lies in the vertical plane 
containing the Line of Sight. 

Another vertical p lane, plane B, passes 
t hrough the other side of angle Ds. This new 
vertical plane is the plane containing the L ine PLANE 

of F ire. 

The Line of F ire is now obta ined by transter
ring a ngle E from plane A to plane B and add
ing V s to a ngle E in t his pla ne. Only the part 
of the slant plane actually conta ined in angle 
Ds is shown here. 

M easuring the Line of Fire from the hori
zontal deck, the Gun E levation Order, E' 8, 
consists of E plus V s, since E equals Eb when 
the deck is horizonta l. 

Gun Train Order, B'~r, is B 'r plus Dd. Since 
the deck is horizontal, Dd consists only of Ds 
corrected to t he deck plane. Dz is zero, since 
there is no Cross-level. D d, t herefore, equals 
jDd. 

The Line of Fire shown in th is picture must 
be maintained whether or not the deck is hori
zontal. The Trunnion Tilt Corrections a lter 
t he gun angles to keep the gun on the Line of 
Fire regardless of how the deck tilts. 
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THE LINE OF FIRE FROM A TILTED DECK 

HORIZONTAL PlANE DECK 
PlA NE 

Dd jDd 

With level only 

Now the deck is tilted down in Level. 

Level, L, is the angle between the deck plane 
and the horizontal plane. measured in a ver
tica l plane through the Line of Sight. 

The Line of Fire as shown here has been es
tablished from the horizontal plane. Since 
the gun can only be elevated in a plane at 
right angles to the deck, a new plane must be 
found which passes through the Line of Fire, 
and is at right ansles to the deck. 

Plane C is this new plane. Since the deck is 
tilted, the line at right angles to the deck now 
passes through point P '. Plane C passes · 
through this line, and through the Line of 
Fire. The train a ngle between plane A con
taining the Line of Sight and plane C con
taining the Line of Fire is Deck Deflection, 
Dd. Dd still consists of jDd only. Dz is zero 
since Cross-level, Zd, is zero. 

The elevation of the Line of Fire above the 
deck in plane C is Gun Elevation Order, E' g, 
which now consists of Eb + V s. The value of 
Vz is zero. 
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With level and cross-level 

Cross-level, Zd, is the angle of roll of the deck 
about a line which is the intersection of the 
deck plane with the vertical plane through 
the Line of Sight. 

When t he deck is tilted in both Level a nd 
Cross-level, the line perpendicular to the deck 
passes through point p l/, 

Plane C containing the Line of Fire now 
makes a different angle with plane A. Dd has 
changed by a n amount, Dz, the Trunnion Tilt 
Train Correctio n to compensate for Cross-level. 

It is difficult to show jDd a nd Dz separately 
in a diagram when both a re present. A simple 
way to illustrate Dz is to show a case in which 
jDd is zero and where Dd consists only of Dz. 

jDd is zero when Ds is at its zero position, that 
is, when the Ds Counter reads 500 mils. Then 
the Line of Fire lies in the vertical p lane 
through the L ine of Sight. 

H ere is such a case. Both Ds and L are zero. 
The deck is tilted in Cross-level only. Plane 
C, at right angles to the deck and passing 
through the Line of Fire, is at train angle Dz 
to plane A. 

H ere Dd = Dz. 
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The mechanisms and the equations 

320 

The Trunnion Tilt Section contains four computing mecha
nisms: a rack-type multiplier, a double-cam computing multi
plier, and two special computers. This section also contains the 
Vz and Dd Follow-ups and Dials, the Land Zd Dials, various 
differentials, and a spring relief drive. 

These mechanisms are all located at the back of the Computer 
I Mark 1 and are used to solve the equations for Vz and Dd. 

C~d FOllOW· UP 

DIALS 

--1.U"""ON TILT 
MULTIPLIERS 
AND COMPUTERS 

Dd fOLLOW-UP 

VI fOllOW· UP 

Zd" TAN (Eb + V,) 
MULTIPLIER 

The true equations for both Vz and Dd are complex and cannot 
be solved mechanically without using many cumbersome 
mechanisms. 

Because of this, the true equations have been modified in many 
ways. The modified equations can be solved with only a few 
mechanisms, and provide a solution within the required limits 
of accuracy. 

Since the equations are modifications there is no point in de· 
riving them here. They are just equations which give values 
of V z and Dd close enough to the true values to keep the errors 
very small under most operating conditions. 

Zd • D. MUt TIPLIER 
ACCESS TO 
jDd COMPUTER 

ACCESS TO 
01 COMPUTER 
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COMPUTING Vz 
v z is the Trunnion Tilt E levation Correction. 

The Vz equation has two terms: one is K · Zd2 ta n (Eb + Vs). 
The other term is K l Zd -Ds. E ach of these terms is computed 
in a mUltiplier; then the two terms a re added together in a 
differential. 

The whole equation is: 

V z = K.Zd 1 tan (Eb + Vs) + K I Zd-D s. 

The K terms are consta nts int.oduced by gearing. 

The Id 2 tan (Eb + Vs) Multiplier 
Zd.! ran (Eb + Vs) is computed in a double-cam computing 
mUltip lier. The cam s in this multiplier are a square cam and a 
ta ngent cam. 

Cross-level, Zd, from the Stable E lement goes to the square 
cam in this mUltiplier, which puts values of Zd2 into the multi
plier m echanism. (Zd 1 is also driven out to be used in com
puting jDd.) 

Director E levation, Eb, is added to Sight Angle, V s, in differen· 
tia l D· 13. Thei r sum, Eb + V s, positions the tangent cam, 
putting tan (Eb + V s) into the multiplier m echa nism. 

The multiplie r output is K · Zd1 tan ( Eb + V s), the first term 
of the Vz equation. 

The ld . Ds Multiplier 
K , Zd · Ds is computed in a rack-t:ype multiplier. 

Cross· level, Zd, goes to the input rack. Sight Deflection, D s, 
positions the input pivot a rm. The output is K I Zd· D s, the 
second term of the V z equation. 

The outputs of these two mUltipliers are a dded in differential 
D · 7. The diffe rentia l output is V z, the Trunnion Tilt Elevation 
Correction. Vz is amplified by a com pensated follow-up. Its 
value can be read on dial s at the back of the Computer. 
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COMPUTING Dd 
Deck Deflection, Dd, consists of Sight Deflection, Ds, cor
rected to the deck plane, and the train corrections for Trunnion 
Tilt. 

The equation for Dd consists of the two terms, jDd and Dz. 

Dd = Dz + jDd 

Dz is approximately the Trunnion Tilt Train Correction for 
Cross-level. 

jDd is approximately Sight Deflection, Ds, corrected to the deck 
plane . 

The values of jDd and Dz are each computed in a special com
puter. 

The Dz Computer 
The D z Computer is a component solver with only one rack. 

This Computer solves the equation f(Eb + Vs) .sin 2Zd, which 
gives a close approximation of the true value of Dz. 

Eb + Vs, which was one of the inputs to the Zd~ tan(Eb + Vs) 
Multiplier, also positions the computing cam in the Dz Com
puter, putting in I(Eb + Vs). 

Cross-level, Zd, becomes 2Zd through gearing, and the value of 
2Zd positions the vector gear. 

The output is I(Eb + Vs) sin 2Zd, which is called Dz. 

OJ. COMPUTER: 
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The jDd Computer 
The quantity sin ' 1 [Ds. sec (E2 + L - K_Zd1

)] is used to give 
a good approximation of the real value of jDd. 

Sin"1 means "the angle whose sine is;" therefore angle jDd is 
the angle whose sine is Ds· sec (E2 + L - K·Zd4

). 

Since the secant is the reciprocal of the cosine, the equation for 
jDd can also be written in this form: 

jDd = sin-I ( cos (E2 + ~s _ KeZd1 ») 
This equation is solved in the jDd Computer, which is simi lar 
to a compOnent solver with only one rack. 

A component solver used in the ordinary way has outputs equal 
to the cam input multiplied by the sine and cosine of the vector 
gear input angle. 

I n the jDd equation the value needed is T H E ANGLE 
WHOSE SINE IS Dljkos (E2 + L - K · Zd' ). The output, 
therefore. comes from the vector gear instead of from the rack. 
T he inputs position the cam and t he rack. 

SPRING RELIEF DRIVE 

The value of Zdt obtained from the square cam of the ZdJ 

tan (Eb + Vs) Multipl ier is multiplied by K in a gear ratio 
and subtracted from (E2 + L) in differential 0-6, giving 

(E:t -r L - K e Zd !), This value positions the cosine cam of the 
jDd Computer, which gives cos (E2 + L - K e Zd l

), 

Sight Deflection, Ds. from the Prediction Section po~itions 
the rack of this Computer. 

The output from the vector gear is sin" E2 ~s 
cos ( + K ·Zd' ) 

or sin ' l [Dsesec (E2 + L - K ·Zd~ ) Jwhich is jDd. 

The va lue of Dz from the Dz Computer 15 added to iDd in 
differential 0-8. The output of this differential is Deck De- • 
flection, Dd. Dd is amplified by a compensated follow-up, 
and can be read on dials at the rear of the Computer. 
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The gun orders 
The Gun Elevation Order, E'a, is computed by subtracting 
Trunnion Tilt Elevation Correction, Vz , from Sight Angle, V s, 
in differential D -16, and the n adding the output V s - Vz to 
Director Elevation, Eb, in differential D-17. The output from 
D -17 is Eb + V s - Vz, which is Gun Elevation Order, E'g. 

E' g positions two double-speed transmitters. The E' g Trans
mitters are used to operate indicators a t the guns and the auto
matic gun control equipment. The va lue of E'g may be read 
on the transmitter dials. 

TO STAll 
SHEll 
COMPUTER r'-~ 

COARSE 

AUTO 

FINE 

GUN 
ElEVATION 
ORDER 
TRANSMI TTE RS 

FINE 

INDIC. 

COARSE 

The Gun rrain Order, B 'gr , is computed by adding Deck De
flection , Dd, to Director Train , B 'r , at diffe re ntial D - 15 . The 
output from the differential is B ' ~r. B ' gr positions two double
speed transmitters, which opera te indicators at the g uns a nd the 
a utomatic gun control equipment. The value of B f gr may be 
read on the transmitter dials. 

COARSE 

AUTO 

)- FINE 
' " , 

0 

GUN 

0- 15 
TRAIN 
ORDER 

) I TRANSMITTERS 

FINE 
TO STAR SHEll 

COMPUTER AND INDIC. 
PARAllAX SECTION 

COARSE 

T o prevent B'r a nd Eb from backing into the Dd and V s - Vz 
lines, respectively. irreversible worms a re provided on these 
lines a s mechanica l safeguards. This insures that correct values 
of the Gun Orders will reach the transmitters . 

• In addition to being used at t he guns, B'gr m ay be used in the 
P ara llax Section of the Computer Mark 1, a nd both E'8 and 
B ' gr are used in the Star Shell Computer Mark 1. 
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The Synchronize Elevation Group consists of the Eb Receiver, 
the E Differential, and the Synchronize Elevation Mechanism. 

The units of the Synchronize Elevation Group are located in 
the rear of the Computer. The Eb Receiver, the E Differential , 
and all the elements of the Synchronize Elevation Mechanism 
except the dials and knob are located in the lower rear. The 
Synchronize Elevation Dials, the Dip Dials, and the Synch E 
Knob are on the top rear. 

The E Differential is used in Continuous Aim to provide a con
tinuous correct value of Target Elevation, E. 

The Synchronize Elevation Mechanism is used to provide for 
methods of fire which can be used against surface targets but 
which are not usually practical against air targets. This mech
anism can be thought of as a device which takes advantage_ of 
the additional fire control methods offered by surface targets. 

These other methods are described in this chapter in sufficient 
detail to show the functions of the Synchronize Elevation 
Mechanism. 

In showing how the Synchronize Elevation Group is used, the 
E Differential is introduced first , and then elements of the 
Synchronize Elevation Mechanism are added to it as the need 
for each is briefly explained. 
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The E Differential 
For Continuous Aim the Computer must make continuous ac
curate computations of gun and fuze orders. T o compute these 
it needs continuous correct values of Director Elevation, Eh, 
for use in the Trunnion Tilt Section and Gun Elevation Order, 
and continuous correct values of T a rget Elevation, E, for use 
in the Rela tive M otion Group a nd Prediction Section. 

Since the Director sights are stabilized to keep them on the 
Target during the roll a nd pitch of t he Ship, the Director con
tinuously measures Direct or Elevation, Eb. 

Director Elevation, Eb, is the an gle between the deck plane 
and the Line of Sight, measured in the vertical plane through 
the Line of Sight. Eb is transmitted e lectrica lly to the Eb Re
ceiver in the Synchronize Elevation Group in the Computer. 

Target Elevation, E, is the angle between the horizonta l and 
the Line of Sight, measured in a vertical pla ne through the 
Line of Sight. 

Director Elevation, Eb, consists of Target Elevation, E, plus 
Level, L. Level, L, is the angle between the horizontal plane 
and the deck pla ne, measured in the vertical plane through 
the Line of Sight. 

The value of Target Elevation, E, is cOtT!puted at the E Differ
ential where the value of L from the Stable Element is con
tinuously subtracted from Eb. 

This is the only function of the E Differential in Continuous 
Aim: to provide a continuously correct va lue of Target Eleva
tion, E, by subtracting L from Eb. 

STA8lE 
ELEMENT 

, 
~ ....... -~.-... ~ 

DIRECTOR ElEVATION RECEIVER 

[ TRACKING 
AND 

PREDICTION 
SECTIONS 

TRUNNION 
TIU 

SECTION 

If the Computer had been desi~ned to com pute only lor Con
tinuous Aim using Director inputs, the Synchronize Elevation 
Mechanism w ould not lIav e been needed. Continuous E from 
the E Differential could simply have been transmitted throu~h· 
out the Computer by shaft lines. 
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A general description of the FUNCTION of 
the SYNCHRONIZE ELEVATION MECHANISM 

328 

Ll N~ O f SIGHT OFf TARG ET 

OECK PLANE 

Eb CONTAINING SELECTEO l EVEl. CO RR ECT 
AT THIS MO M ENT ONLY 

The three Jobs of t he Synchronize Elevation 
M echa nism a re sum ma rized here and the 
mechanism is built up sche matically. A d e
ta iled desc ription of the function and ar
ra ngement of t he mechanism follows this 
summa ry. 

The three jobs of the Synch ronize Elevation 
M echa nism a re: 

1 Adapting the Comp uter fo r Selected Level 
Fire, with Level selected at the D irector. 
This is done by "interrupting" the E line 
in the Com puter. 

2 Adapting the Compute r for use without a n 
input of Director Elevation, Eb, from the 
Director. 

3 R estoring the Computer fo r Continuous 
Aim, using a n input of D irecto r E levation, 
Eb, from t he Director. This is called "syn
chronizing Elevation." 

Selected Level Fire, with 
Level selected at the Director 
Se lect ed F ire is used against surface targets 
when Cont inuous Aim is impractica l. There 
are seve ra l factors which can ma ke Continu
ous Aim impractica l : The va lues of Level a nc 
Cross-level may become la rger tha n the lim
its of opera tion of t he stabilizing equipment, 
or va rious casualties may occur. Also there 
a re a numbe r of situations in which Selected 
Fire is required by ship's d octrine. 

One type of Se lected Fire is Selected Level 
Fire, wit h Level se lected at the Director. In 
this t ype of fire the Director sights a re not con
tinuously leveled to rema in on the T a rget , b ut 
incl ine wit h the deck. Since t he cross hairs of 
t he sights a re swept up a nd down across the 
T a rget by Own Ship M ot ion the value of Eb 
a t the D irector is inaccurate except a t the 
mome nt when the P ointe r 's crosshair is ac
tua ll y on t he ta rget . 

The se lected va lue of L may be varied at will, 
even w it hin one roll , to permit a higher ra te 
of fire. 
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1. Adapting the Computer for Selected Level 
Fire, with Level selected at the Director 
When the inaccurate values of Eb from the Director are re
ceived in the Computer, they combine with values of L at the 
E Differential and produce inaccurate values of E. 

The inaccurate values of E must not be allowed to enter the 
Tracking or Prediction Sections of the Computer. In the R ela
tive Motion Group of the Tracking Section they would cause 
false va lues of dR and RdE to be computed, resulting in false 
values of Generated Range, cR, and other generated quantities. 
I n the Prediction Section the inaccurate values of E would pro
duce false Prediction outputs. 

There are therefore two problems in adapting the Computer 
for Selected Level Fire, with Level selected at the Director: The 
first problem is to keep the inaccurate values of E out of the 
Tracking and Prediction Sections. The second is to provide a 
substitute value of E in place of the continuous correct E 
needed by these sections. 

The inaccurate E is kept out of the Tracking and Prediction 
Sections by "interrupting" the E line. This is done by means of 
a differential, which is described later. The effect of using this 
differentia l is the same as if a shaft were removed on the 
Eline. 

T he substitute va lue of E is provided by means of a handcrank 
called the Synchronize Elevation Knob, which is used to posi
tion the E line to the Tracking and Prediction Sections. The 
value of E at which the line is positioned is zero, since Selected 
Level Fire is only used against surface targets, for which the 
actual E is always close to zero. As long as the actual value of E 
is within about 3 degrees of zero, a zero E is sufficiently accurate 
for use in the Computer. 
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2. Adapting the Computer for use without 
an input of Eb from the Director 

It is possible to fire without the aid of t he Director Elevation in
put, EbJ by positioning the Computer E and Eb shafting at the 
Computer itself. 

There are two main reasons why this arrangement is desirable: 

1 To allow for CASUALTIES. T he Director may suffer cas
ualties which will cut off the three main D irector inputs to 
the Computer, namely R , B 'r and Eb. In order to use the 
Computer, substitutes m ust be provided. Values of Range, 
R, and Relative Bearing, B r, may be obtained from some 
other source and set into the Computer directly. The sub
stitute value of Eb, however, must be computed. 

2 To pro9ide greater FLEXIBILITY. There are several 
types of firing, including shore bombardment and blind 
firing, in which it is often preferable to compute a substi
tute va lue of Eb at the Computer rather than to measure Eb 
from the Director. Sometimes Eb cannot be measured from 
the D irector and therefore must be computed. The Director 
may continue to supply Rand B 'r, or the values of these 
quantities may come from some other source as specified 
by ship's doctrine. 

The substitute value of Eb used in the Trunnion Tilt Section 
and in Gun Elevation Order is computed with the aid of the 
Dip Dials in the Synchronize E levation Mechanism. The Dip 
Dials compute a negative value of Target E levation, E. This 
negative value of E is called Dip. 

T he Dip Dials are graduated in such a way that when they are 
matched and set at the value of Range, the E line going to the 
E D ifferentia l is positioned at the correct Dip angle. 

Dip is set into the Computer by using the Synchronize E leva
tion Knob. At the E Differential the value of Dip is combined 
with L from the Stable Element to form a substitute va lue of 
Eb for use in the Trunnion Tilt Section and the Gun E levation 
Order. 

E DIALS AT ZERO 
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SYNCHRONIZE ELEVATION 

3. Restoring the Computer for Continuous Aim 
r 5yn ro izin f el 
The E line must be interrupted in order to prevent inaccurate values of 
E from entering the Tracking and Prediction Sections. It must a lso be put 
together again in order that the Computer may compute fo r Continuous 
Aim. To allow the line to be interrupted and restored easily, the Eline 
is interrupted by means of a differentia l rather than by removal of a shaft. 
The differential usep is differential 0 -12 and is called the "synchronizing 
differential." 

The spider of the synchronizing differential is connected to the E line go
ing to the Tracking and Prediction Sections. A branch of this line can be 
connected to the Sy nchronize Elevation Knob. 

When t he E line going to the Tracking and Prediction Sections is con
nected to the Synchronize Elevation Knob, the E line is interrupted. 
Values of E from the E Differentia l come in on one side of D-12 and back 
out on the other side, rotating a set of dials called the Synchronize Ele
vation Dials. The required value of E is set into t he Tracking and Pre
diction Sections by the Synchronize Elevation Knob. 

8:m SYNCHRONIZE 
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elEVATION 

SYNCHRONIZE .......... KN08 
ELEVATION DIALS 

111(111111l1li 
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E DIFFERENTIAL 
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o TI N5 L. PREDICTION :J 
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o i 
When the side of D -12 connected to the Synchronize Eleva tion Dials is 
held by the Synchronize Elevation Knob, rotation of the other side of 
D-12 rotates the spider. The differential acts as a direct gear drive. T o 
equalize the values of E coming in and going out of D-1 2, the Synchro
nize Eleva tion Dia ls a re matched and held at their fixed index. The E lines 
then turn as a single line a nd are said to be synchronized. 
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The SYNCHRONIZE ELEVATION MECHANISM 
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The Synchronize Elevation Mechanism includes the Syn
chronize Elevation Knob, the Synchronize Elevation Dials, the 
Dip Dials, the synchronizing differential D-12, two brakes on 
differential D-12 , and a push-button switch. 

The Synchronize Elevation Dials 
The Synchronize Elevation Dials consist of an inner and an 
outer dial with planetary gearing between them. These dials 
have index marks but no numbers. These marks must be 
matched at the fixed index for normal operation. 

SYNCHRONIZE 
elEVATION 

DIALS 

DIP 
DIALS 

The Dip Dials , 

SYNCHRONIZE 
ELEVATION 

KNOB 

The Dip Dials consist of an inner and an outer dial connected 
by p lanetary gearing. The inner dia l has one broad white mark 
on it. The outer dial has uneven calibrations in thousa.nds of 
yards of Range, from O.S to infinity. 

The Synchronize Elevation Knob 
The Synchronize Elevation Knob has three positions : IN, 
CENTER, and OUT. In its IN position, the knob is connected 
to the Synchronize Elevation Dials. In its OUT position, it is 
connected to the Dip Dials. In its CENTER position, it is con
nected to the Elevation Dials on the front top of the Computer: 

CENTER 

ELEVA TION 
DIALS O N 

FRO NT TOP 
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The Differentials and 

This drawing shows the relative posi
tions of the E Differential and differ
ential D -12, a nd the arrangement of 
the two brakes. 

The output gear on the spider of the E 
Differential meshes with one input 
gear of 0 - 12. The other input gear of 
D-12 meshes with a gear on the shaft 
carrying brake # 1. Brake #2 is on 
the spider of D -12. 

, The bra kes are cork-faced disks, 
spline-coupled to the shaft. 

When a brake is released, the cork
faced disk turns freely with its shaft. 
When a brake is set, the cork face is 
pressed against a stationary plate. 
T he friction between" the cork face 
and the plate puts a drag on the shaft. 
However, it is still possible to turn the 
shaft by means of the Synchronize 
E levation Knob. 

SET POSITION 
OF CAM 

LEVEll 

SYNCHRONIZE ELEVATION 

PUSH·BunON 
sWITCH 

The brakes a re positioned by arms 
which are operated through cams at 
the tops of the arms. Either brake is 
set by the spring on its arm, unless re
leased by its cam. These cams a re ar-

POSITION OF BRAKES WHEN THE SYNCHRONIZE ELEVATION KNOB IS OUT 

ranged in such a way that when ope 
brake is set,the other is released. 

The posi tion of the Synchronize Elevation Knob controls the 
brakes by moving a lever which turns the shaft holding the 
cams. The cams pivot the arms. When one of the arms pushes 
a bra ke against the plate, the other arm pivots in the opposite 
direction, moving the other brake away from the plate. The 
released brake turns with its shaft. 

The push-button switch is cont rolled by a lever moved by the 
Synchronize Elevation Knob. Pulling the knob to its OUT 
position moves the lever a nd presses the pUSh-button. This cuts 
out the Director E levat ion Receiver, by de-energizing the Eb 
F o llow-up Servos. 
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Elevation Lines • In Continuous Aim 

In Continuous Aim with the Director operating, continuous Eb 
is needed in t he Trunnion Tilt Section and for making up Gun 
Elevation Order. Continuous E is needed in the Tracking and 
Prediction Sections. 

Eb from the Director is continuously received a t the Eb Re
ceiver. Two servo motors in this receiver position the Eb line. 
One part of the Eb line goes directly to form the Gun Elevation 
Order, E'S. Another part of the Eb line bra nches into a line 
going to the Trunnion Tilt Section and a line going to the E 
Differential. 

At the E Differential, L from the Stable Element is subtracted 
from Eb, giving E. 
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SECTION 

TO GUN 
elEVATION 
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The Synchronize Elevation M echanism on the E line is posi~ 
tioned to allow E to pass through differential D~ 12 unchanged. 
The Synchronize Elevation Knob is in its IN position. Putting 
the knob IN set s brake # 1 on the side gear of D~ 12 and re
leases brake #2 on the spider of D~ 12 . 

The Synchronize Elevation Knob has been turned in its IN 
position until the Synchronize. E levation Dials match at their 
fixed index. Turning the knob in its IN position turns the side 
gea r of D~12 against the friction of brake #2. This motion 
backs out on the spider of D~ 12 a nd synchronizes the Eline 
by making the value of E going to the Tracking a nd Predictio n 
Sections equal to the value of E coming from the E Differ~ 
ential , D~ 11. 

For Continuous Aim with the Synchronize Elevation Knob in 
its IN position, the whole Synchronize Elevation Group may 
be thought of as a single differential, D-ll , where L is continu
ously subtracted from Eb to form E. 
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The Elevation Lines in Selected Level 
with Level selected at the Director 

SYNCHRONIZE ELEVATION 

Fire, 

In Selected Level Fire, with Level selected at the Director, the 
Director sights a re not "leveled," but a re posit ioned a t some 
pre-selected angle to the deck. The crosshairs therefo re sweep 
across the target as the deck roll s or pitches. a nd the value of 
Eb is fa lse except a t the moment tha t the P ointe r's crosshair 
is on the Target . 

At the moment that t he crosshair is on the T a rget, the selected 
Leve l' equals t he actua l Level and t he va lue of Eb is correct. 
In order for the guns to be correctly pointed a t this moment, 
the pre-selected va lue of Eb is transmitted to the Computer 
for use in the Trunnion Tilt Section and the Gun Elevation 
Order. 

The Tracking a nd Prediction Sections, however, need a con 
tinuously correct value of E . In this t ype of fire, the Syn
chronize Elevat ion M echa nism is therefore positioned to pre
vent fa lse va lues of E from entering t he Tracking a nd Predic
tion Sections. The mecha nism also p rovides a substitute zero 
va lue of E for use in these sections, while a llowing the pre
selected values of Eb to go to the T runnion T ilt Section and 
the G un Elevation Order. 
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PRE·SElECTED VALUES _. .-
T he Synchronize Elevatioll K nob is placed in its CENTER 
posit ion, re leasing bra ke # 1 on t he side gea r of 0 -12 and set
t ing brake # 2 o n the spider of 0 -12. 

The pre-selected values of Eb, received a t the Eb R eceiver, 
posit ion the Eb lines to the Trunniort Tilt Section, t he Gun 
Eleva tion Order , and the E . Differentia l. 

At the E Different ia l, t rue values of L are subtracted from pre
selected va lues of Eb, giving inaccu rate va lues of E. These 
values of E position one side gear of 0 -12, but since brake #2 
is set, they merely back out through the other side gear of 0-1 2 
and turn the Synchronize E levation D ia ls. 

Wi th t he Synchronize E leva tion Knob, t he E line to the Track
ing and Prediction Sections is turned until . the T a rget Eleva
tion Dials on the front of t he Computer read zero. 
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The Elevation Lines in Firing without a Director 

HORIZONT .... l PLANE 

E OR DIP 

SUBSTITUTE Eb 

The Computer Mark 1 may be used without a Diree· 
tor for controlling fire against a surface ta rget. 

Since the computation of Gun Elevation Orde r is 
based on the angle Eb, a substitute va lue of Eb must 
be provided when the Director is not used. This sub· 
stitute value of Eb must closely approximate the 
value ordinarily supplied by the Director 

The substitute value of Eb is composed of Level, L, 
from the Stable E lement, plus Dip, the negative vcrlue 
of E based on the Director position. 

In the Computer Mark 1. Dip is computed by this 
equation: 

D " _ " "' 2AB + B' + R ' 
.p - SIn 2 ( A + B ) R 

where R = Slant Range t o the T arget, in yards 
A = means radius of the earth, in yards 
B = Director Height above the water

line, in yards 

Because this equation contains only one variable. R, 
no computing mechanism is necessary except the Dip 
Dial, which is calibrated in suitable graduations. 

Although the equation is set up for slant range, gen
eral practice is to use R2 because of the convenient 
location of the R 2 Counter to the Dip Dial and Knob. 
This is permissible because of the very negligible 
error in the computation of Dip for a surface prob
lem where R2 is substituted. for cR. 

The graduations on the Dip Dial are spaced so that, 
when the value of Range is at the fixed index, the E 
line is positioned at the corresponding value of Dip. 
This angle of Dip is a substitute for the ang le through 
which t he Director Line of Sight would have to be 
depressed from the horizontal in orde r to meet the 
waterline of the Target. 

Dip is set into-the E line with the Synchronize Ele
vation Knob in its OUT position. The Dip value is 
combined with the selected va lue of Level from the 
Stable Element , in differential 0 -1 1. This differen
tial positions the Eb sha fting to a value conforming ' 
to the value it would have if the Director were in 
control. 

The E line on the other side of diffe rential D -12 is 
he ld fixed at zero in orde r to furnish zero Elevation to 
the TraCking and Prediction Sections as in Selected 
Level Fire. 
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SYNCHRONIZE ElEVATION 

Setting up for Dip 

In adapting the E lines in the Computer for operation without 
a Director, the Synchronize Elevation Knob is first put in its 
CENTER position. This releases brake # 1 and sets brake :# 2, 
"interrupting" the E lines. The knob is then turned until the E 
line going to the Tracking and Prediction Sections is positioned 
at zero. The zero is read on the E Dials on the front of the Com
puter. 

The knob is next pulled to its OUT position. This does not 
change the position of the brakes; therefore the E line to the 
Tracking and Prediction Sect ions remains at zero. Pulling the 
knob OUT moves a lever which depresses a push-button, 
de-energizing the Eb Receiver. In its OUT position the Syn
chronize Elevation Knob is connected to the Dip Dials and the 
Eline lIetween D-ll and D-12. The knob is turned in this posi
tion until the Dip Dial reading is matdied. to the value on the 
R2 Counter. 

Matching the Dip Dial reading to R2 puts a value of Dip into 
thp E line between D-ll and D-12. This Dip value goes to the 
E Differentia l. H ere D ip is added to L, producing an approxi
mate value of Eb. 

Eb = L + D ip 

T he subst itute Eb goes from D-1 1 to the Trunnion T ilt Section 
and the Gun Elevation Order. 

DIP MA.TCHED 

STA8lE 
ElEMENT 

TO Eb BRAKE =1 

,-~::::::::~ ............ .:::S:E':V:O:S:::. .......... S~E.T..(,.== ... 
Eb 

Eb RECEIVER 
DE·ENERGIZED 

Dip to the Target is the angle between the horizontal and 
a Line of Sight to the waterline o f a surface carget. This 
should not be confused with Dip to the horizon, which is the 
angle between the horizontal and a Line of Sight to the 
horizon. Whenever Dip is mentioned in this book Dip to the 

ORDER 

HORIZONTAL 

.... OIP TO THE 
HORIZON 

Target is meant unless otherwise specified. __ LL..L_~c;;;2~~.,..._ 
CU~vArUR£ 0 

F EA RTH 
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The Gun Elevation and Gun Train Orders 
computed by the Computer Mark 1 are based 
on observations made from a Director. These 
orders are correct for guns located at th~t 
Director. 

But if these same Gun Orders are used to posi
tion guns located at a distance a long the deck 
from the Director, the projectiles from these 
guns will travel parallel to the projectiles 
from the guns near the Director and will not 
hit the Target. 

Angular corrections to the guns are required 
when the point of fire is separated from the 
point of observation. These corrections are 
called Parallax Corrections. These Parallax 
Corrections cause the Lines of Fire from the 
various guns to converge at the Target. 
Directors, as well as guns, may receive Paral
lax Corrections, for reasons which will be ex
plained in this chapter. 

The Computer Mark 1 computes three Paral
lax Corrections: one is used by t he guns only; 
the other two may be used by both guns and 
Directors. 

Pe: Elevation parallax correction for vertical base 

------.... -------... -----
VERTICAL BASE 

NOTE: 
The diagrams in this chapter exaggerate the 
parallax angles because the ranges shown are 
necessarily short. Actually all Parallax Correc
tions are relatively small angles which change 
the Elevation and Train of the guns only 
slightly. Also these diagrams show the guns 
pointed directly at the Target. All predictions 
have been omitted. 

338 

If the guns down on the deck were aimed at 
the same Elevation angle as the Director, their 
projectiles would burst below the Target. EI ~
vation Parallax Correction, Pe, is a positive 
E levation Correction to compensate for this 
difference in height between the Director and 
the guns. 

Nearly all Directors are assumed to be 30 
feet abo.ve the guns. Pe is used by the guns 
only. 

Pe IS computed in the VI + Pe Ballistic Com
puter and is included in Gun Elevation Order, 
E'g, coming from the Computer Mark 1. 
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Pv: Elevation parallax correction for horizontal base 
Unlike Elevation Parallax Correction, Pe, 
which is for a vertical base, Elevation Paral
lax· Correction, Pv. is for a horizontal base. 

The guns are located .along the deck at vary
ing distances from the Director. 

A gun at a great distance from the Director 
will need a correction to Elevation in order to 
hit the Target. This correction is called Eleva
tion Parallax, Pv. The amount of correction 
needed by the gun will depend on the gun's 
distance from the Director. The Computer 
Mark 1 computes one Pv unit parallax cor
rection for a 1 aO-yard horizontal base for
ward of the Director. The gun uses a fraction 
of this computed correction corresponding to 
its distance from the Director. 

Here are Pe and Pv, the two Elevation Paral
lax Corrections. 

""'" 

i ~~f.f,::~==============z-
, 100 YD. HOlm. BASE : 

FRACTION OF Pv 
FOR GUN 

P. 

VERTICAL BASE 

----- ------~---~==-! GUN BASE: 

: 100 YD. HORIZ. BASE ' ! 

Ph: Train parallax correction for horizontal base 
Because of the different locations of the guns 
along the deck from the Director, each gun 
needs a train parallax correction. 

This train correction is called Train Parallax 
Correction, Ph. 

As in the case of Pv, the Computer Mark 1 
computes a unit T rain Parallax Correction, 
Ph, for a lOO-yard horizontal base forward 
of the Director. Then each gun uses a fraction 
of this unit parallax correction corresponding 
to its distance from the Director. 

Pv and Ph are not included in the Computer 
Gun Orders, but are t ransmitted separately 
to the mounts. Change gears are used at each 
gun mount to obtain the proper fraction of 
each unit correction. These fractions are then 
added to the Gun Orders. Pv is added to Gun 
Elevation Order, E 'g. Ph is added to Gun 
Train Order. B 'gr. 

RESTRI CTED 

FRACTION OF Ph ".r.><- FOR GUN 

---..,..----------
: , , , 
, 100 YO.· HORIZ. BASE 

NOTE: 
Elevation Parallax Correction , Pv, is used by 
only a fe w gun installations. 

Train Parallax Correct ion. Ph. is used by most 
gun installations. 

On ships having two or more Directors , Ph is 
usually sent to the Directors. 

In a few insta ll ations. Pv is also sent to the 
Directors. 
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How the PARALLAX corrections are used 

Cor r e.c tin 9 

REFE RENCE 
10 YARDS POINT 

, 

50 

340 

T o ma ke the Gun Director Mark 3 7 System flexible, the Com
puter Mark 1 solves the fire control problem on the assumption 
tha t a ll directors and guns a re located a t one point on the deck. 
This ~int is ca lled the Reference Point . 

When there is only one Director on a ship, the Director is con
sidered to be the R eference P oint. T he aim of each mount is 
corrected to a llow for the distance of the mount from t he Refer
ence P oint. 

When there is more than one Director, the R eference P oint 
m ay be a Director or a designated point. 

GUNS for parallax 
T he guns can be corrected by one or both of the unit Para llax 
Corrections ca lcula ted for a 100-yard horizonta l base: 

E leva tion Para llax Correction, Pv 
Train P a ra llax Correction, Ph 

Each gun uses the fraction of each correction it needs, depend
ing on its distance from the R efe rence Point. 

How fractions of Ph and Pv a e used 
On the ship shown in the first illustra tion, th~ Director is the 
R eference Point, and therefore needs no correction. 

The gun on the afterdeck is 10 ya rds from the R eference P oint. 
Since 10 yards is 1/1 0 of 100 yards, this gun will use 1/ 10 of 
the Ph and Pv va lues from the Computer. 

On the shi p shown in t he second Illustra tion, the Reference 
P oint is a designated point forward of the center of the ship. 

The gun on the a fte rdeck is 50 yards from the R eference P oint. 
Since 50 yards is 1/ 2 of 100 ya rds, this gun will use 1/ 2 of Ph 
and Pv. 

The Director is 10 yards abaft the R eference P oint. It uses 
1/ 10 of the Ph correction. 

The gu n on t he forward deck is 20 yards from the Reference 
P oint. It uses 1/ 5 of the Ph and Pv corrections. 

The guns forwa rd of the R eference P oint or Director use the 
P ara llax Corrections in the direction in which they a re com
puted. The guns a ft of t he R eference P oint or Director reverse 
t he di rection of the corrections. 

This example merely illustrates how Ph and Pv can be used 
to correct the gun orders. Guns near the R eference Point usu
a lly receive no Ph or Pv correct ions. 
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Correcting DIRECTORS for parallax 

Why the 
directors are corrected 

Each Director sends observations of R a nge, 
Director Elevatio n , and Director Train to a 
Computer Ma rk 1. Each Computer M ark 1 
then computes Gun Orders for the guns con
nected to it. If one Director is disabled, the 
guns using Gun Orders based on its observa
tions can be quickly connected to a Computer 
working with another Director. 

Since the Directors a re located at different 
points a long the deck, each Director observes 
a slightly different angle of Director T rain, 
8 'r , for the same T a rget. 

It is desirable to have these transmitted val
ues of B 'T uniform, so that any Director can 
supply B'r to any Computer. 

To make the values of B'r uniform. all Direc
tors must be corrected to one Director or to a 
R eference P oint. This is d one by using Train 
P arallax Correction , Ph, a t t he Directors. 

How the 
directors are corrected 

Each Director takes the fraction of the Ph 
correction corresponding to its distance from 
the Reference Point, and adds this fraction 
to its observed va lue of 8 'r. 

After the Directors have used the Ph correc
tion, the va lues of B'r coming from all Direc
tors will be identical for anyone Target. 

In the Gun Director M ark 37 System, Ob
served R a nge is not corrected to a R eference 
P oint. Director Elevation is corrected to a 
R eference P oint in only a few insta lla tions 
where Directors are widely separateu. 
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A summary of the' 
PARAl AX ORRE liONS 
Two factors make Parallax Corrections necessary: 

The height of the Director above the guns (vertical base) 

The horizontal distance between the Reference Point an·d 
the guns (horizontal base) . 

These two factors require three Parallax Corrections. Of the 
three Parallax Corrections, one compensates for the vertical 
base and two compensate for the horizontal base. 

1 Elevation P a rallax Correction, Pe, corrects for a ten-yard 
vertical base. 

Elevation Parallax, Pv, a nd 

Train Para llax, Ph, correct for a lOO-yard horizontal base. 

The mecha ·sms or computing Paralla 
The mechanisms used to com
pute and transmit Pv and Ph 
include the Parall ax Assem -
b ly and two sing le -sp eed 
synchro transmitters, all lo-
cated in the lower rear section 
of the Computer Mark 1. 

Vf + Pe 
BALLISTIC 
COMPUTER 

ElEVATION ANO 
TRAIN PARALLAX 

- . 

~ 

COMPUTiNG 
MUlTlptlERS 
(HIDDEN) 

ASSE MBLY 

The Parallax Assembly con 
ta ins the P a ra llax Component 
Solver a nd two computing 
multipliers. 

Elevation P ara llax Correc
tion. Pe , is computed in the 
Vf + Pe Ba llistic Computer 
a nd is transmitted to th e guns 
as part of Gun Ele vation 
Order, E'g. 
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Troi oro I o rection Ph 
With the guns tra ined at the same angle as the Director sights, 
the additional angle of Gun Train needed to put the guns on 
the T a rget is Ph. 

Train P arallax, Ph, is computed from three quantities: 

o 

Gun Train Orde r, B 'gr (or Director Train, B' r ) 
Advance Rahge, R2 
Predicted Elevation plus Level, E2 + L 

B'gr f ts Ph 

Ph 

If a T a rget is directly aft of Own Ship, the angle of Gun Train, :=:!:====~~~'.~)C 
B'~r, is 180 0 and the Ph correction is zero. C • • : ~'" 

As the Target moves farther abeam of Own Ship, B'gT decreases 
and Ph begins to increase. 

Ph varies in proportion to the sine of B 'gr. 

R2 a d E2+L ff t Ph 
Ph varies as the reciprocal of Range in the deck plane. F or 
long ranges, Ph is a small a ngle. For shorter ra nges, Ph IS a 
larger angle. 

Advance Range, R2, is projected onto the d eck plane because 
the gun is trained in that plane, 

. Finding the value of R ange in the deck plane: 

R2 
sec (E2 + L ) = ~-~. ---==.,-.,--,-

Range In the deck plane 

R a nge in the deck pla ne = sec (:22+ L ) 

Ph, therefore, varies as the reciprocal of 
R2 

sec ( E2 + L ) 

Since Ph varies as the sine of B 'gr and as the reciprocal of 

R2 h . f P . 
sec ( £ 2 + L ) , t e equa tIOn or his 

sin B 'gr X sec (~2 + L ) X K • 100 = Ph 

The figure 100 represents the 100-ya rd horizontal base. 

Since it makes no d ifference which va lue in the equation is 
divided by R2, the equation is arranged this way for mechan
ica l convenience ; 

sec (E2 + L ) X sinR~'gr X K · 100 = Ph 
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NOTE: 
This equation for Ph is derived 
fully in the supplement at the 
end of this chapter. 
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Two mechanisms solve 
The equation for Ph is solved by a component solver and a 
computing multiplier. The equation is: 

The term 

Solver. 

sin B'gr 
sec (E2 + L) X R2 X K' l OO = Ph 

sin B 'gl 

R2 
is computed in the Parallax Component 

A computing m ultiplier, called the Train Parallax Computer, 
. . sin B'gr 

multlphes R2 by sec (E2 + L). Constants, K and 100, 

are introduced by gearing to produce the quantity Ph. 

The parallax component solver 

The P arallax Component Solver contains a reciproca l cam. 

The input to the cam is Advance Range, R2. For every input 
of R2 to the cam, the fo llower pin is pushed to a position rep
resenting 1/ R2. 

The input to the vector gear is Gun Trai n Order, B 'gr. 

The two outputs of the Parallax Component Solver are: 

sin B'g,_ h' h . f h . h . fT ' =~""''-' W Ie IS one 0 t e terms 10 t e equatIOn or ram 
R2 Parallax, Ph. 

cos 8 'gr, 
R2 

which wi ll be used later as a term in the equation for 
Elevation Para llax, Pv. 
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the • equation for Ph 

The train parallax computer 

SEC.<N' CAM 

The Train Parallax Computer is a single-ca m multiplier with 
a seca nt cam. 

T he input to the secant cam is E2 + L. F or every input of 
E2 + L, the input slide moves to a position representing sec 
( E2 + L ). 

The Train P ara llax Computer multiplies t hese two terms to
gether. 

Consta nts K and 100 are ta ken care of by the choice of gea r
ing to produce the value of T ra in P ara lla x Correction, Ph: 

RESTRICTED 
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ELEVATION PARALLAX CORRECTION Pv 

DECI( REfEIlENCE POINT 

B'gr = O· 

Pv = D° 

" 

346 

With the guns pointed at the same angle as a 
line of sight from the Deck Reference Point, 
the additional angle of Gun Elevation needed 
to put the guns on the Target is Elevation 
P aral lax Correction, Pv.. 

Elevation Parallax Correction, Pv, is com~ 
puted from three quantities: 

1 Gun Train Order, B 'gT 

2 Advance Range, R2 

3 Predicted Elevation plus Level, E2 + L 

B 'gr affe p 
Pv varies as the cosine o f Gun Train Order, 
B 'ST. 

When the Target is directly ahead of Own 
Ship, B'gr is zero, and Pv is large. Cos 
0° = 1.0. 

If the T a rget is directly abeam of Own Ship, 
B 'gr is 90" and Pv is zero. Cos 90 " = O. 

How R2 affects Pv 
Pv 'varies inversely as Advance Range, R2. 

When R2 is long, Pv is a small a ngle. 

When R2 is short, Pv is a larger angle. 
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THE PARALLAX SHIFT GEARS 
The Parallax shift gears are located on the input line to the 
vector gear of the Parallax Component Solver. They allow 
either Gun Train Order, B'gT, or Director Train. 8 'T, to be used 
as the input qua ntity. 

B 'gr is used on Single-Director Ships, such as DO's, AD's, and 
AV's. 

B 'T is used on Multi-Director ships, such as BB's, CA's, CB's, 
and CL's. 

Exception : B 'gr is used on CV's. 

[,------~~) .... ·M·"·H· G .. 'A· '·' · U·p ............ , 
fOR SINGLE· 

( : . . ») ..... o.".'c.'.o.'.'"[ 

"'I-~ 
[ ) 

........... ~ PARALLAX 1)\ SHIFT GEARS 

..... ----- MESH GEARS OOWN 
FOR MULTI. 

DIRECTOR SHIPS 

Single - Director Ships 

PARALLAX 
COMPONENT 

SOLVER 

On ships with one Director, the Reference Point is always at 
the Director. Parallax Corrections are needed only to make 
the Line of Fire from the guns converge with the Line of Fire 
from the Reference Point. There fore Gun Tra in Order, B'gr, 
is the only tra in angle involved and is used in the Parallax 
Component Solver. 

UNIT Ph FOi 
lQO.YARD .... SE 
USING "\1' 

LINE Of FIRE --U ......-!:INE OF fiRE fROM 
fROM GUN ......- RefERENCE POINT 

B'gr -
GON EFUENCE POINT 

14-------- l00·YARD aASE'--------~ 
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Multi - Director Ships 
On Mult i-Director ships, two complete sets of P ara llax Cor
rections would be required to ma ke accurate corrections to 
both the guns and the Directors. 

A set of corrections based on 8 ' sr would be needed to make 
the Line of Fire from each gun converge with t he Line of Fire 
from the R eference P oint. A set of corrections based on B' r 
would be needed t o make the Line of Sight from each Director 
converge with the Line of Sight from the Reference Point. 

Since the error involved is small, the Computer Mark 1 com
putes only one set of corrections for a IOO-yard base, and uses 
it for both the Directors and the guns. 

LINE Of SIGHT L. Of S. 
fROM DIRECTOR fROM 

REfERENCE 
POINT 

fRACTION OF Ph 
NEEDED fOR GUN 

LINE Of fiRE 

LINE OF FIRE 

~ROM GUN 

!f------- l00.V .... RD eAsf'---------~ 

REf HENCE 
POI NT 

On Multi-Director ships, the guns a re us ua lly placed between 
the Directors; therefore the instrument fa rthest from the Refer
ence Point is usua lly a Director rather tha n a gun. 

Since the la rgest fraction of each P ara lla x Correction will be 
used by the instrument farthest from the Reference Point , 
P a ra llax Corrections based on Director Tra in, B'r, are com 
puted on Multi-Director ships and used for both Directors and. 
guns. 

The guns, being located nea rer the R eference P oint t ha n t he 
Directors, use smaller fractions of these Parallax Corrections. 
The errors in t he sma ller corrections are correspondingly 
sma lle r ; therefore the P arallax Corrections based on B'r a re 
sufficiently accura te for use a t the guns. 
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ELEVATION PARALLAX CORRECTION, Pe 

-... _-... _----... 

... ---,-----.. 
~ ..I 

-. -"'--... ---....... _-- ... 

------

350 

VERTICAl BASE 

Elevation P arallax Correction, Pe, is the ad
ditional amount of Gun Elevation needed to 
compensate for the difference in height of the 
guns and the Director. 

Pe is usually computed for a 30-foot vertical 
base. 

The resulting correction is considered suffi
ciently accurate to compensate for the height 
of any Director above any gun and is included 
in Gun Elevation Order, E' g, going to all the 
guns. 

How R2 and E2 affect Pe 

Pe is a function of Advance Range, R2, and 
Predicted Elevation, E2. 

When R2 is long, Pe is a small angle, and 
when R2 is short, Pe is a larger angle. 

Also, when E2 is a large angle, Pe is a small 
a ngle. When E2 is a sma ll angle, Pe is a Jarger 
angle. 

Notice that Pe is a functi on of R2 and E2 
only. The values of Gun Train Order, B 'gr, 
a nd Level , L, have no effect on the value of 
this correction. 
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Pe is computed in the VI + Pe Ballistic Computer in the Pre
diction Section. 

£2 and R2 a re the inputs to the VI + Pe Ballistic Computer. 

R2 positions the ballistic cam. E2 positions the lead screw that 
moves the cam follower along the cam. 

Superelevation Correction, VI, is the additional amount of Gun 
Elevatio n needed to compensa te fo r the curve of the trajectory 
of the projectile. ' 

Since VI is also a tunction of R2 a nd £2, one ba llistic ca m is cut 
to give the output of VI + Pe. The value of Pe is there fore 
never on a shaft by itself, but is a lways included as part of the 
output of the V I + Pe Ballistic Computer. 

WHERE THE PARALLAX CORRECTIONS GO 
E le va tion P a ra ll a x Correction, Pe, becomes pa rt of Gun Eleva
tion Order, E 'g, and is sent to a ll the guns. 

Tra in P a ra llax Correctio n, Ph, positio ns a single-speed t rans
m itter which sends Ph by synchro tra nsmissio n to t he guns a nd 
the Directors. 

Elevatio n P a ra lla x Correctio n, Pv, positio ns ano ther sing le
speed tra nsmitte r which sends Pv to some guns, or to some 
Directo rs, o r to some guns a nd som e Directors, d epe nding o n 
the type of installation. 
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The REFERENCE POINT or LINE may be: 

I A Director 

2 An imaginary point or line between two 
Directors 

3 An Imagmary line funning through the 
Director 

Here are some DIRECTOR and GUN 

DESTROYER 

LIGHT CRUISER 

HEAVY CRUISER 

GUNS ARE CORttECTED TO A DllKTOR 

REFlRENCE POINt 

GUNS AND DlRKTORS AR£ CORRECTED TO 
A REfEIENCE POINT 

p i) l' 1 oJ U 'Tr.e, It" 

. [~: _. ~ __ -<:I~._ -:!!:.=-=-~:=-/-=--==:;;:=-. _D-_t_l_c?_h.-..:> 
GUNS AND DIIECTORS ARE CORIfCTED 
TO A IEFEIfNCE POINT 
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On a destroyer, the Director is the Reference Point. 

Ou other types of ships where guns and Directors are placed to 
starboard or port of an imaginary fore-aft line, corrections are 
made to a Reference Line. A Reference Line is a line running 
at right angles to the fore-aft axis and passing through a Refer
ence Point or through one or two Directors. 

arrangements for different types of ships 

AIRCRAFT CARRIER 

( 

BATTlESHIP 

"<l 

~ 
"<l 

• • 
"<l • 

"<l 
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D= 

~ D= 

• !;, D= 
D= 

• 
GUNS AND DIRECTORS AlE CCAUCIB> TO It. 
IIEffIENa UN. 

tJ:O= 
A LINE THIOUGH THE TWO DMKIOiS ·'ms. 
IS THE REfBlENCE lINE. 

THf DllfCTOIS ON THE fOI'D AND AfT!I oecxs 
AND AU. GUNS AlE ccutClED TO TNS LN 
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Derivation of the parallax equations 

The equation 

12 (O$ (E2+L)- n 

Ph / 

354 

This supplement is intended for those who wish to go further 
into the mathematical derivation of the equations for Train 
Parallax, Ph, and E levation Parallax, Pv. 

fo r • traIn parallax correction Ph 

In the Ph derivation, Advance Range, R2, is projected onto the 
deck plane. 

T he first sketch shows that: 

P rojected Advance Range = R2 cos (E2 + L) 

The second sketch, where bh is the horizontal base between 
director and gun, shows that : 

. a 
smB'~r = -

bh 

a = bh • sin 8 ' gr 

a 
Also, tan Ph = R2 cos (£2 + L ) _ n 

Substituting for a 

bh • sin B 'gr 
tan Ph = R2 cos (£2 + L) _ n 

Since n is small compared to R2 cos (£2 + L) , it may be 
neglected. 

Also, for small angles, K tan Ph = Ph 

K - bh- sinB'gr 
T hen Ph = R2 cos (£2 + L) 

Since Ph is defined for a l OO-yard base, and 

1 
cos (£2 + L) = sec (£2 + L ), 

Ph = 
K . 100 . sin B 'Sr . sec ( E2 + L ) 

R2 
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The equation for elevation parallax correction Pv 
In t he vertical plane through t he director, 

tan Pv = --,P,-c
u - q 

Also, !!... = sin (£2 + L + Pel 
n 

or, p = n sin (£2 + L + Pel 

(1 ) 

Substituting thi s value for p in equation (1) 

P 
n sin ( £ 2 + L + Pel 

tan v = ----'-----'-----'----'
u - q 

In the deck pla ne, 

(2) 

n 
- = cos 8 '8' 
bh 

n = bh · cas B 'sr 

Substituting this value fo r n in equation ( 2 ) 

=b.ch_o--,c:..:o,,-s.::Bc.',,8r,-o .csi.cn--,(:=£",2~+_L=-+--",-P-=e-,-) tanPv = 
u q 

Since Pe is sma ll compared to eE2 + L ), it may be disre
garded in the equation. 

The term u - q is assumed equal to R2, since the resultant 
small error may be neglected. 

Also, for small angles, K • tan Pv = Pv. 

Then, by elimination and substitution, 

K ° bh ° cos B 'llr ° sin (£2 + L) 
Pv = R2 

Since Pv is defined for a l OO-yard base, 

K o lOa ° cos B 'llr ° sin (£2 + L) 
Pv = R2 

E2+L+ P. 

Summary of the appro • ations and assumptions 
1 Unlike Elevation a nd Bearing, Range is not corrected to 

compensate for the separation of the guns and Directors. 

2 Director Elevation, Eb, does not receive Pv except on cer· 
tain types of airc raft carriers where the distance between 
the Directors is long. 

3 All Directors are assumed to be 3 0 feet higher than the 
guns. 

4 All guns a re assumed to be on the center line, the fore and 
aft axis of the ship. There is no correction for P a ra llax due 
t o displacement of t he guns from this center line. 
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NOTE: 
The Star Shell Gun Order Trans 
mitters are 6DG's. The number 
and type of synchro-receiver in 
stallations which these trans
mitters can safely and accurately 
control at one time are limited. 
t f it is d esired to control more 
than one mount . the parti cular 
installation should fi rst be inves
tigated to d etermine the maxi · 
mum practical load. 
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The Sta r Shell Computer Mark 1 is an instrument which 
ccmputes and transmits gun and fuze setting orders for a gun 
firing star shells. 
A star shell is a projectile containing, instead of the usual explo
sive charge, a flare attached to a parachute. When the shell 
bursts, the flare is set on fire and burns for approximately one 
minute as it floats down. The flare itself is called a "star." 
Star shells are fired at night, usually to illuminate surface 
targets. 
The Star Shell Computer is designed to control only one kind 
of star shell fire: FIRE TO ILLUMINATE A SPECIFIC 
TARGET WHICH HAS ALREADY BEEN DETECTED 
AND FOR WHICH GUN ORDERS ARE BEING COM
PUTED BY THE COMPUTER MARK 1. While the Com
puter Mark 1 computes gun orders to H IT a given target, the 
Star Shell Computer takes those gun orders and uses t hem to 
calculate another set of gun orders to ILLUMINATE T H AT 
SAME TARGET. 
Star shells are a lso used to SEARCH an area for a possible 
target. For this purpose a Star Shell Computer ;s not needed. 
The guns firing star shells can be pointed and the fuzes timed 
according to ship's doct rine. 
Often sta r shell fire from more than one gun is desirable for 
a search. 
The star must form high enough above the water to a llow time 
for the Hare to burn out as it Hoats down. The Star Shell Com
puter is designed to compute a Fuze time and a Gun Elevation 
Order which wi ll place the star 1000 yards beyond and 1500 
feet above the moving Target, and a Gun Train Order which 
will place the sta r directly behind the Target after the star is 
half burned. 
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The Star Shell Computer computes three quantities: 

Star Shell Fuze Setting Order, Fn 
Star Shell Gun Train Order, B 'grjn 
Star Shell Gun Elevation Order, E' gjn 

The mechanism used to compute these quantities and transmit 
them to the gun firing the star shells includes two sets of special 
d ia ls, two multipliers, three double~speed synchro transmit~ 
ters, and a single-speed receiver. This mechanism is enclosed 
in a case on top of the Computer Mark 1. 

, 
, 

• : ',:'- - _::.. w • 

STAR SHELl COMPUTER 

• .. 

Two sets o f dials. th e Star 
Shell R a nge Counter , and 
two operating knobs are on 
the front of the Sta r Shell 
Computer. 

""'--;,"-" -Q--J.J=~~=~==~~ 5.5. GUN ELEVATION 
..t. ORDER TRANSMITTERS 

From th e back , with the 
rear cover removed. the 
two mUltipliers and th e 
three double -speed trans 
mitters can be seen. 

5.5. GUN TRAIN ORlD" .r;~:: 
TRANSMITTERS 

5.5. DEFLECTION MULTIPliER 
5.5. ELEVATION MULTIPLIER ---' 
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COMPUTER MARK I 

MATCH SHell 
RANGE I 

RANGE 
SPOT KNOB 

STAR 
RANGE COUNTER 

Star 

STAR SHELL RANGE 
SPOT RECEIVER DIAL 

She II 

STAR SHEll 
RANGE SPOT DIAL 

OP 1064 

RANGE 
Here are the controls on the 
Star Shell Computer Mark I . 

Star Shell Range R2n, is the range to the point at which thE' 
star shell bursts, usually about 1000 yards beyond the Target. 
R2n consists of Advance Range, R2, plus Star Shell Range 
Spot, Rjn, plus 1000 yards. 

R2n = R2 + Rjn + 1000 

Advance Range, R2. is received by shaft from the Computer 
Mark l. 

Star Shell Range Spot, Rjn, is a hand input based on informa
tion received by synchro transmission. The value of Rjn is sent 
by synchro transmission from the Star Shell Spot Transmitter 
to a synchro motor and dial in the Star Shell Computer. The 
value of Rjn is put into the Star Shell Computer mechanisms 
by hand by turning the Range Spot Knob until the index on 
the Range Spot Ring Dial is matched with the poil1ter on the 
inner Receiver Dial. 

Rjn is added to R2 at differential D -1. 

):::=~~l=~ ~ El 
(

RANGE ~ 

i:~'<,iH;ii,T@- Rjn , D- I _ -{tan 
RECEIVER ~" ____ J /_ 

I I II I ~ R2N 

STAR SHEll 
RANGE 
COUNTER 

FROM COMPUTER [ ) ____________ , 

MARK , _ 

358 

The additional 1000 ya rds is introduced at an offset c lamp on 
the line to the R2n Counter. This clamp is adjusted to make 
the R2n Counter read 1000 yards more than the R2 Counters 
in the Computer Mark 1 when R jn is zero. 
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STAR SHELl COMPUTER 

Star Shell FUZE SETTING ORDER 
Star Shell Fuze Setting Order is a function of Star Shell Range 
R 2n. When Range increases, Fuze Time increases, not only 
to make up for the longer Range. but a lso to t a ke account of 
the declining velocity and the higher tra jectory of the" projec
t ile. 

The Fuze line is connected to the inner dIal of the Match Star 
Shell Range Dials. M a tching this inner dial re~ding with the 
Star Shell Range Counter reading puts the correct va lue of Fn 
into the Star Shell Computer. The inner dial is positioned by 
the Star Shell Range Knob in its IN position. 

STAR SHELL 
RANGE KNOB 

MATCH STAR SHEll tOn 
RANGE DIALS ~ 

r-=~ 

FINE 

>-()o" -ij 

The Fuze Dial is graduated to compute a function of R2n. The 
graduations are unequally spaced so that THE DIAL ITSELF 
TAKES THE PLACE OF A COMPUTING CAM. 

Here the dial has been t urned from 5000 yards to 9000 yards 
to match the Range Counter. 

H ere it has been turned from 9000 yards to 13,000 ya rds to 
match the R ange Counter. 

ALTHOUGH THE CHANGE WAS 4000 YARDS IN EACH 
CASE, THE AMOUNT OF ROTATION WAS GREATER 
FOR THE SECOND 4000 YARDS THAN IT WAS FOR 
THE F IRST 4000 YARDS. 

When the inner dial is turned to match the Range Counter, 
the amount of rotation of the line is a function of the yards of 
Star Shell Range, R 2n, a nd represents Star Shell Fuze Setting 
Order, F n. 

The computed va lue of F n positions the Fuze Setting Order 
T ransmitter. 

The proper Star Shell Fuze Dial must be installed for the type 
of star shell being used. The mechanical fuze star shell requires 
the fuze dial marked "Mech. Fuze." The powder fuze star she ll 
requires the fuze dia l marked "Pwdr. Fuze." 
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Star Shell GUN TRAIN ORDER 

• 
STAR FORMS HERE 

\ KRdBs X 30 SEC. --- _____ --_ ... ___ A_A_A' 

OWN SHIP 

360 

""" ---

~~-•. l'I'''''., .. - -

The sta r from a star shell should form 1000 Jlards beyond the 
T a rget, and shou ld be in a direct line with the Ship a nd T arget 
after it has burned 30 seconds, which is half th~ life of the star. 

The Gun Train Order, B ' gr, computed by the Computer 
Mark 1, is such that service projectiles will hit the Target . 

The Computed Star Shell Gun Train Order, B 'grn, consists of 
B'Rr p lus a train correction to take account of both deflection 
of Ship and T arget during the 30 seconds, and deflection of the 
star due to wind during t he 3 0 seconds. 

This train correction is ca lled Dtown. B'grn = B'g, + Dtown 

Dtown is a n angu la r correction computed by the equation : 

linear rate X time 
-----;--- - = a ngular change 

range 

The RATE in this equation is KRdBs + WrD, the sum of Ship, 
T arget, and Wind motion hori zon ta lly across the Line of Sight. 

As the diagram at the left indicates, star shell deflection due to 
RdBs is always greater than RdBs from the Computer Mark l. 
T he gearing carrying RdBs to the Star Shell Computer puts in 
a constant K which approximates this difference and produces 
KRdBs. Wind deflection, WrD, is added to obtain KRdBs + 
WrD, the total deflection rate. 

The TIME in the equation is a constant, K . Its va lue is 30 sec· 
onds because Own Ship, Target, and the star should line up 
after the star has been burning 30 seconds. 

The RANGE in the equation is Star Shell R ange, R2n. 

The equation for Dtown is therefore: 

( KRdBs + W rD ) X K 
R2n = D town 
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The equation for Dtown is solved by a dial and a screw-type 
multiplier. 

K 
The mechanism first computes the te rm R2n . This value is 

ca lled jDwn. 

The equation for Dtown can now be written : 

Dtown = jDwn X ( KRdBs + WrD) 

STAR SHELL COMPUTER 

[0[9[0[0[0[ 
jDwn is computed from R2n by the unequally spaced gradua
tions on the ring dia l of the Match Star Shell Range Dia ls. The 
ring dial acts as a computing cam just as the inner dial did in 
the Fuze Setting Order computation. The ring dial reading is 
matched to the Sta r Shell Range Counter reading by turning 
the Ra nge Knob in its OUT position. This sets jDwn into the 
Deflection Multiplie r. 

RING OIAl MATCHEO TO COUNTE R 
PUlS jOwn INTO MECHANISM 

The Deflection Multiplier is a screw-type multiplier which 
multiplies jDwn by KRdBs + WrD. KRdBs + WrD positions 
the rack; jDwn positions the lead screw. The output is Dtown. 

ELECTRICAL SIGNAL ,..--..... 
FROM STAR SHEll B'j" 
SPOT TRANSMlTIER I.._;"'.J 

f ROM l~~~'>""""::::::~""""""~ COMPUTER 
MARK 1 

DEFlECTION 
MULTIPLIER 

FROM (~~~~~~~ COMPUTER •• 
MARK 1 

0-2 

STAR SHEll ,.. __ ..... 

~~~~~E I ~~~!J~ .. ~~~ 
\; MATCH STAR SHEll 

RANGE DIALS 

Computed Star Shell Gun T rain Order, B'~r.n , is obta ined by 
adding Dtown to Gun Train Order, B 'gr , at differentia l D-2. In 
other words, the computation from Computer M ark 1 needed to 
hit the Target, a nd the correction needed to put the star, at half 
its life, in line with the Target, a re combined to give Computed 
Star Shell Gun Tra in Order, 8 'grn. 

B 'grn drives a coarse a nd fine synchro differential genera tor in 
the Gun Train Order Transmitter. It is here tha t a further cor
rection, Star Shell De fl ection Spot, B ' jn, is added electrica lly 
when~ver needed. B 'jn comes in electrica lly from the Star 
Shell Spot Tra nsmitter in the Director, 

The final output to the star she ll gun is ca lled Star Shell Gun 
Tra in Order, B 'gr j n. 
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Star Shell GUN ELEVATION ORDER 

362 

... ,. 
IE 

The Star Shell Eleva tion prediction must do more than simply COf

rect Gun Elevation Order, E'g. from the Computer M ark I , for the 
additional 1500 feet height of the star and the 1000 yards' addi
tional range. It must include a correction for the fall of the star 
during the time interval between the burst of the shell and open
ing of the parachute, so tha t the star will f orm at an a ltitude of 
1500 feet. 

If the Star Shell Gun Eleva tion should be a little too low at the 
longer ranges, the star will explode just high enough to light up the 
surface fo r a few seconds before sputtering into the wa te r. 

NOTE: 
The Sta r Shell Fuze Setting Order must also be highly accurate, for the 
same reason. The Star Shell Gun T ra in Order, however, can put the star 
several hundred feet to one side of the ideal location without seriousl y 
interfering with illumination . 

The equation for Sta r Shell Gun Elevation Order, E'gjn, has four 
terms. 

The first term is E'g + K , The Sta r Shell Gun Elevation Order must 
pli-t the star beyond and above the Target. This means tha t Star 
Shell Gun Elevation Order will a lways be larger than Gun Eleva· 
tion Order, E'g, from the Computer Mark 1. K represents the mini. 
mum amount by which the Sta r Shell Gun Eleva tion Order always 
exceeds E' g. 

K3 • jDwn can be roughly pictured as a negative correctiot;l to Eleva· 
tion, needed to keep the stars at the same height as range increases. 

K I • Fn can be thought of as a positive correction to Elevation as 
ra nge increases. It represents Superelevation. This t erm is further 
modified by Range Spot, R j n. 

E ' jn is the Star Shell E leva tion Spot, which is added e lectrically at 
the Sta r Shell Gun E levation Order Transmitter. 
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4000 YOS, 

ElEVATION AT:--- 1 
.000 Y~RDS R2n 

--- , 

8000 IDS. 

MINIMUM ElEVATION A 
8000 YAROS R2 n 

--

STAR SHEll COMPUTER 

, 

Why there are both a positive and a negative elevation correction 

K, ' jDwn 

K, · Fn 

RESTRI CTED 

As Star Shell R ange, R 2 n, increases from a minimum of 4000 ya rds up 
to about 8000 yards, the gun must be depressed to keep the sta r a t 1500 
feet a ltitude. Beyond tha t ra nge the e levation must be increased to hold 
the 1500 feet a ltitude as the range increases, beca use of the increasingly 
curved trajectory of the shell. 

To approximate this va ria tion, two e levation corrections a re computed. 
If 4000 yards is taken as a base, t hen, as Star Shell R a nge increases from 
4000 ya rds, one of t hese corrections is a negative correction to tha t base 
and the other is a positive correction. 

The nega tive correction predomina tes during the short ra nges where 
t he shells travel a lmost in a stra ight line. The positive correction pre
dominates a t the longer ra nges. 

: ( 
8000 YO!.. 

The negative correction decreases as Range increases. It happens to 
va ry in about the same way as jDwn; therefore jDwn from the ring dia l 
of the M atch Sta r Shell R ange Dials is multiplied through gea ring by 
a constant, K 3, to bring it into sca le with the other E leva tion values. 
The product, K 3 • jDwn, is used as the negative Eleva tion correction. 
This expla ins why Star Shell Deflection, jD wn, is a n input to t he Star 
Shell Gun Elevation Order network. 

8000 YOS. 

The positive Elevation correction is Superelevation, the increase in the 
Eleva tion Angle needed to compensate for the increased drop in t he shell 
as R a nge increases. 

Superelevation is about the same function of Star Shell Range as Star 
Sh.ell F uze Setti ng Order, F n. T he F n D ial of the Sta r Shell Range Dia ls 
can therefore be used to compute t his correction. The va lue on the Fuze 
line is mult iplied by a constant, K " producing K , · Fn. K 1 • Fn is used 
as the input to t he lead screw of the Sta r Shell Elevation Multiplie r, 
which produces t he posit ive Elevation Correction, K , • Fn( K , I Rjn ). 
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Summary of the Gun Elevation Computation 

(~ 

elEVATION 
MULTIPLIER 

D- 3 

The equation for Star Shell Gun Elevation Order is : 

E'gjn = ( E'g + K) + K , . jDwn + K , Fn ( K , + Rjn) + E'jn. 

This equation is solved mechanically in four steps: 

1 The Sta r Shell Elevation Multiplier multiplies K ) · Fn by 
K~ + R jn. 

2 

3 

4 

E'g + K from the Computer Mark 1 is added to K 3 • jDwn 
a t differential D -3. 

The output from D-3 is added to the mUltiplier output to 
obtain Computed Star Shell Eleva tion Order, E' gn. E' gn 
drives coarse a nd fine synchro differential generators in the 
Star She ll Gun Elevation Order Tra nsmitter. 

In the Star Shell Gun Elevation Order Transmitter, Star 
Shell E levation Spot, E'jn, is added electrically to Com
puted Sta r She ll Gun E levation Order, E'gn, to obtain Star 
Shell Gun Elevation Order, E ' gin, the electrical output to 
the gun. 

FINE 

E'gjn 
E'jn 

r.;;::::~ __ .J1 ElECTRICAL SIGNAL 
FROM STAR SHELL 
SPOT TRANSMITTER 

COARSE 

Star Shell Deflection and Elevation Spots 
Star Shell Deflection and Elevation Spots are added directly 
into the Sta r Shell Gun Train a nd Elevation Orde rs by means 
of differentia l generators. These generators add an electrical 
input to a mechanical input and transmit their sum e lectrica lly. 
Star Shell Deflection and Elevation Spots are sent down e lec
t rica lly from the Director to these differential transmitters and 
are there added to the Computed Star Shell Gun T ra in and 
Elevation Orders. A detailed desc ription of differentia l genera
tors can be found in OP 1 140, in the chapter on Synchros. 
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The STAR SHELL COMPUTER MARK 1 MOD 1 

ELEVATION 

FUZE 

366 

STAR SHEll 
RANGE DIALS 

STAR SHELl 
RANGE COUNTER 

ST AI SHEll RANGE 
SPOT DIALS 

In orde r to imple me nt the Sta r She ll Spot Transmitte r Mark 1 
and to provide for inde pendent control of the Gun Order Tra ns
mitte rs, the Star She ll Compute r M ark 1 Mod 0 was modified 
a nd was designated as Mod 1. 

The comput ing mecha nism in the M od 1 is exactly like tha t 
in the M od 0 , and , in gene ra l, operation of t he M od 1 is simila r 
to that o f the M od O. 

In the M od 1, Eleva tion a nd De flectio n H a ndc ra nks we re 
added, each ha ving two positio ns, SPOT a nd SEARCH. Ele
va tio n and D e flectio n Spot Dials were a lso added) a nd the 
w indow was e nla rged to ma ke the Sta r She ll Gun Elevation 
and Tra in Orde r Dia ls visible from the front . 

With the ha ndcra nks in the SPOT positio n, Elevation a nd 
Deflection Spots may be int roduced independent ly of t he Star 
She ll Spot Tra nsmitter M a rk l. 

Elevation Spots a re introduced thro ugh di fferentia l D -5 a nd 
D e flection Spots through d iffere ntia l D -6. The Eleva tion a nd 
D e flection Spot Dials indica te the respective quanti ti es in m ils. 
( The coarse Spot Dia ls rem a in with in the gradua tio n as lo ng 
as the spots a re within 2 00 mils. ) R a nge Spots a re introduced 
a nd indica ted in this Mod a s in M od O. The Sta r She ll Spot 
Tra nsmit te r M a rk 1 is still used for introducing norma l Sta r 
She ll Spot C orrect io ns. 

F or specia l types of contro l, othe r quan titi es may be set in by 
m eans o f these spot ha ndcranks. 
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SELECTOR DRIVE 

/ MARK 'fl' 6 

( 

Zd INPUT "-7i'''' 
SHAFT II , 
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OP 1064 

-SHtFT LEVER 

The Selector Drive is a mechanism used to disconnect, and to 
connect and synchronize, the Cross-level shaft line between 
the Stable Element Mark 5 or 6 and the Computer Mark 1. It 
also provides a means of putting a selected value of Cross
level, Zd, into the Computer. Usually this selected value is 
2000 minutes. 

The Selector Drive is located between the Computer Mark 1 
and the Stable Element Mark 5 Of 6, replacing the Cross-level 
shaft which normally connects these two instruments. Two 
shafts, an input shaft and an output shaft, project from oppo
site sides of the Selector Drive. The Selector Drive input shaft 
is coupled to the Zd output shaft from the Stable Element. 
The Se lector Drive output shaft is coupled to the Zd input 
shaft to the Computer. The Zd line to the Computer may be 
disconnected inside the Selector Drive, and a selected va lue of 
Zd may be put into the Computer through the Selector Drive 
output shaft by turning the Selector Drive Handcrank. 

The Selector Drive mechanism is conta ined in a metal box. 
On the front is a shift lever with three positions: DISCON
NECT, CONNECT AND SYNCHRONIZE, and LOCK. On 
top of the box are a dial assembly and the handcrank. The 
handcrank and dials are used for synchronizing the input and 
output shafts. 
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Why a selector drive needed • IS 

When the Director is searching for a target, the Stable Ele
ment must be operating in order to stabilize the Director sights 
and Range Finder. The Computer must be energized in order 
to supply B 'r to t he Stable Element. Since no other Computer 
outputs are required in this type of operation, needless wear 
on the Computer parts can be e liminated by setting the inputs 
of both L and Zd from the Stable Element at fixed values. 

The type of Stable Element used on most ships permits the 
setting of either the Level or the Cross- level input to the Com
puter a t a fixed value, but not both simulta neously. Insta lla
tion of a Selector Drive Ma rk 1 on these ships makes it pos
sible to set both the Level and the Cross-level inputs a t fixed 
values at the same time. Leve~ can be set at the Stable Ele
ment and Cross-level at the Selector Drive. 

(Since the type of Stable Element used on destroyers of the 
00409-420 class permits the setting of both the Level and 
Cross-level inputs to the Computer at fixed values, no Selector 
Drives are furnished for the Computers on these ships.) 

Selected cross-level 
T o set a selected value of Cross-level into the Computer when 
Level is being selected a t the Stable Element, the Selector 
Drive shift lever is put in the DISCONNECT position. In DIS
CONNECT, Zd from the Stable Element does not drive the 
Computer but merely rota tes the dial s of the Selector Drive. A 
selected va lue of Zd is put into the Computer by turning the 
Selector Drive Handcra nk until the required value is read on 
the Zd Dia l on the rear of the Computer. This required va lue 
is usually zero, which is read as 2 000 minutes on the Computer 
Zd Dial. 

Continuous cross-level 
F or Continuous Aim, continuous values of Zd are needed in the 
Computer. These continuous values a re t ransmitted through 
the Selector Drive, which functions in Contmuous Aim as a 
shaft between the Stable Element and the Computer. 

To set the Selector Drive for transmitting continuous values 
of Zd, the shift lever is moved to the CONNECT AND SYN
CHRONIZE position. The handcrank is turned until the in
dexes on both of the Selector Drive Dials a re matched a t t he 
fixed index. This synchronizes the input a nd output shafts. The 
shift lever is then moved to the LOCK position. In the LOCK 
position the input and output shafts are held in synchronism 
and function as a direct drive between the Stable Element and 
the Computer. 
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The SELECTOR DRIVE MECHANISM 
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DIAL ASSEMBlY 
DIALS 

The Selector Drive M echanism consists of the input and output 
shafts, a bevel-gear differential , the handcrank assembly, the 
shift lever mechanism, the dial assembly, and a coarse and fine 
interlock. 
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COARSE INTERLOCK 

DETENT NOTCH 
DETENT ROLLER 
SPRING 
PLUNGER 
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HANDCUNK COUPLING 
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The shaft lines 
SPIDER 

OUTPUT ,n,,, , 

SHAn 

DRIVE GEAR'~~~~I!!!! 
LOCKING SECTOR --~ 
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" ' 1 II I II 

""""'NG PLATE 
' ·56 

The input shaft from the Stab le Element po
sitions one side of the differential. 

The output shaft is geared directly to the 
other side of the d iffe rentia l and to shaft 
l oS?~ 

The spider of t he differential is connected to 
the dials and to shaft 1-83. 

On shaft I-S6 there is a slide carrying the 
drive gear. The slide permits the gea r to be 
moved up and down a long shaft I -S6 by the 
shift lever. 

The drive gear on shaft I -S6 can be moved 
to anyone of three positions by positioning 
the shift lever. 

When the shift lever is in DISCONNECT 
position, the drive gea r is in its highest posi
tion, meshing with the lower gea r o n shaft 
I -S7. This connects the handcrank to the 
output shaft . 

When the shift lever is in CONNECT AND 
SYNCHRONIZE position, the drive gea r 
meshes with the masking·plate gear, which 
meshes with a gear on shaft 1·S3. Through 
these gears the handcra nk is connected to the 
differential spider and the dials. 

When the shift lever is in LOCK position, the 
drive gear is in ~ts lowest position. It is still 
connected to the shaft line to the spider and 
dials, but now it also meshes with the fixed 
locking sector on the base plate of the Se
lector Drive. Since this locking sector is fixed, 
the drive gea r in LOCK position locks sha ft 
I -S3, the differential spider, a nd the d ials. 
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How the SELECTOR DRIVE works 
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The Selector Drive receives continuous in
put values of Zd from the Stable Element. 

In the DISCONNECT position of the shift 
lever, the ha ndcrank is connected to the 
output shaft line. The Zd values from the 
Stable E lement position the input line and, 
following the line of least resistance, back 
out through the spider of the differential , 
turning the Selector Drive Dials. A selected 
value of Zd is set into the Computer by 
turning the handcrank to position the out· 
put shaft. The selected value also backs out 
through the spider and dials. The selected 
value of Zd is read on the Zd Dial a t the rea r 
of the Computer. 

In the CONNECT AND SYNCHRONIZE 
position, the handcrank is connected to the 
spider of the differential and to the dia ls. 
The continuous Zd values from the Stable 
Element position the input line and the in· 
put side of the differential. The handcrank 
holding friction prevents these input values 
from backing out through the spider; there
fore, they drive out through the output side 
of the differential and turn the output shaft. 
The input and output lines are now con
nected but the value of Zd in the Computer 
may not be the same as the value of Zd in 
the Stable E lement. 

To SYNCHRONIZE the 
input and output shaft lines 
With the lever still at CONNECT AND 
SYNCHRONIZE position, the handcrank 
is turned, turning the differential spider un
til the spider is at its zero position. This 
ha ndcrank input combines with the input 
from the Stable Element, and both drive 
out through the output side of the differ- . 
entia!. As the handcrank is turned, the 
va lue of Zd on the output side of the differ
ential approaches the value on the input 
shaft. When the differentia l spider reaches 
its zero position, the value on the output 
side of the diffe rential equals the value 
dri ving through from the input side, and 
the input and output shafts a re synchro
nized . The value of Zd in the Computer is 
equa l to the value of Zd in the Stable E le
ment. 
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Synchronism is complete when the spider 
has been turned to its zero position. The 
spider is in its zero position when the in
dexes on both dials are matched at t he fixed 
index. The spider and dials are held sta
tionary in this synchronized position by the 
holding friction on the ha ndcrank. Con
tinuous correct values of Zd now drive 
th rough the differential to the output shaft 
line. When the spider and dials are in their 
zero positions, the interlock mecha nism is 
also in position to allow the shift lever to 
be moved to LOCK position. 

In LOCK posit ion of the sh ift lever, the sec
tor locks the shaft line to the spider a nd 
dials. The sides of the differential are held 
in synchronism, a nd correct continuous 
values of Zd from the Stable Element drive 
through the Selector Drive to the Com
puter. The mechanism now functions as a 
shaft carrying the varying Zd value from 
the Stable Element to the Computer. Turn
ing the handcrank in the LOCK position 
will merely cause the friction drive to slip 
and will not throw the Computer and 
Stable Element out of synchronism. 
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The dial assembly 

The inner fine dial a nd the disk carrying the pla ne
tary gears turn with the dial .shaft. The pla netary 
gears drive the coarse ring d ial which is mounted on 
the d ial plate. The planetary gearing is designed so 
t hat the ring dial makes one revolution for 18 revo
lutions of the inner dial. 

The handcrank assembly 

The handcra nk is a one-position handle. It has an 
adjusta ble holding friction inside the adapter a nd an 
adjustable friction re lief drive. The ha ndcrank is 
connected to shaft I -S6 by an Oldham coupling. This 
coupling permits the top cover a nd handcrank to be 
removed without disturbing the shaft lines inside the 
Selector D rive. 

The shift lever mechanism 

The function of the shift lever mechanism is to move 
the dri ve gear from one position to another. 

The grooved slide carrying the drive gear is keyed 
to shaft 1-S6. The slide and gea r rotate with the 
shaft and may a lso move up and down on the shaft . 
An arm is pinned to the sh ift lever sha ft . This a rm 
has a stud on which is mounted a roller. This ro lle r 
fits into a groove on the sl ide. As the shift lever is 
moved the arm a nd roller are rotated t hrough a n arc, 
raising or lowe ring the drive gear on the shaft. M ov
ing the shift lever to anyone of its t hree positions 
t he refore a lso moves the drive gear to ·a correspond
ing position. 
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The coarse interlock 

A coarse and fine interlock prevent the shift lever 
from being moved to the LOCK position when the 
input B: nd output shafts are not synchronized, The 
coarse interlock is a linkage between the shift lever 
and the dials. It consists of an arm, a sl ide, and a plun~ 

ger holding a d etent roller. The arm is connected to 
the shift lever, at right ang les to the lever. 

When the shift lever is moved toward LOCK posi. 
tion, the end of the arm pushes against a stud on the 
end of the slide. The shift lever can move to the 
LOCK position only when the slide is free to move 
to its lower position. As long as the detent roller is 
out of the notch in the dial plate, the slide is held in 
its upper position by the plunger, which passes 
through a hole in the top of the slide. When the dials 
are not synchronized, therefore, the slide is held in 
its upper position. and the stud on the slide prevents 
the shift lever from moving to the LOCK position. 

When the dials are synchronized at the fixed index, 
the notch in the dial plate lies opposite the detent 
roller. A spring pushes the detent roller into the 
notch. When the detent rotler enters the notch the 
p lunger is drawn out of the hole in the slide. The 
sl ide is free to move. As the sh ift lever is moved to 
LOCK position, the arm on the shift lever pushes 
aga inst the stud and moves the slide to its lower 
position. 

The fine interlock 
The fine interlock consists of a maskmg plate on the 
bottom of the idler spur gear on shaft I-S5. When 
the shift lever is in' CONNECT AND SYNCHRO
N IZE position, the drive gear turns the shaft line to 
the spider and dia ls through this masked idler spur 
gear. The masking plate does not interfere with this 
operation. 

In LOCK position the drive gear must be lowered by 
the sh ift lever until it engages the fixed locking sec
tor. The drive gear cannot be moved into mesh with 
the fixed locking sector until the notch in the masking 
plate lines up v.. ith the edge of the drive gear. When 
the dials are exactly matched at the index, the notch 
and drive gear a re al igned. Thus, when the dials are 
synchronized, the notch allows the drive gear to drop 
into mesh with the locking sector. 
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